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1. Executive summary
This deliverable describes the outcomes of the UNFOLD project in the months January to
June 2005, that is to say months 13 to 18 of the project. The work undertaken corresponds
to the activities of work-package 6 Conferences, symposia and studies, and also provides
an overview of the development of the UNFOLD Communities of Practice.
The deliverable summarises the work done in two forms
• a description of project activities and outcomes
• tabular presentation of all UNFOLD events and publications
This enables readers to obtain a quick overview of the work carried out. More detailed
reports are provided in annexes to the deliverable, which constitute the greater part of this
document.
The period reported here has been characterised by a very high rhythm of work by the
project, building on the solid basis established in the first year of project activity. A large
number of events have been organised in the six month period including four major events
directed at the members of the Communities of Practice. Each of these lasted three days
each, except for the Paris meeting which was a two day event. It is a mark of the success of
the project that a community of researchers has been willing to pay their own expenses to
attend these events, to make use of the opportunity to exchange information with their
peers. 
Online activities have supported and extended these events. The project has also provided
online resources, in particular a substantial and growing collection of runnable Units of
Learning, with online support and activities.
Very encouraging results have been obtained from contacts and meetings with independent
Open Source developers. This is particularly true of Moodle, who following discussions
with UNFOLD have published a development road map to achieve Learning Design
compliance.
We have also organised a number of workshops, and have attended events organised by
other institutions in order to reach members of the target group who are not yet aware of
what Learning Design can offer.
The programme of events and activities up to the end of the project has been put in place,
with three major events planned for the autumn period. The final major event will be at
Online Educa Berlin, where the activities and achievements will be drawn together.
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2. Overview of UNFOLD activities and outcomes
This period has been characterised by a very high rhythm of work by the project. In the six
month period there have been four major events organised by the project and directed at the
members of the Communities of Practice. Each of these lasted three days each, except for
the Paris meeting which was a two day event.  For each event a report was prepared with
links to the presentations so that members who were unable to attend could keep up with
progress.  
The project has also organised a programme of outreach events, addressed at people who
may be interested in Learning Design, but do not know a lot about it. This has included the
organisation of two full day workshops, participation in three panel sessions, and the
presentation of papers at five events.
The details of all these events are available below in tabular form in the body of this report,
and detailed reports are included in the annex.
Another strong indicator of project activity is the large number of publications which have
been generated.  Ten publications in conference proceedings and journals are detailed in a
table in the body of the report, and this figure does not include the many PowerPoint and
OpenOffice presentations which are also available online from the UNFOLD web sites. In
the electronic version of this report the table contains hot links to the articles, while the
printed version the articles are included in an appendix. 
In these publications, and in the other awareness raising and dissemination activities
detailed in the annex to this report, and newcomers who have attended our meetings, we
have encouraged and facilitated awareness and adoption of the specification.  
The Communities of Practice have been growing, and by the end of the period there were
more than 500 members registered with UNFOLD. The geographic spread of participation
in the CoPs is wide. As expected, there has been a strong response from countries where
Learning Design is better established and has stronger research funding, such as UK, the
Netherlands, and Canada, but there has also been a surge in interest from other countries,
notably Spain and France, and significant participation from a wide range of European
states, and, less expectedly, from Russia. It is satisfying to note that Spain and France are
two countries where UNFOLD has been able to make a particular effort to encourage
participation, because of the strong network of Spanish contacts centred around partner
FUPF, and because French speaking project staff have enabled us to make a focused
intervention in France.
Many members make use of the project purely as a source of information, but there has
been a solid core of members who are willing to pay their own expenses to attend
UNFOLD events, and have taken part in online discussions. Indeed, some face to face
meetings have been over subscribed. Analysis of participation and feedback from
participants shows that synchronous person to person communication is most valued by
participants, and that learning activities centred on aspects of Learning Design have also
had some success. Forums have proved to be less engaging, and have only had sporadic
success in generating valuable discussions. This dynamics might be related to the progress
in implementation of the specification, which is approximately one year behind that
foreseen in the original UNFOLD workplan. The IMS LD has proved complex to
implement, and the community is still working on tools development. While a great deal
has been achieved the available tools are largely not yet mature enough for use with large
numbers of users in real environments. However, LD can describe pedagogies, and a
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number of significant discussions on patterns, templates, and model Units of Learning have
taken place.
The Springer book on Learning Design “Learning Design: A Handbook on Modelling and
Delivering Networked Education and Training” was published in this reporting period. It
had already proposed by the Valkenburg Group before the project started, but from the
initial working meetings in Schloss Dagstuhl, which coincided with the launch of the
project, there has been a strong relationship between this initative and the UNFOLD
project, in which UNFOLD has provided support for the process of creating the book. In
this context it is significant that 30 of the 38 authors have been directly involved in
UNFOLD events.
The online support provided for the Communities of Practice has been rationalised in the
light of these observations. Building on the good reception of the on-line learning activities
related to Learning Design it was decided to concentrate all the interactive on-line activities
on the Learning Networks for Learning Design site, while the www.unfold-project.net
handled announcements, documentation, mailing list etc.
The activities of the UNFOLD Communities of Practice may be summarised as follows:
Systems Developers CoP: We have observed that discussions between developers have
largely been at face to face meetings, and through email (even when facilitated by the
project). This is because programmers are a) discussing issues which are comprehensible to
only a small audience, b) unwilling to discuss their programming difficulties in public, as
uniformed readers may form a distorted view of the projects they are working on. 
The events and information exchanges facilitated by the project have provided a valuable
platform for tools developers to present their work in progress and receive feedback on it,
as well as disseminate their final versions. Moreover, a number of key implementations
have been stimulated or coordinated by the project, notably the commercial prototype
COSMOS which was developed as a direct result of an UNFOLD meeting, the
collaboration between the Universidad de Valladolid team and Reload which led to the
COLLAGE editor, the PLANET repostiory search engine integrated into Reload, the use of
LD in the iClass project as presented by ASK-LDT in the Valkenburg meeting, and
ongoing work with the SLed Player and the Reload player (both of which are building on
the CopperCore player.
One particular success has been the ongoing contact with Moodle. This commenced with
extensive UNFOLD support and participation in a discussion of the Springer book
“Learning Design: A Handbook on Modelling and Delivering Networked Education and
Training”, which enabled the project to clarify a number of key issues. As a result of this
activity Martin Dougiamas, the lead developer of Moodle, accepted an invitation to
participate in the Braga CoP meeting, together with other members of the Moodle
community. A working meeting was held which led to the definition of a mapping of
Learning Design to the export format of Moodle, and a development roadmap for Moodle
which foresees Learning Design interoperability in the coming releases of the system,
available at http://moodle.org/doc/?file=future.html. A paper has been accepted by the
JIME special issue on Learning Design which is the result of this collaboration.
A similar process has been carried out for LAMS (Learning Activity Management System),
which has led to both a mapping of LAMS XML export format to Learning Design, and an
initiative coordinated by the project to create a small additional specification to facilitate
the integration of services into Learning Design Units of Learning. The workshops and
other activities around the RELOAD Learning Design Editor has facilitated the  integration
of  the COLLAGE tool into the RELOAD tool, and also to the , which have led to
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integration of the two systems, and to the integration of RELOAD into the EduSource
repository system and the Dialog Plus system.
Learning Designers CoP: Learning Designers have had to work with tools which are still
in development. At the beginning of this reporting period there were no UoLs being
produced other than those which were used to document the specification, and very few
people with the skill required to create Units of Learning. UNFOLD has addressed this
need by organising practical workshops at all CoP meetings, and also additional one off
workshops. These have proved very popular, and have been a valuable way of increasing
skills levels. 
The repository of example Units of Learning established by the project, which now has 36
UoLs, has been useful tool for members who would like to explore the specification and
improve their skills. It includes instructions for setting up and running the UoLs, and
associated learning activities and support.
Teachers and Learning Providers CoP. Because of the lack of tools there has not yet
been any practical experience of using the specification with learners, other than that of
project partner OUNL (although the first is planned for the autumn). Consequently it has
not been possible to develop the planned focus on online activities which would compare
the results of using the specification with learners, and feed them back to learning
designers and systems developers. There has, however, been a lot of research work focused
on the specification, and many groups have welcomed the opportunity presented by the
UNFOLD meetings to report on and discuss this work.  The issue of making Learning
Design comprehensible to teachers and learners through patterns and templates is one
which has received substantial attention, and the project has developed a methodology for
the presentation of templates as a means of facilitating this work, which was presented at
the Braga meeting at the end of this reporting period. The project has also made contact
with research groups in three institutions in Canada (Simon Fraser University Vancouver,
Waterloo, and TeleUniversité Quebec) all of whom have participated in UNFOLD
meetings. These members of the Canadian Learning Design community have done
extensive work on methodologies for using Learning Design with teachers and learners,
and their presence at the UNFOLD CoP meetings has facilitated valuable cross-fertilization
with European work. A paper entitled The Role Of Teachers In Editing And Authoring
Units Of Learning Using IMS Learning Design has been accepted by the International
Journal on Advanced Technology for Learning, Special Session on "Designing Learning
Activities: From Content-based to Context-based Learning Services”. This summarises
some of the key outcomes of this CoP halfway through the present reporting period.
PhD Researchers CoP: A CoP was formed for PhD researchers at the request of the
membership. A special session was organised at the second Barcelona meeting, focused
around the theme “Towards a Research Agenda for Learning Design”, and the outcomes
are detailed in the report on that meeting.  A two day meeting has been scheduled for
September 2005 (in collaboration with ProLearn) which will offer an opportunity for
members of this Community to present and publish papers.
Francophone CoP: In response to an UNFOLD initiative a meeting was held in Paris to
promote the use of the Learning Design in France. A number of interesting French
initiatives have come to light which were developing quite separately from the rest of the
Learning Design community. This has led to the participation of two French Learning
Design implementation projects in the CoPs meetings, together with a number of other
participants from France.
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Participation from the industrial sector.
IMS LD has its origins in public education, and this remains the area in which it has
greatest strength. Nevertheless, UNFOLD has been aware throughout it’s activity of the
need to reach the industrial sector. The project was launched to the industrial user group at
the eLig (eLearning Industry Group) conference held jointly with EADTU (European
Association of Distance Teaching Universities). The project has also maintained close
contacts with PROLEARN, a network of excellence established explicitly to connect
academic and industrial work in the area of eLearning. 
Developers of commercial applications have been invited to attend events wherever
possible, resulting in the participation of Chronotech, elive, Cosmos and GTK Press.
Contact has also been established with BlackBoard. In addition project awareness raising
activities have given high priority to the industrial sector. As a result of these efforts there
has been a significant industrial participation in UNFOLD events, with a total of 46
commercial organisations having participated in UNFOLD meetings and synchronous
online events.
In addition to these commercial organisations, the project has also made focused on
contacting the independent Open Source foundations which are developing compliant
applications. These organisations are increasingly important players in the eLearning
market, and should be included in any review of the industrial sector. UNFOLD has been
in contact with a number of these, including LAMS, Moodle, Boddington and .LRN, all of
which have been involved in UNFOLD meetings and are making moves towards
interoperability with Learning Design.
Preparations for the final period of the project
The final period of project activity will build on the successful events of the present
reporting period. 
The principal events in the programme are
• A three day CoP meeting in Glasgow with a focus on practical implementation in
institutions
• A two day workshop in Heerlen (organised in collaboration with Prolearn). The
papers accepted for this event will be automatically included in the Special Issue on
Learning Design of the IEEE journal Educational Technology & Society, which
will provide strong dissemination for the project.
• A two day meeting in Berlin prior to Online Educa, which will summarise the
achievements of the project and the current state of Learning Design. 
• An UNFOLD workshop at the EUCEN autumn conference in Rome
• A keynote presentation on UNFOLD at the SPDECE conference in Barcelona
A number of other  workshops and presentations are also being discussed and scheduled.
These events will be combined with the UNFOLD online presence, as in earlier phases of
the project.
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3. Tabular summary of UNFOLD activities
Communities of Practice meetings
Event Start
Date
Location UNFOLD activity
UNFOLD CoP meeting 
(3 days)
16-02-05 Valkenburg The second UNFOLD CoP meeting, with a focus
on "IMS Learning Design tools: Applications to
model and run Units of Learning"
UNFOLD / AFNOR event
(2 days)
31-03-05 Paris A two day meeting in Paris to stimulate French
participation
UNFOLD CoP meeting
(3 days) 
 
20-04-05 Barcelona The third UNFOLD CoP meeting. The focus was
on  "Exploring authoring tools for IMS Learning
Design"
UNFOLD CoP meeting 
(3 days)
29-06-05 Portugal The fourth UNFOLD CoP meeting
UNFOLD workshops and panel sessions
Event Start
Date
Location UNFOLD activity
TASELL 25-04-05 Rabat,
Morocco
UNFOLD Workshop (with support of ILO)
Online Educa Madrid
(1 day)
11-05-05 Madrid UNFOLD Learning Design Workshop
elearnexpo Moscow 26-05-05 Moscow Paper, presentation and panel session
II Jornada Campus Virtual
UCM
02-06-05 Madrid Presentations and panel session
Alt-i-lab 2005 20-06-05 Sheffield UK Demonstration and panel session participation
Participation in other events
Event Start
Date
Location UNFOLD activity
Prolearn Workshop on
Personalized Adaptive
Corporate Learning
13-01-05 UNFOLD presentation on Learning Design 
CETIS Learning Design
update
04-03-05 Newcastle Presentation and panel discussion
PROLEARN-iClass 03-04-05 Leuven,
Belgium
Participation in "Learning objects in context"
EUCEN European Conference
on Lifelong Learning
28-04-05 Bergen,
Norway
Awareness raising and announcement of Rome
EUCEN workshop. 
First International Conference
on Open Source Systems
11-07-05 Genoa Paper presentation
UNFOLD Online Events
Panel members Date Topic
Griff Richards and Colin
Knight, Simon Fraser
University
26-01-05 UNFOLD Workshop (with support of ILO)
Colin Tattersall, Fred de Vries,
Daniel Burgos, Bill Olivier, 
22-03-05 Building on the Valkenburg meeting
Colin Tattersall, Dai
Griffiths, 
28-04-05 “Learning Design: A Handbook on Modelling and
Delivering Networked Education and Training”
Dai Griffiths, Daniel Burgos,
Patrick MacAndrew
06-06-05 Building on the Braga meeting
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4. Publications
In the printed version of this report these publications are included as an appendix (with
separate numbering) Readers of the electronic version of this report are invited to access
the online versions using the links provided.
UNFOLD publications, January to June 2005
Berggren, Anders; Burgos, Daniel; Fontana, Josep M.; Hinkelman, Don; Hung, Vu; Hursh,
Anthony; Tielemans, Ger. Practical and Pedagogical Issues for Teacher Adoption of IMS
Learning Design Standards in Moodle LMS. Journal of Interactive Media on Education,
Special issue on “Learning Design”. September 2005 [http://hdl.handle.net/1820/388]
Burgos, Daniel, Berbegal, Nidia, Griffiths, Dai, Tattersall, Colin, Koper, Rob. Do we need
specifications in e-learning? The IMS Learning Design approach. BINARIA Magazine. Issue
5. 2005. European University of Madrid. Spain
Burgos, Daniel, Berbegal, Nidia, Griffiths, Dai, Tattersall, Colin, Koper, Rob. IMS Learning
Design: How specifications could change the current e-learning landscape. e-Learning World.
Issue 2. 2005. Moscow State University of Economics, Statistics and Informatics - MESI.
Russia [http://hdl.handle.net/1820/354]
Burgos, Daniel; Tattersall, Colin; Koper, Rob. ¿Puede IMS Learning Design ser utilizada
para modelar juegos educativos?. Online Educa Madrid 2005. Conference paper. Spain
[http://hdl.handle.net/1820/329]
Griffiths, David; Blat, Josep: The Role Of Teachers In Editing And Authoring Units Of
Learning Using IMS Learning Design. International Journal on Advanced Technology for
Learning, Special Session on "Designing Learning Activities: From Content-based to Context-
based Learning Services”, volume 2, issue 3, October 2005. [http://www.unfold-
project.net/general_resources_folder/teaching/griffiths_atl.pdf]
Griffiths, David; Blat, Josep; Elferink, Raymond; Zondergeld, Sara: Open Source and IMS
Learning Design: Building the Infrastructure for eLearning. Proceedings of Open Source
Systems 2005, Genova, 11-15 July 2005.
[http://oss2005.case.unibz.it/Papers/OES/ES2.pdf]
Hummel, Hans; Burgos, Daniel; Tattersall, Colin; Brouns, Francis; Kurvers, Hub; Koper,
Rob. Encouraging contributions in Learning Networks using incentive mechanisms. Submitted
to the Journal of Computer Assisted Learning (JCAL) [http://hdl.handle.net/1820/339]
Hummel, Hans; Tattersall, Colin; Burgos, Daniel; Brouns, Francis; Kurvers, Hub; Koper,
Rob. Critical facilities for active participation in learning networks. Web based communities
2005 conference [http://hdl.handle.net/1820/319]
Hummel, Hans; Tattersall, Colin; Burgos, Daniel; Brouns, Francis; Kurvers, Hub; Koper,
Rob. Critical Facilities for Active Participation in Learning Networks, submitted to the
International Journal of Web-based Communities (IJWBC), vol. 2 (2005), issue 1
[http://hdl.handle.net/1820/349] 
Koper, Rob, Burgos, Daniel. Developing advanced units of learning using IMS Learning
Design level B. International Journal on Advanced Technology for Learning, Special Session
on "Designing Learning Activities: From Content-based to Context-based Learning Services”,
volume 2, issue 3, October 2005 [http://hdl.handle.net/1820/333]
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5. Online resources published on the Learning
Networks for Learning Design site
The task addressed by UNFOLD is not only to coordinate existing work, but also to
facilitate the use of the specification by people who do not yet have the necessary expertise.
Consequently learning resources and activities for authors have been established at the
Learning Networks for Learning Design server in OUNL, which is the platform for all
UNFOLD interactive activities. These are described below.
Example units of learning
In the previous reporting period UNFOLD made available to members Units of Learning
which enabled them to start working with the specification. These were Getting started
with the IMS LD Specification and Understanding the basics of IMS Learning Design. This
work has been followed up by the creation of a repository for IMS LD Units of Learning,
which is located on the Learning Networks for Learning Design server run by OUNL on
behalf of UNFOLD, which contained 36 UoLs by the end of the reporting period (see table
on following page). 
The examples by themselves would not be useful to non experts, and so they are supported
by the learning activity Runnable LD Example Units of Learning, which in addition to
links to the example Units of Learning (i.e. IMS Content Packages which have a learning
design and all associated resources) also includes support for members in their use:
     - a step by step guide to How to install CopperCore and run and publish a UoL
     - an assignment: 20 instructions to run a specific Example UoL
     - a forum with full support on Example Units of Learning
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Exemple Units of Learning on LN4LD
Nr Title Level Author Institution Remarks
1 Hello World A ColinTattersall OUNL The most simple UoL
2 A Simple LearningActivity A Owen ONeill OUNL Three learning activities and a simple resource
3 Candidas. The greatunknown (I) A
Daniel
Burgos OUNL
A small course for Level A with actual content
and small questionnaires after each learning
activity and a general quiz with the right
answers in the end of the activity structure
4 Learning ActivitiesWith Conditions B Owen ONeill OUNL
This learning design containing one role and
three learning activities and a resource provided
in an environment. The learner can optionally
choose to receive extra information to help him
to complete the activity
5 What is Greatness B ColinTattersall OUNL
A simple educational scenario with monitoring
services and properties and conditions
6
IMS Learning
Design Level 0.
Basics about the
spec
A
Daniel
Burgos and
Nidia
Berbegal
OUNL
Unit of Learning developed by OUNL and UPF
funded by UNFOLD Project describing the
basics of IMS Learning Design in a plain style
for open dissemination
7
IMS LD Level 0 in
HTML format.
Click here to see the
UoL directly in
your browser
HTML DanielBurgos et al OUNL
You will find a method to learn what IMS LD
is and how it runs
8
IMS LD Nivel 0
(fundamentos de la
especificación en
español)
HTML DanielBurgos et al OUNL
A través de estas páginas encontrarás un
método para aprender qué es IMS LD y cómo
funciona
9 ProgrammedInstruction B
Colin
Tattersall and
Owen ONeill
OUNL
A very simple example demonstrating
programmed instruction. Students must answer
each question correctly before being permitted
to view the next question.
10
Candidas II. Several
itineraries and
complementary
information
A DanielBurgos OUNL
We provide a small course for Level A with
actual content small questionnaires after each
learning activity and a general quiz with the
right answers in the end of the activity
structure. We also provide complementary
reading material to support the main course The
user can choose the itinerary of its own learning
11 From Lesson Planto LD A Rob Koper OUNL
How to structure a course using IMS learning
Design (LD) at level A
12 From Lesson Planto LD B Rob Koper OUNL
How to structure a course using IMS learning
Design (LD) at level B
13 Learning to listen toJazz B
Colin
Tattersall and
Daniel
Burgos
OUNL Show case using properties conditions visibilityand adaptive learning
14 Character A David White UNFOLD Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting inValkenburg 2005
15 Endolab A EllyLangewis UNFOLD
Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting in
Valkenburg 2005
16 Become a writer A Helen Grives UNFOLD Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting inValkenburg 2005
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17 Brainstorming lostin the Moon A
Davinia
Hernández-
Leo
UNFOLD Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting inValkenburg 2005
18
Mechanical
response on
materials
A Sofia Torrao UNFOLD Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting inValkenburg 2005
19 Pc Architecture A Oleg Alshev UNFOLD Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting inValkenburg 2005
20 Privaatrecht A AndreKoehorst UNFOLD
Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting in
Valkenburg 2005
21 Sample UoL A VictorZhukov UNFOLD
Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting in
Valkenburg 2005
22 Stroop A David Bean UNFOLD Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting inValkenburg 2005
23 Test Drive A Wim VanBorn UNFOLD
Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting in
Valkenburg 2005
24 Interactive brainwriting B
Andreas
Buehler and
Sebastian
Leibold
- Use of What is Greatness as a base
25 Geo-Quiz 1 B DanielBurgos OUNL
Programmed incremental instruction. With
properties conditions enumerated answers and
contextual feedback
26 Geo-Quiz 2 B DanielBurgos OUNL
Properties conditions calculations and adaptive
feedback
27 Requesting a file A DanielBurgos OUNL Use case. File property used to upload a file
28 Free StyleAssesment B
Daniel
Burgos OUNL
Monitoring services global elements properties
2 roles conditions. Flow between a teacher and
a student while submitting and correcting an
assignment
29 Notification inLevel C C
Daniel
Burgos et al OUNL
Use case to show an email sent by the system to
the teacher when a learner ends an activity.
Need of setting-up a SMTP server
30
Should there be a
European
Constitution
B ColinTattersall OUNL
Show case illustrating multi-learner multi-role
Unit of Learning with properties a service (the
monitor service) imsldcontent
31 Introduction to TaiChi A
Chistopher
Kew
University
of Bolton
Show case with actual content introducing Tai-
Chi
32 The connectedlearner A Alex Little
Open
University
of UK
Show case with actual content about six topical
issues in e-learning
33 Chemical Hazard A GayleCalverley UNFOLD
Developed at the UNFOLD CoP Meeting in
Valkenburg 2005
34 Geo-Quiz 3 B DanielBurgos OUNL
Use case. Adaptive learning flow depending on
user results 
35 Quo Builder B DanielBurgos OUNL
Use case. Personalization and adaptive learning
flow depending on user results. 1 role
36 Quo Builder 2 B DanielBurgos OUNL
Show case. Personalization, run-time tracking
and adaptive learning flow depending on user
results. 2 roles
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6. Appendices
6.1 Reports on UNFOLD events
CoPs  meeting  “IMS  Learning  Design  tools  in  progress”  Valkenburg,
February 16-17-18.
The day before yesterday the 3 day Communities of Practice meeting organized by the
UNFOLD project started in Valkenburg, The Netherlands. More than 55 participants from
all over the world gathered with their laptops and wireless internet to gain experience in
using the available tools to use, publish, edit and create Units of Learning. 
This first workshop in its kind was opened by Mr. Nuytens the Mayor of the medieval town
of Valkenburg who was presented the first copy of A Handbook on Modelling and
Delivering Networked Education and Training by Rob Koper. The book has contributions
from various members of the Valkenburg group. The initiative for putting together this
publication was taken 3 years ago also at a meeting in Valkenburg. 
During the first day the participants were facing the challenge in installing the latest fresh
versions of the IMS Learning Design engine Coppercore (version 2.2.2.) and the Reload
Learning Design editor(version 2.0.1). After the expected hustle uninstalling old versions,
reinstalling and updating the correct Java engine, everyone was able to explore both
Coppercore and Reload to edit existing Units of Learning, and run them. At this moment
sets of IMS-LD files are addressed independently. Bill Olivier of the Bolton University
announced that Reload and Coppercore will be integrated so anyone editing a UoL will be
able to instantly validate it and view the results. 
The second day all the participants worked on creating UoLs they designed themselves
using both Reload and Coppercore. With the help of experienced designers from the
OUNL everyone was guided through the design process in a cyclic fashion. Naturally small
teams were formed working together on implementing their small piece of education in
IMS-LD. All participants expressed their happiness with the stability of the tools. Of
course there are still many improvements to make to be taken up by the tool developers. 
After a few hours of work some finished UoLs were presented, some of which were quite
advanced. If you work yourself with Reload and Coppercore, the finished UoLs can be
accessed on the CoP of the UNFOLD project.
During the day we heard about various work in progress on developing tools that make the
initial creation of a UoL easier, integrations in VLEs and alike.
The last day an overview of other tools available were presented. 
First the Educreator, an IMS-LD level A editor developed by Chronotech was presented
by Evert van de Vrie evert.vandevrie@ou.nl of the OUNL. The roots of this editor are still
in EML as it was implemented using the EML player Edubox at the OUNL. Currently you
can also edit IMS LD level A. In the demonstration session this was demonstrated by
editing one of the UoLs that was made the day before using Reload. You can check his
slides .
Second a graphical editor ASK LDT under development by Pythagoras Karampiperis of
the 
Informatics and Telematics Institute in Greece was demonstrated. Interesting is that it
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seems to address a whish that was expressed by participants to have a more graphical
interface in which the design can be built by dragging elements to a workspace. See for
yourself two sample screen dumps: Building a UoL and Viewing a Contents pack. A
Windows installer of his latest version can be downloaded.
Wim van der Vegt of the OUNL presented CopperAuthor an authoring tool tightly
integrating Coppercore as he shares the corridor of his office with the Coppercore
developers. His tool is designed to import and merge (incomplete) IMS-LD files. And for
example it will offer a Graphical User interface for Coppercore in which users can be
added and runs can be previewed using Coppercore. The software will soon be made
available on Soundforge. You can check his slides.
The fourth toolset presented by Peter van Rosmalen of the OUNL has been developed in
the IST project Alfanet. 
You can check his slides.
For anyone who was not able to attend and likes to discuss the results of this Workshop
there is an online event hosted by UNFOLD next Tuesday 22-2 at 17.00 CET (and not
16.00 CET as was communicated before). You can login at this online chat 
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Barcelona CoPs Meeting 20-22 April. “Exploring authoring tools for IMS
Learning Design”.
Agenda 
UNFOLD CoP meeting Barcelona 20th - 22nd April 2005: "Exploring authoring tools for
IMS Learning Design"
Wednesday
20th 
Authoring in IMS Learning Design Level A / Research in IMS
Learning Design 
9.30 Welcome to the meeting
Parallel sessions a & b
10.00 Parallel session Parallel session b)
Session a)
Workshop on Authoring Level A
Units of Learning using the
RELOAD LD Editor
In this workshop you will create
your own Level A Units of
Learning, so you are asked to
come to the workshop with a
lesson "plan" and relevant
resources which will form the
basis of the UOL. The
workshop will work only with LD
Level A, so ideally the planned
UOL should consist of a
sequence of activities to be
performed by learners and
teachers, within the context of
an environment consisting of
learning objects or services.
Introduction to levels in LD
Session b)
Learning Design Research
Colloquium, hosted by the PhD
CoP and chaired by Rob Koper.
This session will be based around
short presentations of research
work and proposals, with
discussion by the participants. 
13.00 Lunch 
15.00 Session a) continued Session b) continued:
Discussion, led by the UNFOLD
team, to identify the key research
issues to be addressed in LD, the
lines of work which these open
up, and how this can be
facilitated within UNFOLD
18.00 Close
Thursday
21st
Authoring using IMS Learning Design Level B
9.00 Rob Koper: Level B: An introduction to properties and conditions
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11.00 Parallel sessions
Workshop a) 
Pythagoras Karampiperis leads
a workshop using the ASK-LDT
editor. This editor provides
support for Learning Design
structures using Level B based
on a graphical interface.
Workshop b)
The COSMOS Editor. This editor
produced by the University of
Duisburg provides a form based
interface for editing the whole of
Level B
13.00 Lunch
15.00 Continue workshops  
17.00 Plenary discussion of UoLs created in the workshop. UoLs running
in CopperCore
18.00 Close
Friday 22nd Moving forward with IMS LD Tool Design
9.00 Designing IMS Learning Design tools which are distant from the
specification
9.30 Hands on session: MOT+. Gilbert Paquette
13.30 Lunch
15.30 Bill Olivier: The future of IMS Learning Design tooling
16.00 Towards usability: discussion, feedback and reflection.
    - Feedback to developers
    - New features and tools required
    - Possible interfaces for high level level B tools
Plans for the next meeting
18.00 Close
Overview of the meeting
The place of this meeting in the UNFOLD programme
This is an exciting time for the Learning Design community, with the emergence of a
number of new tools and systems. The previous UNFOLD Community of Practice
meeting in Valkenburg focused on editing and running Units of Learning using IMS
Learning Design Level A. At that meeting there were workshops with the RELOAD LD
editor and the CopperCore learning design engine, and there were also presentations of
other emerging systems, including Chronotech LD Editor, ASK LDT, and the Duisburg
Collaborative Learning system, which has now been adapted to become COSMOS.
This meeting in Barcelona built on the theme of authoring UoLs commenced in
Valkenburg. Because the Valkenburg meeting was oversubscribed a shortened version of
the RELOAD workshop was provided to enable those who missed it first time round to get
up to speed. However the Barcelona meeting took participants beyond what was achieved
in Valkenburg by providing presentations and workshops on IMS LD Level B, and a
workshop with a graphical authoring system for Level A. There were also formal and
informal discussion sessions.
The next meeting, in Braga, Portugal, 15th - 17th June, will be focusing on making LD
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available to teachers, and so looking at the patterns, interfaces and templates that are
needed. We will also be providing a tools update, and an introduction to level C.
Wednesday 20th April
The first day consisted of two parallel strands. Those who were unable to attend the
oversubscribed meeting at Valkenburg had a chance to follow the RELOAD workshop.
The newly released RELOAD LD Viewer was used, which enables authors to preview their
design with a dummy user, without having to go through the process of setting up a run in
CopperCore. The RELOAD LD Editor and Viewer are free, and available for download
here. This made it possible to compress the workshop into a single day. In parallel with this
workshop there was a Colloquium hosted by the PhD Researchers CoP, where people
involved in research related to the LD Specification made presentations and discussed the
research agenda at a meeting chaired by Professor Rob Koper of the Open University of the
Netherlands.
Thursday 21st April
The second day focused on Learning Design Level B, starting with an input session from
Rob Koper where he took us through the purpose of level B, described its structure, and
showed examples running in CopperCore. A preprint of a paper by Rob Koper on the same
topic was distributed which will be published in the International Journal on Advanced
Technology for Learning, Special Session on "Designing Learning Activities: From
Content-based to Context-based Learning Services", volume 2, issue 3, October 2005. We
then moved onto two parallel workshops with tools which generate Level B code, both of
which created substantial interest in Valkenburg when they were briefly presented. 
The ASK LDT workshop was presented by Pythagoras Karampiperis of CERTH in
Greece, and the editor is being developed in the context of the iClass project. It provides
learning designers with a drag and drop graphic interface which they can use to work with
preset structures. The resulting UOL makes use of IMS Learning Design Level B, but the
tool does not set out to provide a general purpose Level B authoring environment. ASK
LDT offers a relatively easy path into Learning Design authoring (although it is intended as
a tool for learning designers rather than classroom teachers), and a number of UoLs were
produced during the session. The first release version of the ASK-LDT toolkit is expected
to be ready before the summer break, and it is intended that it will be made freely available.
The second workshop session used the COSMOS Level B editor, which is based on the
Duisburg Collaborative Learning authoring system presented at Valkenburg. The
developers put in a tremendous effort in the short space of time between the two meetings
to create the Level B editor. COSMOS is a full Level B editor, enabling learning designers
with the ability to edit all elements of Level B. Naturally, this means that the tool requires
rather more knowledge of the specification than does ASK LDT. The COSMOS tool
requires a certain amount of work before a release is available, but this is not expected to
be a long process. When it is made available it will be posted on this site, and members
will be alerted.
After the end of the session a substantial group headed off on the metro to visit "La
Pedrera" one of Gaudi's masterpieces in the city.
Friday 22nd April
On Friday the theme was Moving forward with IMS LD Tool Design, and it was
introduced briefly by Bill Olivier. He pointed out that LD makes a very large claim: that it
can express any pedagogy, and that limits of this claim have to be tested. In this respect
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MOT +, developed by LICEF, University of Quebec, is very relevant. MOT+ uses the
long established MISA Instructional Engineering method, and provides a graphical
authoring environment which was established before LD was developed. The fact that has
been possible to adapt this system so that it generates a valid UOL is an encouraging initial
confirmation that can indeed represent multiple pedagogies. MOT+ is at present the only
LD compliant authoring system which uses a graphical interface which does not reflect the
structure of the specification. The morning session was given over to a workshop using
MOT+, run by Gilbert Paquette and Michel Leonard, both of LICEF, and a number of
runnable UoLs were created by the participants. The MOT+ installers, the workshop slides
and user guides are available for download on this site, together with user guides. The
application and user guides are available in both English and French.
As an aside, it should be noted that the authoring workflow is one way traffic, i.e. a UOL
cannot be imported into MOT+, because the MOT+ format includes a lot of information
about the graphical representation which is not available in the LD XML (although the
team are investigating the possibility of generating a default graphical representation of a
UOL). In fact Gilbert Paquette and Michel Leonard told us that often the workflow they
adopt is to use MOT+ to design a UOL, then generate the LD XML, and finally tweak the
design in RELOAD. Similar considerations apply to ASK LDT, which also provides a
graphic authoring environment for LD, but cannot represent an imported UOL using that
graphic representation. 
The first afternoon session started with a discussion led by Bill Olivier on The Future of
IMS Learning Design Tooling. A number of new and ongoing projects in this area were
discussed, including WCKER, LADIE, and Howard Noble of Oxford University provided
a short update on work on enabling LAMS to import and export IMS Level A. Daniel
Burgos provided a quick preview of the emerging CopperAuthor editor, which we will
discuss in more detail at the next meeting. Plans for future events were outlined, in
particular the Braga CoP meeting (15th - 17th June), where a number of the issues
regarding interfaces for tools will be addressed.
Following three days of intensive work the meeting adjourned to the Palm House in the
nearby park where juices, beers and gins (according to preference) did a fine job of
restoring our energy levels.
Moving forward from Barcelona
As Bill Olivier commented in his presentation, there seems to be a pattern that when
implementing a specification the first applications are general purpose editors which are
quite close to the structure of the specification. They greatly facilitate the task of authoring,
but require you to know about the specification. It is very encouraging that at the Barcelona
meeting we saw a number of powerful editors of this type, including workshops with
RELOAD, COSMOS and a brief preview of COPPERAUTHOR. Together with the
COPPERCORE Learning Design Engine these applications provide an essential Open
Source foundation for anyone who would like to use Learning Design in practice. 
In Barcelona we also saw two applications which are providing interfaces which not so
closely tied to the specification., ASK-LDT and MOT+. These show how multiple
approaches can be adopted to authoring with LD, which may be appropriate for particular
groups of teachers and for different educational contexts. These applications are intended
for learning designers, rather than teachers, but for many people they may be easier to
comprehend.
This is all hugely encouraging and shows that good progress is being made in providing the
infrastructure for adoption of LD. One of the big items on the "To Do" list, however, is to
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provide tools which enable teachers to find, visualise, and adapt or edit UoLs, and to
provide appropriate interfaces for the player. These mechanisms may be as small as an
individual fragment or template, or as large as the integration of LD functionality into a
Learning Management System. We have discussed this in UNFOLD, and you may like to
read the preprint of a paper I have written summarising the discussions. Now that the basic
tooling is in place for creating and running UoLs, this is perhaps the time to pay more
attention to these issues, and so we will be focusing on them in the next Cop meeting in
Porto, 15th - 17th June.
Another issue which also needs to be addressed is the systems which an institution has to
have in place in order to use LD in its teaching, and this will be the focus of the subsequent
UNFOLD CoP meeting in the Autumn in the UK.
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Barcelona Research Colloquium report. Wednesday 13th April
These notes were prepared by Dai Griffiths, with help from various participants. 
The Research Colloquium was chaired by Rob Koper and organised by Davinia Hernández
Leo. It was divided into two sessions. In the morning there were presentations and
discussions about ongoing research from speakers in the group, and in the afternoon there
was a discussion on the research agenda for Learning Design. This short report is not a
complete record, but will provide an indication of our discussions. Links are provided to
presentations where appropriate.
Morning session
• Presentation by Patrick McAndrew of Open University in the UK, Issues in
implementing a Learning Design Player, describing work carried out with OUNL on the
development of the SLeD player, which was completed in September 2004. In this work
they made a start on making it easier to communicate with the different services that
people need. They produced a simple wizard, and XSL rendering of the system and
some service based tools. The next things to be investigated are focused in particular on
exchangeable/transformable designs using Patterns/Wizards, producing generic patterns,
linked through to Learning Designs which provide examples. To move this forward they
will review OU courses for models to produce a "pattern language". The integration of
LD with Moodle was also mentioned.
Patrick McAndrew also described how Learning Design supports very few tools or
services, and they are working with OUNL to specify tools, starting with
Assessment/QTI in JISC SLeD2. He described how in LAMS all tools are built into the
system, whereas in the CopperCore sample player the links are out to external tools. He
proposed a compromise approach in which web services connect to external tools, but
are displayed within the system. 
• Rob Koper: a very small specification is needed to bridge with services. There
are two things to be done: a) support in setting up forums in runtime, b)
providing a generic service description which goes beyond what has been done
in IMS LD. 
• Presentation by Paco Cerezo, from a3net in Barcelona. His presentation describes
enstructor, which is developing a programme of training for online educators. Following
an extensive online survey they have started developing modules, and are investigating
the role which LD can play in this. In particular he would like to see how design roles
can be reconciled with an LD method. 
• Presentation by Lester Gilbert of the Learning Technologies Group, Southampton
University, who spoke on Learning Transactions. He described how Laurillard's
Conversational Framework fits into the E-Learning framework, which is based on work
done by Gordon Pask. He proposed that a good model for preparing effective
interactions was to follow the cycle, assembling lessons using Gagné's Events of
Instruction. In this Laurillard sketched out a framework, which is an analysis of what
learners and teachers do when they talk about something. We start with a classic Tell
model, add Showing, then Ask (which is the key of the instructional transaction). The
student then responds and we give feedback to the student based on those responses.
Can we have a computer which takes the role of the teacher? Systems tend to fall down
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at the ask stage. Certainly you can get a computer to shunt out the information and
respond, but how can we get the computer into alignment with the context?
The presentation generated a lot of discussion, including the following main points: 
• Patrick McAndrew: it would be very interesting to see how you could
implement a conversational framework in Learning Design. 
• Gilbert Paquette: granularity is a key issue to determining if this approach is
viable. 
• Lester Gilbert: the problem was one of granularity, as the point of the model
is to say that for each stage you need to get people to go through the other
processes (this was not accepted by all, and there was extensive discussion of
the issue) 
• Rob Koper: What would happen if the loop was five years long? Can you have
four years of telling? The way in which the cycle would be modelled in
Learning Design would be very dependent on this. Lester Gilbert
acknowledged that if you do four years of telling then the elearning will not be
effective. For each point that you need to tell, you need to do some of the
others. 
• Patrick McAndrew: The relabelling of conversation framework with TELL is
dangerous. The teachers interventions may not be telling. They may be
providing frameworks, discursive, interactive. To then move to a sequential
picture is suggesting that it is not a sequence (which is the implication of
spending a very long time on any stage). 
• Lester Gilbert: It is not clear to me if the Laurillard framework can be
implemented in LD. 
• Patrick McAndrew: I understand Lester Gilbert's proposal to be to take
Laurillard's general theories and to operationalise them, selecting one, which is
basically Gagné's theory. There is then an attempt to situate LD modeling into
this. You can also have more specific pedagogic approaches but these are still
at a much higher level of granularity than the one presented here. The
Versailles Negotiation, for example, is a higher granularity level of exchanges.
It is a matter of associating particular kinds of knowledge with particular kinds
of activity. LD does not help a lot in this because you can only define
competence at the highest level 
• Presentation was by Davinia Hernández Leo of the University of Valladolid, whose
presentation discussed Linking Collaborative Learning Practice with IMS-LD and
Service-oriented Technologies: An Approach based on Patterns. She works with
collaboration scripts defined in IMS LD, collecting best practices in structuring the flow
of types of collaborative learning activities. Problems to be faced include the analysis of
the flexibility of IMS-LD for the formalization of CLFPs, and the integrate run-time
interactions
The European project TELL, in which Peter Goodyear is involved, will identify
patterns. Two applications are under development within her group
   - Collage, a specialised CLFP based LD editor for Collaborative Learning, which
guides teachers in the process of creating LDs. A wizard is provided based on Reload. 
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   - GRIDCOLE, which interprets IMS LD Collaboration scripts, and supports the
activities of the learning tool. It enables the use of collaborative services. Each pattern is
decomposed in a pyramid model of three phases. 
• Patrick McAndrew: Peter Goodyear has proposed that perhaps you should not
make tools which make it too easy to work with patterns. If you make the
process too easy for teachers then it is more unlikely that they will pick
different patterns. Unless people find it difficult they've missed the point.
• Pythagoras Karampiperis said that having captured the practice to make it
easier to build learning designs it might be possible to build a transformer
rather than an editor. An editor asks the practitioner to give more input.
Davinia Hernández Leo replied that the input for Collage is incomplete
learning designs, and the teacher will particularise the patterns using the
interfaces proposed.
• Gilbert Paquette commented that the system is in effect a specialised viewer for
learning designs which you want to customise, and asked if there was an editor
for this. Does the viewer always add the same structure, or does it provide other
models, and it was stated that there will be editors and several other patterns
which can be adapted. 
• Presentation by Telmo Zarraondia of the University Carlos III, Madrid. His
presentation discussed Context Sensitive Adaptations on Learning Design Executions.
He proposed the definition of a mechanism for the introduction of small variations on
the normal execution of a Learning Design process, in order to increase flexibility. The
process would be to : 
   - Obtain information about the current context of execution 
   - dentify the context 
   - Introduce the appropriate variations on the normal execution of the Learning Design
process. 
The participants agreed that this was an important issue when dealing with minor
changes to address varying contexts. 
• Rob Koper: one important reason for using a mechanism of this sort would be
to avoid copyright terms which might prohibit any changes to the UOL itself. 
• Presentation by Gilbert Paquette on the LD Research Program at LICEF-CIRTA
Télé-Université, who have been involved in Instructional Engineering ever since the
founding of the research centre in 1982. When LD appeared it had a lot in common with
what LICEF were doing. The MISA method which is used in LICEF was set up as a
software engineering method, and a graphic tool was needed to represent the learning
scenarios and the knowledge, which became MOT+. We have concepts, procedures and
principles. 
The desired properties of a graphic representation formalism are:
1. LD Editor Graphic Representation 
2. Knowledge / Competency referencing 
3. Collaboration support (extension to B and C) 
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4. Building an LD library 
5. Delivery systems (integrate IMS LD Player) 
The MOT+ application uses graphic objects to represent the elements in the spec. 
LD is very valuable, but Knowledge/Competency referencing is a weakness in the
specification, as it uses the IMS RDCEO specification, which is very weak. This is the only
way in which you can relate the activity to a competency. This means that consistency
checking is not supported between levels. You need to be consistent, so that a knowledge
level at the lower level is also present in the upper level, and also so that you can ensure
that the resources help the learners. We should make sure that there is sufficient richness 
Knowledge of learning resources is not described in the spec. You can't tell the student
from within the spec. So a knowledge and competency tool is needed that blends gracefully
with IMS LD. There is also a need for a qualitative representation of competency gaps.
Two particular research problems are 
1. Distance between pedagogy and technical needs Because IMS LD has to come
out with something which can be executed it puts a burden on pedagogy, and
may constrain it. 
2. Granularity of collaborative activity. How far down in the granularity is LD
still useful? 
Learning Objects are more than just web pages. We need a library so that people could find
them, adapt them, group them and use them.
The LICEF Explora system is used with around 2000 students. 
• Chris Bailey: the experience in Southampton has been that Reload is not good
for starting up a UOL. We find its good to get a good overview of the UOL,
and then open it in RELOAD to add the items. 
• Gilbert Paquette: typically the workflow with MOT+ is to plan out the UOL
in the concept editor and then create a few units based on those. IMS LD is not
a methodology, and people need a very simple method to enable them to
proceed with instructional engineering. This need not necessarily be a tool, it
could simply be a method. LD is sufficiently general that it can hold most of
your design (maybe all) and run it on your delivery system. His preference is to
get rid of very large UoLs, because they make it difficult to have an adaptive
curriculum. This makes it hard in a University system, because it means that
you have to assess the entry competencies. The objective is to make it very easy
to create new UoLs and to create new Learning objects on the basis of the old
ones. 
Afternoon session
The afternoon session started with a presentation by Rob Koper of his current
research intersects. For those interested in more details recent papers are available
at the OUNL DSpace server. The Learning Networks: research program for has
been in progress for five years at OUNL. The current focus is on looking at paths
which learners take through a domain of activity nodes (UoLs). Analysis of the data
sets generated by these paths will identify the successful relationships between
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those nodes. To support this an architecture is required at a higher level than LD
editors and players. Extensions of LD are needed to create runs of UoLs, integrate
them into the Learning Network, and to add more precise learning objectives and
portfolios. This will enable us to help learners to position themselves in learning
networks and to find their way around. They need to be able to identify what to do
next within the dynamic framework in order to attain learning objectives or to know
something about the given topic.. Latent Semantic Analysis is being used to
evaluate distance between learning objectives and actual competencies, so that
UoLs can be mapped to learners. Rob Koper showed a simulation of the Learning
Network called NetLOGO, in which learners could be seen following paths
between learning nodes.
There was an extensive discussion of learning objects, addressing the proposition
that reuse of learning objects is not a reasonable goal because any effective piece of
teaching is highly contextualised and only works within a certain context. Some
consensus was achieved by the observation that a concrete learning object that has
been built for a certain purpose in a certain situation can still be reused if it fits into
another scenario. That is to say, there is a big difference between reuse as is, and
reuse with the liberty to adapt, the latter being what the majority of attendees
seemed to aspire to.
Dai Griffiths suggested that a lot of problems were generated by inappropriate
terminology. It would be more coherent with the LD approach not to describe
resources as "Learning Objects", as the learning takes place when they are used in
activities with learners. This battle has been lost, and we just have to make the best
of it, but it still creates confusion. Rob Koper agreed, and commented that in Dutch
there are many different words for activities. and that we should be more specific.
In LD what we call a learning activity should be called a study task, because the
person does the activity. That's why we added the term description. Its not possible
to make a taxonomy from a loosely defined concept. Is a laughing object an object
which laughs? Perhaps it would be interesting to translate the original Dutch terms
for learning activities?
Gilbert Paquette said that his taxonomy has four kinds of resources for learning,
and different kinds of actors for different kinds of tools, and LOM is one of the
classifications that you can use. A good way forward is to make an ontology of
learning design, that is something what we have started. Rob Koper added what
you need to make is an ontology of the knowledge you need to make a UoL. Then
you have an agent which can help in making a UOL.
Patrick McAndrew. From our discussion it sounds like it is too interesting for real
use! Perhaps LD is a representation for researchers.
Gilbert Paquette: It also may be that LD is not relevant for non-distance education
contexts. We need abstract roles for LD, but the teacher often takes on a number of
different roles. 
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Towards a research agenda
The Colloquium discussions, the summaries provided by the participants, and some
contributions in later sessions, suggest that the following research issues are receiving most
attention. Some participants will recognise their issues and questions, and they are invited
to contact Dai Griffiths if they would like to change them. The questions are loosely
grouped into three themes.
Working with teachers
• How do you expect practitioners to develop LD? Is this worth doing (both for
students as well as teachers)? Christopher Bailey 
• How useful are representations of learning design, at what level of abstraction
and how can they be handled by computer system? 
• Are there common patterns which all learning conforms to, that we can
implement as LD templates? 
• How can pedagogic strategy be modelled in order to promote the composition
of more pedagogically driven personalised eLearning development. 
• The stability of learning designs. How do they vary in use and what flexibility
can be expected? 
• How will the developers of pedagogical material and learning activities cope
with LD? 
• Does LD meet the practical needs of the teaching community?
• What rationale will be needed to convince teachers to adopt LD? What strategy
of use or avoidance will they develop? 
• To what extent is it possible for teachers to work with the LD specification? 
• What tools do they need to make this possible? 
• What representations of UoLs are meaningful to teachers?
• How can teachers describe the differences between UoLs?
• How can teachers classify UoLs 
• LD is a viable solution for large scale distance education. In what other
contexts is it valuable? Is LD useful as a support to mixed mode and / or face to
face learning? What are the limiting factors. 
• How can LD be used as a means of comparing pedagogy across education
systems (eLearning and presential)? Can this be automated. Will this reveal the
extent to which descriptions of pedagogy are a matter of discourse, and to what
extent are they are reflections of differences in practice? 
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• How can learners be supported in finding an optimal learning path in a large
body of UoLs? 
• What is more effective for teachers: an ontology of UoLs, or recommendation
systems, or both? 
Tools
• Can the integration of a set of extensible design elements, models and
influences involved in the production of personalised eLearning experiences,
can be facilitated through a single amalgamated authoring environment? The
authoring environment should support the course designer (both technical and
non-technical) in producing pedagogically-driven, activity-oriented
personalised eLearning experiences, and support extensible range of different
models and instructional designs. Declan Daggar 
• Tools for IMS-LD, and building effective HCI for these tools
• What is the potential of Web services for implementing LD? 
• How can the semantic web be used in implementing LD?
• What is the most effective way of archiving & accessing LD repositories? 
• What is the most effective way of representing Level B to an author? 
• What support is required for the authoring and filling out of Learning Design
templates? 
The specification, and architectures to support it 
• What is the potential of service-oriented architectures and how can LD be
integrated with ELF? 
• Assigning optional objectives and prerequisites is weak in LD: IMS RDCEO
specification (IMS 2002) Consistency checking is not supported between levels
nor between the content of learning activities and resources, and the actors'
competency. How can this be resolved? 
• How can the knowledge in learning resources be described? 
• Actor's knowledge and competencies are only indirectly defined through
educational objectives. How can they be represented? 
• There is a need for a qualitative structural representation of knowledge in
activities, but also a quantitative one (for competency gaps processing). How
can this be provided?
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UNFOLD Paris Conference, March 31 – April 01
Background
The UNFOLD/AFNOR IMS LD event took place in Paris on the 31/03 and 01/04 at the
Cite des Sciences. The event was jointly organised and hosted by AFNOR, UNFOLD, and
CRIS-SERIES of the University PARIS X, Nanterre and was held at the Cite des Sciences
in Paris and was publicised as an event open to French speaking researchers. In attendance,
representing the UNFOLD project, were Bill Oliver, Chris Kew and Daniel Burgos
Attendance
The number of participants present at the event fluctuated between fifty and sixty or more
over the two day period. There were a total of fourteen different talks and presentations
(See Appendix 1) which can be broken down as follows:
• 7 presentations by French researchers, 
• 1 presentation on MOT+ by a representative of LICEF/LORNET (Montreal)
• 7 presentations by UNFOLD
• 1 discussion on IMS LD and the French community led by UNFOLD
Community and participants
The community consisted mostly of representatives drawn from universities across the
whole of France. Of the eleven respondents who completed the post-event questionnaire,
most claimed to come from higher education institutions. Two of the respondents worked
in some capacity at training centres whilst another represented Industry and commerce.
Impressions
The level of participation during the two day meeting compounded by the call for a French
Community of Practice to continue the work carried out at the Cite des Sciences suggests
that the event was, to all intents and purposes, a success. Moreover, there appears to be a
promising community of IMS LD researchers among the French universities whose
members were hitherto working in isolation. There is, on the other hand, some resistance to
the idea of working in English. The suggestion is that the French community has its own
publishing system in place and that few participants are willing to open their work up to the
international community. This is exemplified to some extent by the acknowledgement of
the value of a project such as UNFOLD with the proviso that the project be managed and
carried out in the French language. In view of this it might be difficult to attract significant
numbers of French speakers to the UNFOLD communities. Furthermore, some of the
francophone participants appeared to be critical of IMS LD, an opinion thought to be the
result of a superficial understanding of the specification, a conclusion apparently shared by
some organisers and participants alike. More specifically, concerns were voiced in relation
to the use of memory in variables at Level B of the specification and procedures for saving
outcomes to the hard disk.
On the whole reactions to the UNFOLD contribution during the event were largely
positive, a finding which is corroborated by the data below and by the extent of the
discussions that followed the various UNFOLD presentations. 
Conclusion
 Whilst it is difficult to gain a completely accurate picture of participant’s opinions and
needs based on the evaluation carried out (see D8.2) , it seems fair to say that the event met
with some success. With a hundred percent of respondents expressing an interest in
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contributing to and participating in the various UNFOLD CoPs, it is imperative that the
respondent’s suggestions be acted on as far as possible in order to ensure the continued
level of interest among members of the French speaking community with regards both the
UNFOLD project and the Learning Design specification. However, requests for the project,
or aspects of it, to be run in the French language, do represent a problem given the
predominantly Anglophone membership that the project has established to date. Although a
French speaking community has since been established, there remains some difficulty in
maintaining interest given the difficulty in providing Francophone CoP members with
access to online events in their own language.
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Agenda for UNFOLD Paris Conference
31 mars: Présentation des outils 1avril: Réutilisation des scenarios
10h00 D Burgos Valkenberg Update  (presentation  of  event,  results
and challenges)
30min
10h00 Yvan PETER : Use of a Workflow system to run learning
scenarios with IMS LD
10h30 C Kew Presentation of RELOAD 
30min
10h45 Pierre-André  CARON:  Deployment   of  activités  across
learning platforms
11h00 K Lundgren Présentation of  MOT+ IMSLD in building UoLs
45min
11h45 D Burgos Présentation of CopperCore 
30min
11h30 Discussion 30 min
12h15 M Arnaud Scorm et IMS LD : opposites or complementary?
30min
12h00 Jean-Philippe PERNIN, Anne LEJEUNE : Models for the
reuse of  UoLs : limits of IMS LD
Présentation des méthodes Cadre conceptuel ??? Cas concrets ???
13h30 Chris
Kew/Daniel
Burgos
Creating  a  UoL  :  Creation  cycle  of  a  Unit  of
Learning 
60-75min
13h30  Daniel BURGOS : Publishing and Running the UoL - 
60-75min
14h30 V. Barré Use of IMS/LD to formalise the effective use of an
e-Learning system
45min
14h30 Laurence Vignollet ou Christine Ferraris de SYSCOM et
Anne LEJEUNE
"UoLs for the class"
45min.
15h15 Chris Kew Creation  and  modification  of  a  learning  scenario
using RELOAD
60-75min
15h15 Giacomini-Pacurar Towards the conception of a predefined
model of Units of Learning 
45min
16h45 Discussion 16h00 Feedback and discussions
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UNFOLD workshop at Online Educa Madrid 2005, May 11 
Author(s) of report: Daniel Burgos
Meeting place: Madrid, Spain. Hotel Auditorium
Meeting date: May, 11th, 12th, 13th
Summary
OE Madrid (May, 11h-13th) is the reference for Spanish speakers (USA and South
America, mainly). Like Online Educa Berlin, it’s organized by ICWE GmbH. This time,
over 350 participants coming from 29 countries, including The Netherlands, Germany,
Italy, USA, England, Scotland and Portugal, met around e-learning for Spanish speakers.
UNFOLD participation was very appreciated both, in the workshop pre-conference and in
the presentation about IMS LD with more than 50 attendees
The evaluation coming from Rosa María Calero (Contents Director of OE Madrid) is
excellent and she really appreciates our supporting attitude and high quality contents
In terms of evaluation, a questionnaire prepared by Pompeu Fabra University (UNFOLD
partner) was distributed and we are waiting for the results and interpretation
2. Introduction
Over 500 high-level decision makers in higher education, business and government from
more than 30 countries come together at ONLINE EDUCA MADRID, making it the
key networking venue in the rapidly expanding sector of e-learning in the Spanish-speaking
world.
Whilst enabling participants to establish cross-industry contacts and partnerships, ONLINE
EDUCA MADRID is a showcase for those services and products which are most adequate
for your organization, thereby investing in the European and Latin American e-learning
industry.
Detailed information at http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=29 and at
http://www.online-educa-madrid.com/spain/index.htm
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3. Participants
Person Institute Country
Ana Rayén Condeza Dall'Orso Pontificia Universidad Católica de
Chile
Chile
Leonardo Rodrigo López Neira Universidad de la Frontera (UFRO Chile
Ms Viviana Stuardo Ojalvo Universidad de Chile Chile
Johanna Sage Reyes Banco Estado Chile
Adriana Margarita Pacheco Cortés Universidad de Guadalajara
Centro Universitario de Ciencieas
Económico Administrativas
Mexico
Dolores Martínez Guzmán Comité Norte Cooperación UNESCO Mexico
Mr. Luis Miguel Maza Arnao Tecsup Peru
Dr. Noémia Simões ISEL Portugal
Dr. Carla Alexandra Silveira Gordilho
Costa Simas Velez
Texto Editores, LDA. Portugal
Mr Jesús González Boticario UNED Vicerrecotrado de Innovación y
Evaluación
Spain
Mr. Oscar Ruesga Criado Instituto de Formación Online, S.L. Spain
Ms Mercedes Rodríguez Bote 3 eMe Consulting Spain
Dr. Julie McDonald University of Glasgow UK
4. Agenda
Taller 4: Wednesday, 11th, 10h-13h
“Qué es IMS Learning Design y cómo modela Unidades de Aprendizaje mediante diseño
instructivo”
Daniel Burgos, Open University of The Netherlands, Países Bajos
The IMS Learning Design specification is a relatively new specification, which opens
new possibilities in the effective use and reuse of educational content. The
specification allows for the design and development of flexible and rich learning
scenarios for multiple roles. The specification also supports the use of a wide range of
pedagogies. 
This workshop will deal with the background to the development of IMS Learning
Design, how it works and how it is implemented.
Presentation on Educational games
¿Puede el IMS Learning ser utilizado para el diseño de juegos educativos?
Daniel Burgos, Open University of The Netherlands, NL
Can IMS LD be used to model educational games?
PPT available at http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/mod/resource/view.php?id=186 and
conference paper available at
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/mod/resource/view.php?id=185
Full agenda available at http://www.online-educa-madrid.com/spain/index.htm
5. Context, atmosphere
Very interesting people coming from different worlds and needs. A very positive attitude of
all to share knowledge and get the best from each speaker. The relationship among
participants was also productive and we could contrast IMS LD with several different
approaches, including Content Packaging and Scorm
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In terms of dissemination (main goal of UNFOLD) we fulfilled completely the goal
spreading the specification inside and outside Europe. Above all, with the provided
Example Units of Learning (Candidas, Free Style Assesment, What is Greatness, available
at http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=20) the participants in the
workshop could understand and try to use the IMS LD Specification in their own projects
8. Meeting notes
Besides our UNFOLD Project participation, we attended several talks and panels:
§ Apertura del Congreso y Sesión Inaugural
§ Presentación de productos de e-learning. Últimas tendencies
1. Talking about Blakboard, Moodle and several Editors. Reload and
CopperAuthor were introduced to the audience
§ E-learning para todos con software libre
1. CopperCore and CopperAuthor were promoted here and compared to
Moodle facilities
§ Gestión del conocimiento
1. Theoretical discussion about knowledge management and corporative
solutions. No interest for IMS LD
§ Formación y Nuevas Tecnologías: actualidad, prácticas, calidad e integración en
los procesos de internacionalización de la educación
1. Mr. Boticario and Daniel Burgos were discussing about Alfanet, CopperCore
and the role of both institutions to improve open source
§ Software libre aplicado al e-learning
1. E-ducativa is an institution running corporative courses with Scorm and
Content Packaging emebedded
9. New contacts
Name: Juan José Gaitán Pinto
Company/institution:e-ducativa
City/Country: Spain
E-mail:jjgaitan@e-ducativa.com
Importance?
Description: e-learning platform running IMS CP and SCORM
Name:Selín Carrasco Vargas
Company/institution: Universidad de los Lagos
City/Country: Chile
E-mail: jselin@ulagos.cl
Importance?
Description: needs standardisation for their masters
10. Follow up
Activity Action
E-ducativa contact Research on this company and their potential needs of IMS
LD
IMS LD Nivel 0 Extended Talk to several participants of the workshop to extend and
disseminate this Unit of Learning, promoting UNFOLD
Project and OUNL as leaders of the group
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CoPs Meeting, Braga Campus University of Minho Portugal, 15th 17th June
2005: “Making IMS Learning Design available to teachers”.
Overview of the meeting
This document is a short overview of the meeting, followed by more detailed summaries.
The discussions following the presentations were very valuable, and the main points made
have been included in the summaries. The space dedicated to each presenter does not
reflect the value of their contribution, but rather the effectiveness of the rapporteur. I would
also like to thank Karen Fill of Southampton University for sending me her valuable notes,
which have been integrated into this report. 
The meeting was held in delightful Braga, near Porto, and our thanks go to everyone who
participated in the organisation of the event on behalf of the EUCEN (European
Universities Continuing Education Network), and in particular for the tireless work of Ana
Dias and Fátima Correia of the University of Minho.
In the previous to UNFOLD Community of Practice meetings, we had an in depth look at
LD authoring tools. In Valkenburg we focused on Level A, while in Barcelona we moved
on to Level B. In Braga we continued these themes by providing updates on the emerging
tools, and introducing Level C, but the principal focus was on making progress with
enabling teachers to work with the Units of Learning which are produced with these tools.
This needs contributions from people working with the specification at all levels: Teachers
and learning providers to identify patterns, needs and feedback, Learning Designers to
produce templates, and Systems Developers to provide the necessary tooling. The meeting
included presentations, and extended hands on sessions with new tools, with plenty of time
for discussion. There was a very strong line up of presenters, including researchers and
practitioners providing updates on Learning Design work in Australia, Canada, France,
Italy, Netherlands, Spain, UK, 
Day 1: Wednesday 15th June
The focus of the Wednesday was on pedagogy. Helen Beetham of JISC and Ernie
Ghiglione of LAMS both provided input on how can we engage teachers in modelling
pedagogic practice. Rob Koper explored issues around modelling pedagogy with LD and
clarified a number of common misunderstandings relating to the Specification. Dominique
Verpoorten explained how the 8LEM model can provide a basis for understanding learning
events, and is proposed as the basis for templates. Gráinne Conole described a practical
project for engaging teachers in modelling pedagogic practice and identifying patterns.
Finally Martin Dougiamas of Moodle discussed how this very popular tool could work
with IMS Learning Design, and made a number of important announcements about future
development. A number of these issues were also picked up on the Thursday, as it is hard
to separate this work with teachers and pedagogy from the tools and interfaces which are
available to carry it out. For example, the work reported on Thursday was highly relevant
to engaging teachers in modelling pedagogic practice, and also to a question which was on
the agenda for the Wednesday but not addressed "How can learners and teachers find
UoLs, and understand what they do?"
Parallel LD / Moodle session. During the day Martin Dougiamas participated in a parallel
session to finished participating in a day long working group which examined the way in
which Moodle could work with LD. They spent the day making a mapping between the
Moodle XML export format and LD, and the work will be continued online.
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Day 2: Thursday 16th June
The Thursday sessions focused on how the pedagogical patterns discussed on the
Wednesday could be represented in IMS Learning Design, and in particular how this can
support reuse. All the sessions directly addressed some aspect of this issue, discussing what
a template is, the definition of activity structures which can be saved and reused, and
mechanisms for helping teachers to identify the most effective templates for use in any
given situation. Daniel Burgos provided a definition of an LD template, while the Dialog+
session showed how reusable “learning nuggets” could be defined at a lower level of
granularity than a UoL. Les Richards and David Bean showed how teachers can work with
LD templates, and discussed the training needed to make this effective (see the
netUniversité presentation from Friday for another view on this). Francesco Orciuoli
discussed how intelligent agents may be useful in developing learning activities. An
additional presentation by Monique Baron described a tool for developing sets of
pedagogical activities.
Open issues at the end of the day, which raised some discussion, centred around the
relationship between design patterns and templates. It was generally agreed that the term
“template” should be reserved for a semi completed Unit of Learning. The way in which
LD can be used to support work with patterns is still an open question, and one which a
number of attendees seemed keen to work on.
During the day there was also a parallel session looking at LAMS and LD. This picked
up on the work of the Moodle / LD working group on the previous day, and will also be
continued online. 
In the evening there was a social event at the Bom Jesus do Monte beauty spot in the
mountains where attendees were initiated into the San Joao plastic hammer cult.
Day 3: Friday 17th June
On Friday the meeting had a more technical focus, looking at the technologies which are
available to implement the pedagogies discussed on the Wednesday and the template
approaches identified on the Thursday. These sessions built on similar sessions at earlier
UNFOLD CoP meetings, both by providing updates on the emerging toolset, and also by
extending the earlier discussions and workshops on levels A and B to a presentation of
level C. Rob Koper provided an introduction to Level C, and Daniel Burgos presented an
example of a Level C UoL before demonstrating the new CopperAuthor editing tool (with
support for Clicc). Ecaterina Pacurar then presented and demonstrated the netUniversité
web portal for creating educational Webs (which is very relevant also to the themes of Day
2), and the afternoon consisted of presentations of new and emerging tools: Reload v2, the
CASLO collaborative authoring system, and the JISC ELF toolkit and Demonstrator. 
All in all a most productive meeting! We look forward to seeing you in Glasgow, 12th-14th
October
Dai Griffiths, UNFOLD Project Coordinator
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Wednesday 15th June: Modelling pedagogy
Rob Koper opened proceedings with a presentation on Modelling Pedagogy with IMS
Learning Design. His presentation set out to clarify the basic ideas of LD some of the
misunderstandings which surround it. He distinguished between pedagogical models,
which are principles that describe an approach to learning, and units of learning, which are
abstract representations of a course, lesson, workshop, or any other formal or informal
learning or teaching event. IMS Learning Design is a notation for representing units of
learning, rather like a musical score. It does not represent pedagogical models.
When a unit of learning is used with specific learners then we refer to a run of a unit of
learning (which is often confused with an abstract unit of learning)
A learning design is a description of the specific ordered learning and support activities to
be performed by users in order to attain a specific learning goal, and this is inspired by the
pedagogical model of the person who creates it (the learning designer). A learning design
includes references to learning resources, but not the resources themselves, but, in contrast,
a unit of learning contains a learning design and the connected resources.
Rob Koper's presentation then moves on to discuss some common confusions about LD
(although time didn't allow to get to the bottom of this list at the meeting)
• Is LD an LMS? LD is not a Learning Management System, nor is it software
to create or deploy runs of a unit of learning. LD should be able to represent the
abstractions of courses that are created and played within an LMS. Similarly a
compliant LMS should be able to play any LD unit of learning. 
• What is an LD activity? In LD an activity is something you do. A learning
activity is performed by a user to attain a certain learning objective, and a
support activity is performed by a user to help others in their learning activities.
The sequence of activities performed by a single user can be grouped into an
activity structure which is oriented to a higher order learning objective. An
activity in LD does not refer to, for example, a service such as a WIKI 
• What about groups? A group of users may be defined both in design time and
runtime. LD only handles design time aspects, and defines groups using the
role concept. Interaction between design time and runtime grouping is an
unsolved problem, and it may be that a specific spec is needed when the
interoperability of grouping is a problem. 
• Is LD is limited with regard to tools and services? Tools and services are out
of the scope of the LD specification, and it only provides mechanisms to link to
external tools or to integrate the specifications of services and tools (if they
exist). There is a strong need for more specifications/standards in this area,
mainly for collaborative tools and other services. 
• Can LD units of learning be changed on the fly? LD does not prescribe a
method, so this depends on the tools used. With Coppercore you can change
existing runs on the fly. 
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• Is LD especially well suited for distance education rather than residential
education? LD can describe courses in residential education, the question is if
and how we want to use it. 
At the end of the presentation is a useful glossary of LD.
The next speaker was Ernie Ghiglione, the Technical Director of LAMS Learning Activity
Management System who presented on LAMS & Learning Design. LAMS has created a lot
of interest in the education world, and in the Learning Design community in particular,
because it seems to be very popular with teachers, who appreciate the focus on pedagogy,
and find it easy to define sequences of learning activities. In this respect it is one of the first
tools which provides a possible answer to the first of our key questions for the day: "How
do we find out what teachers want to do?" LAMS has recently been extensively trialled in
the UK, and a JISC report on this work has recently been published. The interface enables a
teacher to follow learners as they work through the learning activities, and this works best
with the numbers of learners typical in face to face learning, rather than for large scale
distance education. The learners can be organised in groups, so that individuals can find
things and share them with other students and/or the teacher. 
The next release of LAMS will be open source under the GPL. The current version (1.0)
will be discontinued completely when the new version comes out.
LAMS is described as "inspired by" Learning Design, but has not so far been able to export
and import IMS LD files. This looks set to change in the coming months, and the Braga
meeting proved an opportunity to fine tune this new functionality and explore possible
limitations. There are also important developments in 'engine', integration with VLEs,
portals etc
Helen Beetham is a consultant with JISC, who also teaches at Bath University, and she
presented on Modelling teaching practice. As part of her work with JISC she is involved
with a number of projects to answer the question “What makes for effective design
decisions?”. In particular she is looking at models of teaching and learning and accounts of
current practice. She provided three handouts which provide a summary of some
approaches taken in this work: Three approaches to teaching, learning and assessment, She
noted that all three approaches to learning and teaching identified emphasise activity as the
basis for learning, even if the activity is highly content based, and provided a graphic
representation of a learning activity which is included in her slides. She identified as a key
problem how to represent these activities to teachers in a way which is useful for them.
There is a need for rich narrative representations (such as case studies, discussion forums,
workshops...) and also for structured 'how to' resources (e.g. toolkits, mapping documents,
pedagogic planner...). Both of these need to be supported by systems and standards (e.g.
LD tools, wizards pedagogically meaningful metadata).
There are problems with pedagogic modelling
• teaching and learning are emergent, context dependent and dialogical, so it is
possible to design for learning, but not to design learning
• Planning and design is oriented towards accountability (at least in the UK)
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• teachers do not naturally represent their practice at the level of learning
activities, as planning tends to happen at the macro level of programme design,
or the micro level of learning dialogue.
• Learners can focus on tasks, but effective learning habits are acquired across
activities, and learner-centred practice rejects rigidly defined tasks in favour of
flexible routes.
LD is a useful tool in carrying out this pedagogic modelling, but there are problems in
using LD for this purpose.
• The quality of activities is under-represented. How do activities promote
learning outcomes? What specific interactions between learners and others, and
between resources, tasks and goals, are meaningful for learning? This requires
a richer descriptive framework than that provided by LD
• The appropriate granularity of activity and activity structure is in practice
context dependent (depending on the skill and experience of the learners)
• Pre-sequencing sets limits on learner autonomy and teacher response, but
without sequencing, is LD an advance on existing schema?
• The language of LD is unfamiliar to practitioners. There is a need for an
intermediary (e.g. Software tool, wizard or template) but intermediaries can
make design decisions less available for sharing and critique.
The handouts Mapping from a case study template to LD, and an Example of pedagogic
'mapping'; provide background and examples on these issues.
After lunch we continued with Gráinne Conole of the University of Southampton who
described the LADIE project. This is a JISC funded project to establish a reference model
for learning activities, or, in other words to describe pedagogy in a way which makes sense
to technical people. For the purposes of the project evaluation is considered as just another
learning activity, rather than giving it a special status. The outcomes will be a series of
learning activity use cases, from both a pedagogical and technical perspective, together
with an abstraction of the services needed to support them. The project builds on Intrallect
use case methodology and the DialogPlus learning design taxonomy, and these will be used
in a series of workshops with practitioners. Of particular relevance to this meeting is that
the use cases can be expressed as LD activities, and could therefore provide the basis of
Learning Design templates.
Dominique Verpoorten of Labset, University of Liège, then gave a presentation entitled
"Upstream the UML diagram: structuring and representing (generic?) UoLs with 8LEM".
"Upstream" referred to the process of deciding what pedagogical approach to take, before
starting work on implementing it in Learning Design. This was related to previous
discussions which have taken place in UNFOLD concerning the preparatory design phase.
8LEM is a multidimensional model to describe the various learning situations in which
students learn, which has been used in development of over 100 courses. There are some
matches with core concepts of learning design, in terms of roles and tasks. 8LEM is
focused on learner activity and this is a benefit. as it's not easy to focus teachers on learner
activities. However teachers also have to do things to support the learner activities, and
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these are represented in the model. It can be used to help teachers in identifying useful
activity patterns. 
Within the iClass project 8LEM is being used to support the creation of 80 generic
pedagogic scenario in eight families. These will be designed to be understood by teachers,
and will be available on a new website. It is hoped to put some of our generic scenarios
into IMS-LD templates, working with the ASK team, but this is not a simple matter.
Instantiated scenarios is one thing, but generic scenarios is another, and we have
encountered specific problems in using LD for generic scenarios. 
In response to questions Dominique Verpoorten explained that assessment is dealt with
through the application of triple consistency, whereby each activity has methods, objectives
and assessment. 
The most frequently used learning events tend to be the traditional teacher initiated
activities (the teacher delivers exercises, etc.). But the model also covers learner initiated
activities, such as when the learner decides to develop their own meta cognitive capacities.
In our view traditional transmissive approaches should be included. Teachers say "Yes, I
do that", and can relate to the model. Then we get the chance to introduce a small
pedagogic improvement or change.
It was suggested that 8LEM could be a better way to support searching and retrieving in
Learning Design, as no one is likely to search for roles.
The day was brought to a close by Martin Dougiamas, Lead Programmer of Moodle. 
During the day Martin Dougiamas participated in a parallel session to finished participating
in a day long working group which examined the way in which Moodle could work with
LD. The other participants were Rob Koper and Daniel Burgos of the OUNL, Ernie
Ghiglione of LAMS, Ger Tielemans and Josep Ma. Fontana who are both active members
of the Moodle community, and Alex Little of the Open University UK. They spent the day
making a mapping between the Moodle XML export format and LD. Substantial progress
was made, and some issues requiring further work were also identified. These are relevant
to a wider context than Moodle, and the solutions will be of value to the whole LD
community. Consequently it was decided to continue the activities of the working group
online, and the outcomes will be made available through UNFOLD.
In his presentation Martin Dougiamas explained something of the initial results of the
working group discussions. He explained that Moodle has an implicit sequencing of
activities, which are listed. Exporting that structure as an LD file is fairly simple. The file
contains the standard tags, and it would be good to describe as much as possible using
them. Anything that is not can standard be added using XML processing instructions,
although these are only really useful for moodle at the moment because they are Moodle
specific. For example, in Moodle we have the glossary activity. Not many other systems
have anything like that, but the export could be made in a way which would be useful, even
without the full functionality. 
Importing is more tricky. Some things which can be done in LD are not yet in Moodle, but
they have been part of the plans for some time. Moodle 1.5, has just been released, and this
the culmination of work carried out since last August. A lot of core development has been
done, making it possible to target tiny elements and restyle them. 1.6 is the next version,
and it seems reasonable that we can get LD export for that, in a few months. 1.6 also
includes a database module similar to Filemaker for making collections of information,
creating a photogallery with text, comments etc... Blogs are very popular, and there are
some interesting ideas for their use in Moodle. If you have blogs in an educational
environment then you can have rss streams of a single student, or a group, or a site, or an
institution. For each entry in the blog it is possible to target who it is for. There are also
plans to improve the user profile, making it more like a homepage. At the moment it is
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rather a dashboard look. It will be able to access LAMS transparently from Moodle, but
they are going to be separate systems. They will be easy to work with together. 
Moodle 2. will be a big break, with major core changes, and it is planned to include LD
input. We will add conditional activities. For every activity there will completion criteria,
and a second criteria is that the activity is only available when this other activity is done.
You can still be free and easy, but there will be the option of using them. This ties in well
with LD. The way that roles work will also be reviewed. We currently have hard coded
roles, but the idea is to make them completely configurable. The administrator can make a
new role, say "parent", and assign a role to a user in an activity. LD import would require
this. The current groups implementation in Moodle is rather basic: each activity can choose
whether to use groups or not. The aim is to improve that to the kind of level that LD is
talking about, with people in activity groups. Martin Dougiamas added that LD is the only
standard that he has really felt comfortable with (especially in the light of painful
experiences with CORBA in the past). SCORM adds very little to functionality, but is
necessary, for example you can't run Moodle in Italy unless you are SCORM compliant
Another improvements which is not LD related is networking between Moodles. It would
be great to have a button for community, where the system asks you some questions, and
then you get logged in automatically to a Moodle server where you can share ideas,
content, etc. The administrator can choose if they want their learners going off to
Moodle.org, but by default it'll be on. It's also intend to make it possible to have one code
base that appears to be many different sites. There will also be a documentation
management system, which will enable students to have space to store assignments, where
they can link to them. Hive's Harvest Road is being incorporated, but in the future it would
be good to have an OS back end too.
Version 2 should be coming up next year.
Moodle is described as "social constructionist", which means that it is a learning system
where learners can create things for each other, they can see each other making things for
each other, and the system also tells you what is going on in the system. If you are on a
website which reminds you about what is going on then activity heats up. In forums there is
always a reminder to ask questions. All of that is social constructivism. There is a lot more
which could be done to support this, and plenty of ideas for things which could be done
better.
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Thursday 16th June: Implementing patterns and templates
The first presentation was given by Daniel Burgos of Open University of the Netherlands,
and it addressed the question 'What is a template in IMS LD?'
The process of implementing IMS LD is not yet complete, and the tool set is still not
mature. A rough time line is:
• 2003 raw spec 
• 2004 level A, example UoL, prototypes, general dissemination, growing awareness,
engine 
• 2005 – plus Levels B, C, templates, editing tools, specific dissemination, rough
players 
• 2006 – plus learning scenarios, user-centred editing tools, inductive dissemination,
adaptation, improved players. 
Templates are an important part of this process. They offer a way of simplifying the
production process, and making it more accessible to teachers and content specialists. They
also provide a potential avenue for focusing on practical learning tasks and pedagogy,
rather than on a full technical understanding of IMS LD.
Templates, as we have documented them in UNFOLD, consist of
• A narrative, (free text description of the learning activities)
• A lesson plan (with no LD specific aspects) 
• A worksheet (one step nearer to LD) 
• A walk-through (Screen shots from UoL) 
• The example UoL itself 
• A part completed UoL to be filled in. 
The interface provided for filling in the completed UoL is not part of the template and it
could be a general purpose editor, or a specialised application.
The next speaker was Monique Baron of University Pierre et Marie Curie-Paris 6, whose
poster had stimulated such interest that she was invited to make a presentation to the
meeting. She described a learning unit editor and a simulator based on the IMS LD EML
model. The goal of the work is to contribute to the design of tools for learning designers,
teachers and learners to help them in managing learning resources. This is done by
providing tools which enable users to IMS LD compliant model units of learning, and to
simulate their use in a specialised player. It is also intended to designing sets of
pedagogical activities. The editor has two main interfaces:
• Activity interface, where the user edits activities and activity structures
• Scenario graphical interface. In this area the user edits plays, acts, role parts,
conditions and links, generating LD documents which use level B of the
specification. Notification can also be edited, using level C.
• Both interfaces have access to common tools for resource management, property
editing and UoL metadata.
The graphical interface for editing elements at level B and C marks this out as particularly
interesting work. While the work shown is part of a research project it is intended to
market the tool as a commercial application.
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The next session, which occupied the rest of the morning, was dedicated to the DialogPlus
project, which has created great interest among the Learning Design community with its
taxonomy of learning activities and associated toolkit which enables teachers to define
'learning nuggets'. The project was Introduction to the project was given by Gráinne
Conole and her colleagues Karen Fill and Christopher Bailey from Southampton
University provided more details. Gráinne Conole said that the project had arrived at its
own definition of a learning activity, in consultation with practitioners (who provided the
term 'nugget'). A taxonomy of learning activities was produced building on previous work.
For example the classification of approaches builds on Laurillard, Vygotsky etc. (but they
can also be referred to by a label, such as Socio-cultural). Similarly Bloom's taxonomy of
outcomes is used, together work with Sarah DeFreitas on learning activities and
Laurillard's work on tools. As with the LADIE project, assessment is seen as a type of task,
not a thing apart. 
The Dialog+ toolkit produces a lesson plan, and is not intended to be a run time system. It
is designed to be flexible and to provide guidance to the teacher. It is however possible to
save work carried out in Dialog+ as a Learning Design activity structure, and the RELOAD
editor has been adapted support this process.
Karen Fill went on to introduce a hands on session with the Dialog+ toolkit. She
commented that she had once worked teaching accountants to write COBAL to manipulate
numbers before there were spreadsheets, and suggested that this is where we are now with
LD, and positioned the Dialog+ toolkit as a first try at resolving this need. LOM and other
metadata systems are not adequate for the task of defining learning activities, and there are
no systems which provide anything like the detail of Dialog+. Christopher Bailey's
presentation took the participants through the process of defining a nugget using the online
Dialog+ toolkit, which is a server application running under. Windows. The Dialog+
Toolkit is available online, and the user guide is available on this server. Some problems
were experienced with the larger number of concurrent users than the system had
previously supported, but this is not expected to be a long term problem. Comments from
the floor showed considerable interest in the potential of the system as a template editor,
and in the possibility of relating it to other taxonomies, such as the 8LEM model.
The principal contribution to the afternoon session was made by Les Richards and David
Bean of the University of Waterloo LT3 Centre, who gave a presentation discussing their
work on the New Classroom programme and the LearningMapR software. 
Work at the LT3 Centre is built around the T5 model
• Tasks 
• Tutoring 
• Teamwork 
• Topic resources 
• Tools 
T5 envisages the lecture to evolving into coaching, with more active learning and learner
involvement. The primary objective is to design the task, and the content and teamwork
feeds into that task. The task based approach is helping to get a better spread of activity,
not just before assessment. There is more interaction in class, and the assignments are
better. In conventional higher education faculty members spend a lot of time creating
remedial content development to resolve learners problems, and eating into their own time.
It is more effective if they focus on activities, and use the textbook as a resource. There is
not much to be gained by dumping the textbook online, and most online courses are
extremely flat. Rather it is a matter of supporting faculty in taking advantage of some
learning objects, which at the moment students may not even look at. 
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Students are mark oriented, and so a certain percentage of their marks has been transferred
to the task. So long as the student makes an effort, then they get credit. The aim is to
encourage learners to look at material online and obtain feedback from the online tasks so
that classroom time can be richer. The learning mapper supports this process by enabling
the instructor to design, reuse and decustomised these tasks, and to see how much time
they are freeing up, so that they can use the time for other things. 
The T5 process has now been used with over 150 Waterloo faculty, and internationally in
Hong Kong, Thailand, Sri Lanka and Australia. An essential aspect is the New Classroom
series of training sessions. There are courses for faculty which present the T5 Model. They
provide a little input on learning theories, but mainly participants look at their own courses
and get support for designing their own activities. Part way through the coaching sessions
they typically realise that there are similar instructional challenges in different subject
areas, and it is then rich learning tasks can emerge.
The function of the LearningMapR software is to provide recommendations on activities,
which are delivered as Learning Design templates. The software hides the instructional
design theory and presents instead practical activities. It leads the teacher through the
definition of what they want the learner to know and to be able to do in relation to the UoL.
The suggested task and content strategies are generated in relation to what the user defines
in the taxonomy, together with difficulty matches. The matching of input and results is
being worked on by a team of researchers in Waterloo. The user can print a storyboard
which is the print version of their course, outcomes and assessments.
Currently the system has 12 templates and exemplars defined in IMS LD (i.e. Templates
which have already been out), but by February 2006 it is intended to have more than 90.
These will be available to the Learning Design Community, and will be made available
through UNFOLD. 
There is no tool for changing resources, and it is hoped that one of the general purpose LD
editors currently under development will meet this need. There is also an issue with the
packaging of UoLs so that the instructor can take the series of activities into the VLE.
Should they be separate content packages, or aggregated together as a single file, at a
course level? It would be useful to know if it is possible to automatically merge UoLs. 
The final presentation of the day was made by Francesco Orciuoli of Salerno University,
who discussed Building personalised and ontology-based UoLs with IMS Learning Design.
Within the context of the ELeGI project a system is being developed for the construction of
UoLs which are personalised to the learner's cognitive state and preferences, pedagogy
used, adaptive user feedback for remedial activities and pedagogic changes, and
automatically assembled by software agents. IMS LD could be tailored to individual
learners in (at least) environments, method, roles and activities, implementing the logic
within the UoL using LD Level B conditions and global properties. There are however
problems inherent in representing any adaptive learning strategy in a “manifest-based”
representational scheme such as IMS LD.
• The logic may be too complex to express in the UoL
• Once delivered, manifests cannot be changed
• The same strategy may be encoded in multiple manifests, leading to redundancy.
The Intelligent Web Teacher (IWT) system being developed in ELeGI will address these
issues, representing eLearning on three levels
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• Knowledge model implemented in an ontology
• Learner model using a structured made up of a Cognitive State section and a
Preferences section.
• Didactic Model, with the specific pedagogy to be used, expressed in Learning
Design.
At runtime the system identifies the best learning resources for a learner, binds them an
appropriate didactic model and delivers them to the learner.
During the day there was also a parallel session looking at LAMS and LD. This picked
up on the work of the Moodle / LD working group on the previous day, and will also be
continued online. 
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Friday 17th June: Implementing the solutions
The day was commenced by Rob Koper who gave a presentation on Developing Advanced
Units of Learning Using IMS Learning Design Level C, building on presentations which he
made at previous meetings on levels B and C. There is no structural reason for breaking up
LD, except that it makes it easier for tools developers to make tools. In deciding on how to
divide the specification the authors simply took out properties, which are the most complex
things to implement, and then conditions come with them. It was then decided that the only
additional thing which could be separated out from Level B was notification, and this
became level C. Level A was the functionality that was left. In practice Level C is such a
small piece of work that the systems come out with both B and C at the same time. 
Notification can be, for example
• informing teachers & learners about ‘workflow milestones’ 
• setting new activities, depending on events in the system 
• creating systems based on automatic task selection 
• creating software agents to work on a set of UoLs 
Most of what people think of as eLearning is at Level A, and in part this is because of the
limitations of the available tools. Level B makes it possible to have personalisation on the
activity trees and the resources. In this IMS LD content the parser can look at the content
and can delete paragraphs, add things, etc. All this is predesigned, of course, not intelligent.
We have stats courses for economics and psychology in which 80% of the course is the
same, but the examples are different. So the psychologists get different assignments. So
you create one resource which is profiled so that the appropriate resources are available.
This is not normally available in LMSs. Every time the content may change, and with
Level C, you can notify people about those changes. In advanced sequencing the designers
sets up the rules, and the system provides information according to the rules. Consequently
the designer may not know what resources will be provided.
In technical terms Level C notifications (email-data) extend the on-completion model, the
then model and the set-property& set-property-group elements. The notifications use if-
then-else routes and are directed at a role-ref. You can also make a new task visible by
using learning-activity-ref and support-activity-ref, and so provide run-time adaptivity.
The steps involved in creating a notification are:
• Create an email property 
• Create activities with visibility attribute false 
• Put these in an activity structure (of type selection) 
• Set a notification 
• Fill in email property (ask users, hold in a database) 
In the event that an email is undeliverable this has to be handled at SMTP level. 
The next session was run by Daniel Burgos, also of the OUNL, who gave a more practical
presentation on Using CopperCore for/with level C notifications. CopperCore is an engine
for a Learning Design player, and it carries out all the complex work of following the
learners through their activities. It also has a rough player of IMS-LD, which can be
improved on by other developers. In this player we were shown an introduction to level C
UoL, with the following sequence of interactions:
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• Student (S) selecting & running a UoL
• Teacher (T) selecting the same UoL and the same run
• T checks if assessment submitted – initially not
• S completes /submits the assessment
• T receives & can open the file
• T manually closes the activity
• Notification is sent to open a new activity for the student
• T fills in remarks on the submission
• S can see these remarks; makes a response 
This sequence of pre-set actions could, of course be extended. At the moment the only
Level C player is CopperCore, but it a key goal to extend this. Of course the other
platforms would need to be able to handle such code, and possibly Moodle & LAMS will
do so soon. At the moment a UoL such as this can be largely done in CopperAuthor or
Reload but some manual tweaking of the code was required. ASK and Cosmos are also
promising authoring tools.
Daniel Burgos then went on to demonstrate CopperAuthor. The Beta version is available
for download (most up-to-date version) and is also available from the UNFOLD Braga CD.
CopperAuthor is most effective if CopperCore is running in parallel. The most innovative
features are the preview pane, and the ability to validate and publish UoLs without having
to use the command line interface of the Clicc application normally used to create runs on
CopperCore.
The next session was run by Ecaterina Pacurar Giacomini of the CEPIAH project,
University of Technology of Compiegne (UTC). She gave an introduction to the
netUniversité web portal and demonstration of the system. This portal supports the creation
of educational web sites based on pedagogical scenarios represented in IMS LD, and it is
intended as tool for teaching staff with no skills in web development. The problems which
are addressed are: 
• How to generate the structures of teaching-related websites?
• How to represent pedagogical scenarios?
• What should be the standard representation of pedagogical contents?
• How to give the user the possibility to choose the pedagogical elements that he/she
wishes to integrate into his/her website.
The solution offered by netUniversité is effectively an online course editor and generator,
with administration and navigation functions. In authoring the teacher responds to two
questionnaires, one dealing with HCI aspects (navigation, shapes of buttons, colours etc. )
and the other with pedagogy. The questionnaires are based on analysis of websites,
literature reviews & interviews. The pedagogical questionnaire offers a variety of different
scenarios, e.g. classic, PBL, project based/collaborative. A short synthesis of the theoretical
concepts used in the questionnaires is available to guide the teachers. When the user has
made all their choices the website is automatically generated using IMS LD, and the
teacher responses are stored in a knowledge base. The course is run through a Web portal,
which provides administration functions and displays the course. Once the course has been
created, the teacher cannot modify it using the forms interface, and a Java based graphical
editor has been developed to meet this need. The system has been trialled with teachers at
Compiegne, 2 universities in Romania, a Tunisian institute. If you would like to try the
system, please visit  http://www.cepiah-hds.utc.fr:8080/CEPIAH/web/index.jsp (Login:
braga; Password: braga)
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Following the lunch break the tools updates continued with a presentation on the Reload
editor and player from Chris Kew of Bolton University. Reload is a Free and Open Source
application adheres rigidly to IMS-LD, uses a proven architecture, with the aim of being a
reference implementation. It makes the task of editing UoLs much easier, but is still a tool
for technical people rather than teachers. The user is freed from writing XML, and instead
fills in forms (which are complex because the specification is complex). Many resources
are now appearing to make this task easier (use case narratives, resource maps,
worksheets...). Moreover it is intended to that it should be complemented by a database for
storing LD fragments, which will greatly ease authoring. It is also assumed that few people
will ever want to create whole designs from scratch, but rather use templates and wizards.
RELOAD LD Editor v2.0 and Player v2.0 were released May 2005. The new features
include
• built on Eclipse to speed up performance
• embedded browser to view content
• project manager to organise Learning Designs
• no need to import Gloucester, just point at a file in the content folder
• view and edit html files in the editor
• Wizards to help import and export IMS LD zips.
• Support for Level B and Level C
The player is based on CopperCore and enables the author to preview their work with
dummy users, avoiding the need of setting up a run in CopperCore.
The Reload Editor 2.1 and Player 2.0 are available for download from
http://www.reload.ac.uk
Funding for Reload ends in 2005, and the future of the application is not clear yet.
The next presentation was by Juan Manuel Dodero of the Laboratorio DEI, Universidad
Carlos III de Madrid, describing CASLO, a Collaborative Annotation Service for Learning
Objects. This application enables shared authoring of learning resources, enabling sections
of XML to be annotated, peer evaluated within specified timeframes, and the favoured
solution automatically inserted in the file. The system can work with any XML based
resource, for example LOM or IMS LD, and it takes a Web services approach. The system
was demonstrated in an accelerated process in which 90 seconds were allowed for each
round of commentary and voting, and the results incorporated in the file. In real use of the
system a more realistic time frame is days or months. It might be possible to integrate the
system with Reload, and this avenue will be explored
The final presentation of the meeting was made by Alex Little of the Open University of
the UK, who described two current JISC funded projects which will be undertaken in the
coming months: the ELF Toolkit and the Demonstrator Projects. Alex Little has previously
worked on the Sled Player which handles services – liasing with CopperCore to start with.
This is not done directly but via a “services broker/dispatcher”, using ‘translators’ to enable
switching between engines, as shown by slides in the presentation. The existing Sled player
has its limitations, and it does not support levels B and C, but it will be trialled by a team
from Liverpool Hope University during the coming academic year.
The key aim of the Toolkit Project is to develop a method for allowing other IMS specs to
be included in LD packages. This will initially be done for QTI (using the APIS QTI
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engine), but will then be tested out with ePortfolio. Service definitions will be included in
the LD package as resources, and the broker will coordinate which parts of the package
need to be handled by which service (e.g. CopperCore for LD, APIS for QTI). The
translators mean that service providers could be easily switched, for example to a different
QTI engine. At the end of the project there will be an updated version of the Sled player,
CopperCore and a toolkit for integrating the services. 
The Demonstrator project aims to review existing and develop new examples of LD
content to demonstrate a range of features and show reuse. The examples will be tested
with existing tools (CopperCore/Sled) and Moodle services integrated. The outcomes of
this process will be disseminated through UNFOLD.
Alex Little maintains a Learning Design blog which provides updates on these and related
matters.
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UNFOLD session at Alt-i-lab 2005, Sheffield, June 20-22
Alt-i-lab is a key annual event for IMS specifications, and there is a general description at,
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=30. It was held 20-22 June 2005 in
Sheffield, United Kingdom at the Royal Victoria Hotel. Alt-i-lab is an on-going
collaboration of organizations, companies and individuals who are advancing learning
technology interoperability. This was the 3rd annual alt-i-lab – further information can be
found at http://www.imsglobal.org/altilab/index.html. 
The agenda for the meeting was: 
Monday, 20 June: 
9:00 Registration opens 
13:0
0
Welcome, Opening Session
17:0
0
Opening Reception
20:0
0
Speaker and Sponsor Dinner
Tuesday, 21 June:
9:00 Demonstrator Overviews
13:3
0
Working Sessions convene
16:0
0
Technology Exchange and
Reception
Wednesday, 22 June:
9:00 Working sessions 
15:3
0
Closing Remarks and Reception
17:0
0
Adjourn
18:0
0
IMS Board Dinner 
The primary aim of the meeting was for Colin Tattersall to show an IMS Learning Design
based demonstrator, bringing the work which has already been carried out in the context of
UNFOLD to a key audience, and to co-chair (with Bill Olivier of JISC) an IMS Learning
Design working session which provided the opportunity both to feedback the outcomes of
UNFOLD to IMS, and to gather the views of the wider LD community.  The meeting
closed with a proposal for follow up activities in UNFOLD.
Details of both these aspects of the meeting are provided below.
Alt-i-lab Learning Design Demonstrator script 
Logistical details
Place Alt-i-lab 2005 will be held 20-22 June 2005 in Sheffield,
United Kingdom at the Royal Victoria Hotel Sheffield.
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Timing 9-10am June
20th
Demonstrator Overview
10-10:30 Break
10:30-12:30 Demonstrator 
Presenters CETIS (Colin Milligan), OUNL (Colin Tattersall).
Pythagoras Karampiperis of CERTH unfortunately recently
sustained a serious injury and is unable to travel.
(The audience will be milling around rather than captive)
Software to be
demonstrated
ASK-LDT version 1.1
CopperCore version 2.2.2
RELOAD Learning Design Editor version 2.0.0
RELOAD Learning Design Player version 2.0.0
The proposal is to use Internet Explorer 6 as the browser
Which hardware will be
involved in the demo
Colin Tattersall’s laptop and Colin Milligan’s laptop 
The script in a nutshell
A short but illustrative learning scenario will be introduced to the audience, before being
viewed and tweaked in ASK-LDT (1). The scenario will be exported as a Unit of Learning
and played in the CopperCore player (2, 3, 4). The Unit of Learning will be opened in
Reload (5), modified slightly, previewed in the Reload player (6), then exported as a Unit
of Learning and replayed in the CopperCore player (7, 8, 9).
ASK LDT
CopperCore
Validation
CopperCore
Publisher
CopperCore
Player
RELOAD
LD Editor
RELOAD
LD Previewer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
The educational scenario
• The proposed scenario shows some of the more sophisticated aspects of LD
(multiple roles, multiple learners, collaboration, the monitor service, properties,
completion rules, conditions, showing and hiding, global elements) in a relatively
compact form.
• The topic will be the proposed European Constitution (which could either be used
to learn about the topic itself or practice acquiring debating and argumentation
skills).
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• The scenario is:
o Individually, learners give their opinion on the proposed European
Constitution, entering a few sentences to motivate their thoughts; they are
supported by resources giving info on the Constitution
o This process is monitored and ended by the tutor for the group as a whole; 
o Learners can then see the responses of others and modify their opinion;
• The scenario verges on triviality but needs to be compact so that the audience can
follow what’s happening. I am open to suggestions though to perhaps show off
more LD features or a tool feature
• The UML Activity Diagram for the scenario is:
• The Unit of Learning representing this scenario is available at
dspace.learningnetworks.org.
The script blow-by-blow
1. The audience will be introduced to a compact yet sophisticated (multi-role, multi-
learner) educational scenario
This can be done with one or two PowerPoint slides
2. An IMS LD Unit of Learning (UoL) will be created representing this scenario using
ASK-LDT and saved.
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3. The UoL will be validated with the CopperCore validator 
4. The CopperCore publishing capability will be used to publish the UoL
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5. Users will be assigned to roles using the CopperCore interface
6. The UoL will be accessed in CopperCore by users in two different roles sitting at
different web browsers (e.g., one tutor and two/three learners played by one
member of the presentation team).
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7. During the scenario, one aspect will be highlighted as being able to be improved
(e.g. moving from named learner contributions to anonymous ones).
8. The UoL saved at step 2 will be opened in Reload.
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9. The UoL will be modified in Reload on the basis of step 7.
10. The UoL will be validated using the Reload validation capabilities
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11. Following this, the UoL will be previewed in the Reload viewer
12. The UoL will then be passed to the CopperCore validator, where it will be
revalidated and published using the CopperCore publishing capability
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see above for screenshot
13. Users will be assigned to roles using the CopperCore interface
see above for screenshot
14. Users will be assigned to roles using the CopperCore interface
see above for screenshot
15. The UoL will again be accessed in CopperCore by users in two different roles
sitting at different web browsers (e.g., one tutor and two/three learners played by
one member of the presentation team). The difference in design will be highlighted.
see above for screenshot
16. Finally, to round off the demonstration, the UoL saved at step 9 will be re-opened
in ASK-LDT.
see above for screenshot
17. The resources used in the UoL will be changed in ASK-LDT to reflect a different
content domain (illustrating the re-use of a pedagogical approach in a different
domain). Time permitting, the new UoL will be revalidated, republished and used
with learners and tutors.
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LD Working Session, Alt-i-lab 2005, chaired by Colin Tattersall
and Bill Olivier.
The following notes were recorded by Bill Olivier during the session:
Services
Defining LD extensions
The LD spec defines a few services, but more are needed. How should this be done? Do we
define a new extension to the spec for every service? How many – is there a limit? If the
were very many would any runtime environment support them all? If not would any UoL
that used a range of services be likely to be unusable – effectively breaking
interoperability? 
Defining a generic LD service
Can we define a generic LD services that allow not just the LD roles to be specified but
also a service’s roles (/permissions) to be specified? Although it would not require the a
new version of LD, wouldn’t it need an agreement on each new service definition? Who
would do this? IMS? Communities of users? Agreement between providers of each type of
service?
Using the Item element in a service to reference external service definitions
Would this only apply to specialising the ‘conference’ service (chat, wiki, virtual
classroom, video-conference, etc.)? How would other types of service be handled?
Wouldn’t it need a generic service element as above?
Run time
How should an LD engine/player invoke services and tools for participants during a run?
Do we need a set of little schemas for each service? Or can we find a generic spec to
invoke a service passing user and status information to it; maybe monitor the service or
pass data between the service and LD engine while the service is being used; pass back
control to the LD engine/player with completion information when the participant finishes
Integration/orchestration
If there are several services that need to communicate together (e.g. calling a SCO form LD
that contains both Simple Sequencing and QTI content), how are these to communicate?
The JISC funded ASSIS project at Hull University used an open source BPEL engine to
orchestrate SS & QTI engines which both had web service wrappers.
Could we use the IMS Tools Interoperability Guidelines to integrate services? This has
been demonstrated to work with a number of commercial and open source products, but
a) it is a single user model and so probably does not support multi-user
collaboration/simulation systems. Can it be extended, or will it need a new spec?
b) it does not support communication during a handed off session.
N.B. The issue of learning services not just an LD problem, but a more general problem of
specifying multiple services in a reusable object or process definition, intended for general
use.
Adoption Model
(see slides)
The UNFOLD Project provides support for those working at the various stages and enables
communication between them. What should follow the UNFOLD project, due to end at the
end of 2005?
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Player Presentation
The CopperCore takes in an LD Unit of Learning enhanced  with information about the
learners associated to form a run. It generates appropriate XML output for each participant
derived from the state of the run and the participant’s personal status within it. What the
participant sees on the screen is generated by an XSLT transform (stylesheet) which
determines the layout of the LD elements and information (but not the content). Different
LD players built around the CopperCore engine (OUNL and OUUK) have produced
different appearances. 
Question: Should the appearance be under the control of the learning designer rather than
the developer of the player? Do different types of learning design require different styles of
presentation? Should their be multiple stylesheets selectable by the learner? If the answer is
yes to any of these question then we would need to agree a   standardised XML format for
an LD engine output so that designer and others can develop portable XSLT stylesheets.
We would also need to agree a mechanism for association the stylesheet(s) with a UoL.
Does this mean teachers and learning designers have to learn XSLT programming? Or have
access to someone capable of writing XSLT stylesheets? Can we expect WYSYWIG
XSLT stylesheet editors any time soon?
Are we trying to control the behaviour of the UoL as well as the way it is presented? Or is
the behaviour the responsibility of the UoL (or rather its designer/s)?
Levels of simplicity/complexity of LD editors
The current LD editors are not easy enough for typical teachers to use. Is it inevitable that
an editor supporting anything as complex as the LD spec will be too complicated for a
typical teacher?
If yes, what simplifications can be made to make it easier to use? The LAMS drag and drop
editor is simple enough for teachers (and learners) to understand and use. But it does not
support all the features of LD (and adds some new services). In terms of LD elements,
LAMS components appear to be a combination of an LD Activity, an LD Environment and
an LD (or non-LD) service, that have selected fields left blank to be filled in by a
(composite) property editor. Can we envisage editors that enable the construction of LD
components (assembling the relevant LD elements and indicating fields to be filled in by
entering “???”; perhaps associating an icon and name; and saving it marked as an LD
component)?
Can we envisage editors specialised for different pedagogies?
Or editors tuned to particular templates for different learning tasks e.g. a project based
learning template to create a web site on topic X - learning activities: planning (what do we
want to communicate? Who to? What tools? etc.); research the information; design
prototype; test with users; redesign; publish; evaluate project. Such a template would need
to be filled out with a topic and associated resources, etc.
Perhaps we could have a layered editor that stacks these up:
At the lowest level the editor would allow editing of all LD elements (as in RELOAD and
other editors) – This could be easily adapted to allow a subset of elements to be saved as an
'LD component'.
Drag and Drop Editor for LD Components. This would configured or allow the user to
select and read in LD components into the icon palette. From there these could be dragged
and dropped to form a UoL or, in addition, to create an LD Template: a complete, generic
UoL with gaps left in appropriate places to be filled in by others to tailor it to meet their
specific purposes.
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A Template Editor, that reads in a Template and exposes only those parts that need to filled
in, together with as much preset information as needed to make sense of it.
 
Dynamic modification of the design of a UoL during a run
Many people feel uncomfortable with designing a complete Unit of Learning upfront, or at
least feel that it should be possible to change a UoL during the course of its run in the light
of how well or badly it is going.
The LD spec says nothing on this issue. It allows for the description of learning activities
such that the descriptions can be moved between systems and interpreted consistently when
run. It doesn’t say how this should be achieved by a runtime player. There are several
models, but treating LD as a specialised programming language, what prevents it from
being changed at runtime is that its implementations have precompiled it into a runtime
format for the sake of efficiency. If however the LD player interpreted the UoL on the fly,
then it could be paused, changed on the fly and resumed. There are potential problems. As
it runs each participant’s activities in parallel there is the risk that changes could introduce
deadlocks
Pre-compile (static)
Interpret (danger: livelock - students cannot finish)
Hybrid: compile at each Act - can be changed up to the start of an Act
Ease of use of tools
Process Modelling (Mark van Harmelen)
Evolutionary Process Modelling
Luminaries: Brian Morboys, Bob Snowden
Pedagogical Metadata
Waterloo, working on this (Dave White)
CETIS working on reviewing existing Learning Activity Metadata (Paul Hollins)
 
Wizards
WICKR (Dave White)
Creating a template editor for Content Packaging, building on RELOAD, particularly
capturing processes that would otherwise would precede building a CP using RELOAD.
Would like to do the same for RELOAD LD editor, but this a bigger task. 
WebCT packaging - expanded to use services & tools as well as content. These can be
exported as Content Packages [but lose interoperability?] (
Maybe create wizards that look similar
Persuade WebCT to move towards LD, rather than in a proprietary direction
 
Miao, Yongwu COSMOS (LD editor), Univ. Duisburg, Germany
CSCL - synchronous collaboration
Implemented many tools and facilities (e.g. Java applets for question types Ands protocol
to communicate back with server engine), want to include these n LD
Different roles, different interfaces
User contributions classified in 3 ways
Task oriented info
?
Process (originally task oriented, but can be used to control learning path)
E.g. Accident in simulation, LD engine uses to put learner in an environment with case
studies of similar accidents and able to collaborate with other learners who also had the
same kind of accident)
Specify which kind of Info in tool/service maps to an LD property, and what happens of
this info in UO changes.
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Collaborative learning service already - included in LD Environment
User might only engage with the collaborative user client: collaborative server
communicates with LD engine.
www.collide.info
Main areas of work:
        Collaborative Learning, Intelligent & Distributed Environments
What are participant’s key issues?
a) Easier to use editors and players - what they would be and how funded?
b) The Learning Design Models & templates: useful for talking with academics - what
these would look like?
c) Models & Templates
d) Players: More ideas needed 
e) Services: how to integrate?
f) How to proceed on services?
g) Templates: How might they work in LD?
h) Players (maybe templates)
i) User requirements (teachers the prime focus) work - inform design of templates
j) Issue: Disconnect between push & pull (LD adoption)
k) Patterns, pedagogies and requirements; good practices; how units of learning might
be enacted
l) Development of players & editors, how users (teachers/authors) will use them, how
to introduce them to users
m) Collaborative learning services – definition and use
n) How to support high level modelling - supporting normal teachers - hence user
friendly
o) Top down - LAMS/high level language (problem: interoperability)
p) Bottom up - take idea of (high level) program language - which uses LD as
'assembly language' - high level language generates LD macros
q) Normal teacher can use name of macros to define learning designs
r) An authoring tool that understand macros (e.g. support for complex expressions but
through a simple user interface)
s) Services, sharing state, linking with IMS Tools Interoperability, IMS Shareable
State Persistence, etc.
t) Adoption: players, templates etc.
Activities
1) Users, Requirements Patterns, Templates
2) What level do we wan to address: Lesson Plans
3) How do teachers think about it - in their language
4) Different languages - different types of teacher
5) "What would you like your learners to do?" - neutral
6) Univ. Waterloo (Canada): “Which pieces of your course don't work?”
(focus: improving teaching and learning)
7) Problem of trad. Knowl. transfer & Assessment - only know they haven't at the end.
Too late!
8) LD for Course / Lesson Planning
a) How improve?
b) How do I plan a lesson (still in a larger context)?
c) How do I plan a course?
d) How do I use assessment?
9) Mature eLearning beyond putting content up. Cannot do that without better tools. LD a
start. Moodle some of the way. LD shows different ways of going about things
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10) LAMS: requirements come from teachers. But also realise many things cannot do - how
can we meet these requirements?
11) Templates & components - need to prototype
12) ASK-LDT (graphical LD Editor, Greece) early 2nd wave LD editor
13) LAMS exporting to LD: it also becomes a “2nd wave” IMS LD editor
14) Who is working on the high level areas?
15) Also should connect to the learning research community 
In the UK: The Teaching Learning Research Programme (TLRP)
Active: Grainne Conole, Tom Franklin, Helen Betham, John Siraj-Blatchford
16) Reusable LD ‘lumps’ (LD components) – process patterns as mini-templates (captured
as LD Activity-structures, together with linked Activities, Environments, Resources
and associated files in a Content Package – i.e. a partially complete UoL that can be
reused when building complete UoLs)
17) Top down pattern approach – templates – what level of granularity? Project-based
learning?
18) Course patterns – OU originally (1st 20 yrs) a relatively fixed pattern. Now diverse –
looking for patterns – mainly to manage student workload. Course as a collection of
different types of material. What appropriate for what types of learning? Course models
project
19) Liverpool Hope Univ. working in this area
 
Areas for Next steps 
 
Course Patterns, Learning Activity Patterns & Templates and re-usable activities/processes.
LD components, ‘nuggets’, ‘lumps’
Easier to use Editors – user requirements? Pedagogically specialised?
Run time presentation – What are the requirements? Do they link to types of learning
(patterns & templates)? We would need to standardise the XML output form the runtime
engine – XSLT . Designer controllable output. (Tom?)
Services 
 
ACTION: 
Create an UNFOLD Forum with 4 threads
Circulate the link to participants with slides
Those presenting circulate slides
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6.2 Details of UNFOLD participation in other events
PROLEARN Workshop on Personalized Adaptive Corporate Learning,
Thursday, 13. January 2005
This event was organized by the PROLEARN Network of Excellence for Professional
Learning, at Schloss Birlinghoven, Sankt Augustin, Germany. 
The aim of the workshop was to identify critical issues in Personalized Adaptive Corporate
Learning and propose possible solutions. Four main themes were specified for the
workshop - Pedagogy, Learning Design, Learner Modeling, Security & Privacy. For each
of relevant authorities were invited to present their view on the state of the art in the field
and outline perspectives for the future. UNFOLD partner Rob Koper was invited to provide
the opening keynote presentation, which addressed Learning Design for Personalized
Adaptive Learning
Rob Koper’s presentation is available at http://hdl.handle.net/1820/299
There was considerable interest in the work of UNFOLD, as was demonstrated by
discussions at the meeting regarding future collaboration between UNFOLD and
PROLEARN. These discussions led to the organisation of two joint workshops, the first of
which was scheduled to be organised by UNFOLD in September 2005.
European Conference on Lifelong Learning. Bergen, Norway April 28-30.
2005
UNFOLD had a poster session at this conference, principally to raise awareness of the
UNFOLD workshop scheduled for the Autumn EUCEN conference in Rome.
The discussions and recommendations have been a vital basis for the "EUCEN Policy
Recommendations for LLL in the Bologna Process" which are now available on
http://www.eucen.org
The aims of the conference are stated as follows:
“ The conference aims to bring lifelong learning back onto the agenda of the Bologna
process. It will address the challenges of higher education institutions in providing lifelong
learning opportunities for all and in designing targeted professional development
programmes. These challenges also include the opening up of higher education institutions
through the recognition, validation and accreditation of non-formal and informal learning.
Hence the conference will focus on three main themes: Continuing professional
development/education, Recognition of non-formal and informal learning, and Open and
distance learning/e-learning, all seen from three perspectives, a policy perspective (EU and
Government), a strategic perspective (institutions, organisations and businesses) and a
practice perspective (academics, trainers, practitioners).”
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TASELL  (Technologies  de  l’Apprentissage:  Standards  et  Logiciels
Libres : Rabat, April 25
The UNFOLD presence in Rabat, Morocco was part of a two week workshop on  standards
and open source software organised by the training centre of the International Labour
Organisation in conjunction with the AUF (Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie) and
the CNF (Centre National de Formation) Rabat. 
The participants (around 15 in total) comprised of higher education lecturers, teachers and
a small number of technical people (programmers) from around north Africa.
The UNFOLD workshop included an introduction to the project, the specification and the
RELOAD editor. The participants were required to edit and create Units of Learning with
the editor prior to viewing them in the player. Given that most participants were new to the
world of standards, few had problems understanding the spec and using the editor and the
general interest level was quite high resulting in 12 members subscribing to the
Francophone CoP on the UNFOLD website.
AtelierLieu / ZoneDatesInformations & inscriptionFormation OIT/AUF
CNF de Rabat
BEOM-MarocDu 25 Avril 2005
au 06 Mai 2005Public : La formation s'adresse à des personnels issus d'institutions
publiques et privées, des pays arabes francophones, engagés dans la conception et la
mise en œuvre de programmes d'éducation et de formation.
Prérequis : Afin de participer à cet atelier avec succès, les candidats doivent maîtriser la
langue française, savoir utiliser un micro-ordinateur pour effectuer des tâches de type
bureautique de base et se connecter à Internet.
Objectifs : L'atelier offrira aux participants l'opportunité d'acquérir des connaissances et
des compétences nécessaires pour la gestion du processus de conception et de
développement d'objets d'apprentissages
 Renseignements & Partenaires 
Le thématiques abordées : 
Les standards des technologies de l'apprentissage 
Les logiciels, objets et contenus d'apprentissage libres et ouverts 
La conception et la gestion de projets, de programmes, d'objets d'apprentissage et
d'environnements de formation 
Les processus de production multimédia 
Utilisabilité des applications de formation basées sur le Web 
La formation basée sur les compétences 
Pour plus d'informations sur le contenu de l'atelier :
http://zope0.itcilo.org/delta/2005/tasell/home/description 
 - Nombres de places :  12 places 
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eLearn Expo Moscow, May 26
UNFOLD was invited to participate in eLearn Expo in Moscow as a result of Russian
participation in earlier UNFOLD events, in particular the Valkenburg CoPs event. 
Russia also appears to be favourably disposed to Learning Design. This is in part because
of the requirements of the strong constructivist pedagogic tradition in that country, and in
part because of a positive attitude towards a solution with a European origin, as opposed to
the perceived American character of SCORM. Consequently it seemed appropriate  to
make an intervention in Russia, and that attendance at this high profile event will enable
UNFOLD to reach key actors in eLearning in Russia in one location.
ELearn Expo is the premier event eLearning event in Russia
(http://www.elearnexpo.com/moscow/eng/)
UNFOLD were represented by Dai Griffiths, who made a presentation to the conference
and participated in a panel session.
A paper was also published in Russian and included in materials distributed to participants,
which ensured a high level of awareness of the UNFOLD participation. 
The paper is available at http://hdl.handle.net/1820/354
There was substantial interest in the work of the project, as is shown by the fact that a
request has been made for a more substantial presence by project participants in the 2006
event.
PROLEARN-iClass thematic workshop on “Learning Objects in Context”,
March 3
This workshop was jointly organized by the ProLearn Network of Excellence
(http://www.prolearn-project.org/) and the iClass project
(http://www.iclass.info/iclass01.asp), both funded under the Technology Enhanced
Learning program of the European Commission. 
 The objective was to enable information exchange, discussion and interaction in Europe
and beyond, and, in this way, to help shape relevant R&D on the themes of the workshop. 
Generally speaking, this workshop addressed the concept of learning objects in a general
sense, as well as the context in which they are deployed. 
Specific topics addressed by the workshop were: 
• Learning objects, learning activities and contextual information; 
• Interoperability of learning systems, typically based on standards, with a special focus on
repositories; 
• Knowledge representation for learning, with a focus on content modeling, user modeling
and domain modeling, as well as on adaptive applications that exploit such representations.
UNFOLD were represented at the event by Dai Griffiths, who participated actively in the
discussions. The iClass project are implementing Learning Design, and so it was
particularly valuable to have the opportunity to discuss their work with them, and the
opportunities for further collaboration. Productive discussions were also held with Erik
Duval, Frans Van Assche of European Schoolnet, and Dominique Verpoorten of LabSet.
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Update on Learning Design meeting - Pedagogy Forum and Educational
Content SIG. March 4
UNFOLD supported and provided input to the joint meeting of the CETIS EC SIG
(Educational Content Special Interest Group) and CETIS Pedagogy Forum. The theme was
learning design: to provide an update of activities to date and also receive input for planned
work. The aim of the meeting for UNFOLD was to review the Valkenburg event held in
February and to move forward with some of the themes. Chris Kew of partner Bolton
provided an overview of the UNFOLD project and Learning Design (the main concepts
behind it), as well as a presentation on the RELOAD editor and a walkthrough of the
preparatory steps involved in creating an LD compliant UoL.
The Meeting was held at the University of Newcastle on Friday 4 March 2005 10am -
4pm (in the Research Beehive, in the Old Library.) See: http://www.ncl.ac.uk/business-
directorate/beehive  
There were 37 attendees, and the audience was composed of  F.E. and H.E. staff from
institutions across the UK and provided a valuable opportunity to familiarise participants
with the various UNFOLD CoPs and introduce them to the website.
About the Meeting
The meeting focussed on current projects engaging with learning design in its broadest
sense, not just the IMS specification. This included presentations from the UNFOLD
project and several other UK based projects engaging with learning design, plus an update
from the JISC e-Learning and pedagogy programme. As well as presentations, there was a
plenary session on the future of learning design.
This meeting follows a joint event between the two groups in October 2003, CETIS
Learning Design Workshop which may provide a useful starting point for those new to
Learning Design
Agenda
10:30 Welcome and introductions 
10:40 Overview of Learning Design & report on UNFOLD meeting at Valkenburg 
- Chris Kew, UNFOLD
11:20 JISC projects related to learning design & future plans
- Helen Beetham, JISC e-Learning and Pedagogy Programme Consultant
12:00 ACETS Project (Assemble, Catalogue, Exemplify, Test & Share)
- Rachel Ellaway, University of Edinburgh and Suzanne Hardy LTSN-01, University of
Newcastle
ACETS Project 
13:45 RELOAD (Reusable eLearning Object Authoring & Delivery)
- Colin Milligan, RELOAD Disseminator
14.15 WCKER Project (Wizard Construction Kit Extension for Reload)
- Marion Manton, WCKER Project, University of Oxford14.30 Issues in implementing
a Learning Design Player
- Patrick McAndrew and Alex Little, SLeD Project, Open University
15:20 Discussion - Learning Design: potential, future needs, plans etc
16:00 Close 
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Workshop at Online Educa Madrid, May 11
A Spanish language UNFOLD workshop. Additional information is available at the
UNFOLD Moodle site Learning Networks for Learning Design,
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=29
and in the web of Online Educa Madrid,  http://www.online-educa-
madrid.com/spain/index.htm
Taller 4: Qué es IMS Learning Design y cómo modela Unidades de Aprendizaje
mediante diseño instructivo. Daniel Burgos y Colin TattersallOpen University of The
Netherlands, Países Bajos
Fecha: 11 de mayo de 2005, 10.00 - 13.00 Precio: 60,00 €
Fundamentación
IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) es una especificación pedagógicamente neutra para
modelar unidades de aprendizaje. Mediante su descripción de diferentes roles, actividades,
entornos, métodos, propiedades, condiciones y notificaciones puede ser usada para
transformar programaciones educativas de aula en unidades de aprendizaje (UOL)
formalmente expresadas que pueden ser ejecutadas con un LD player basado en un motor
como Coppercore (www.coppercore.org), de código abierto
El proyecto europeo UNFOLD (www.unfold-project.net) hace llegar la especificación a
profesores, diseñadores de aprendizaje, proveedores de contenidos y desarrolladores de
sistemas con el objeto de lograr una implantación mayor y más rápida y facilitar la
estandarización del e-learning
Descripción
A través de este taller los asistentes podrán conocer de primera mano qué es la
especificación IMS Learning Design para generación de unidades de aprendizaje
modeladas mediante una implementación estándar y de código abierto para formación
online
Basándonos en conceptos de diseño instructivo se explicará cómo está construida la
especificación y se modelará in situ una unidad de aprendizaje desde cero hasta su
ejecución mediante el visualizador, mostrando cada paso y utilizando las mejores
herramientas de código libre del mercado (CopperCore y Reload)
Para finalizar, se hará un repaso a la actualidad de la especificación y de los grupos de
investigación, así como eventos y cómo conseguir más información y enlaces gratuitos que
ayuden a aprender y adoptar IMS LD
Requerimientos
No se requiere ningún nivel de conocimiento técnico más allá de la utilización de un
navegador y del correo electrónico, aunque se podrá dar soporte a preguntas informáticas.
Sí es necesaria cierta experiencia formativa, preferiblemente en e-learning y/o en diseño de
cursos online. El aforo está limitado a 25 personas.
Programa
Parte I : 
1. Qué es IMS Learning Design
      a. Justificación de IMS LD, para quién es y por qué
      b. Descripción, cómo está organizado
      c. Estructuración de los tres niveles de implementación
      d. Estado actual de la especificación y relación con otras
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      e. Desarrollos actuales futuros y perspectives de integración
2. Descripción de UNFOLD y cómo puede ser utilizado
      f. Qué es UNFOLD y cómo está estructurada la red
      g. Formas de colaboración y de compartición de conocimiento
Parte II : 
3. Qué es una unidad de aprendizaje UOL y cómo está creada en IMS LD
      h. Componentes
      i. Identificación de propiedades y código relacionado
4. Cómo se genera una UOL desde 0
      j. Descripción narrativa
      k. Utilización de diagramas descriptivos
      l. Implementación y modelado de la UOL
5. Cómo se publica y se ejecuta una UOL
Parte III : 
      6. Herramientas actuales en torno a IMS LD
Comunidades, lanzamientos, grupos de trabajo
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II Jornada Campus Virtual, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, June 3
UNFOLD was represented at this Spanish language event by Daniel Burgos of OUNL, and
Josep Blat of FUPF. Their participation was successful, and resulted in plans being put in
place for a follow up event in Universidad Complutense later in 2005. Universidad
Complutense de Madrid is the largest University in Spain, with more than 400 teachers, so
it is a key target for the introduction of IMS LD in higher education in the country
All presentations are available at 
https://campusvirtual.ucm.es/SCRIPT/04-seminario-2jornada-CV/scripts/serve_home
All videos are available at
http://www.ucm.es/info/mmedia/mambo/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=
34&Itemid=76
Daniel Burgos’ presentation for UNFOLD is available at http://hdl.handle.net/1820/359,
and a Spanish summary is provided below:
El aprendizaje virtual está caracterizado entre otras cosas por una adaptación de la
metodología y de los contenidos a la capacidad de la herramienta o entorno donde se
implementan. Esto conlleva una dependencia unilateral del estudiante y del profesor hacia
la plataforma que obliga a suscribirse a una cierta opción tecnológica, con sus limitaciones,
actualizaciones y circunstancias de supervivencia. La incorporación de estándares y
especificaciones al mercado del aprendizaje-enseñanza en línea facilita la independencia
del recurso frente a la metodología didáctica, así como de las unidades de aprendizaje
frente a la aplicación que las edita o las ejecuta. Mostramos en estas líneas la
fundamentación y razonamiento de este hecho y utilizamos ejemplos concretos de
funcionalidades didácticas desarrolladas con la especificación europea IMS Learning
Design que muestran sus posibilidades para abordar la definición de escenarios de
aprendizaje independientemente de la pedagogía utilizada par...
La II Jornada del CV-UCM se celebró de acuerdo con el programa previsto y en ella
participaron de unas 200 personas, "presencialmente" y otras 200 "virtualmente" (por
Internet). 
Las presentaciones de los ponentes están accesibles en el apartado "presentaciones" del
menú, así como los resúmenes de todas las comunicaciones aceptadas en el apartado
"Comunicaciones aceptadas". 
Se ha preparado una presentación en diferido de las conferencias, ponencias y debates
que se emitieron por internet durante la jornada.
También ha comenzado la preparación del volumen de actas de esta II Jornada y se ha
convocado una reunión de coordinadores del Campus Virtual UCM para analizar y
valorar esta jornada y discutir el enfoque que deberían tener las siguientes.
Objetivos de la jornada
Cómo integrar la investigación y docencia universitaria en CV-UCM:
- Utilizar los resultados, o los procesos implicados en la investigación, para apoyar la
docencia mediante el Campus Virtual 
- Utilizar el Campus Virtual como apoyo a la docencia presencial 
- Utilizar los recursos del Campus Virtual como apoyo a la investigación Áreas
Temáticas
Se invita a todos los profesores e investigadores universitarios a enviar comunicaciones
sobre su trabajo en los temas relacionados con la docencia y la investigación con Campus
Virtual. En especial sobre alguna de las siguientes Áreas Temáticas: 
Integración de la investigación con la docencia en Campus Virtual 
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- Utilización del Campus Virtual en apoyo de la enseñanza presencial 
- Creación y gestión de contenidos docentes, plataformas, estándares y estrategias de
enseñanza en Campus Virtual. 
- Utilización de los recursos del Campus Virtual como apoyo a la investigación 
Estructura de la Jornada
La duración de la Jornada será de 1 día y medio, con dos mesas redondas para el debate,
dos conferencias invitadas y 8 presentaciones. El Comité de Organización invitará a los
autores de algunas de las comunicaciones aceptadas a realizar una presentación oral de la
misma.
El resumen de todas las comunicaciones aceptadas se publicarán en esta Web de la II
Jornada con el objetivo de que los asistentes puedan conocer previamente los temas de
discusión y trabajo de la misma. Todas comunicaciones aceptadas se publicarán en un libro
con ISBN, como actas de la II Jornada.
Grenoble, July 1
The third “Ecole thematique sur les EIAH” is best described as a workshop on computer
based learning technology which is organised by the National Scientifique Research Centre
(CNRS) in France. The event was spread over six days (1st July to the 6th July – weekend
included) and was held in the alpine region of Autrans in Isere (Eastern France).
The participants included somewhere in the order of fifty participants and included
researchers and PhD (Doctorant) “students”.  The agenda for the event focused heavily on
computer modelling of learning systems and included a presentation on Learning Design
by Anne Lejeune of CLIPS-IMAG (Grenoble).
UNFOLD participation at the event involved a 75 minute presentation on the “philosophy”
of the UNFOLD project subsequent to Anne’s presentation on LD. The contents of the
presentation included:
• A presentation of the UNFOLD project: Partners, objectives etc.
• The UNFOLD Communities of Practice
• Results obtained so far
• Prospects
• IMS Best Practice
The presentation provided participants with an overview of the UNFOLD project and
provided them with an opportunity to ask questions on a variety of issues from the make-up
of the CoPs to plans for future events. Indeed, the event provided me with an opportunity
to announce up coming events as well as the shift of forums from UNFOLD to LN4LD.
The event also served to reinforce relationships with French contacts who are currently
active in the field of Educational modelling languages and I was pointed in the direction of
a number of IMS LD  based resources (documents, videos etc.)  which I have since made
available to both the French and English speaking communities on the UNFOLD website
as a series of links.
In addition,  I was acquainted with a new IMS LD based project “modele de scenarios pour
la classe” carried out by the Syscom Laboratory at the University of Savoie which I want to
bring into the UNFOLD spotlight , hopefully in time for the Glasgow UK CoP event in
October.
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6..3 Online discussions
26thJanuary 2005: Representations of Instructional Intent, Griff Richards
and Colin Knight
Discussion paper for UNFOLD on-line seminar of January 2005
Learning Design and Representations of Instructional Intent
Griff Richards and Colin Knight
Some thirty years ago when educational technology was focused on audio-visual media
production Edgar Dale proposed his “Cone of Experience” 
(http://www.fsu.edu/~ids/fac2002/Edgar%20Dale.htm) – a typology of media messages
that moved from simple to greater realism, from text messages through pictures with text,
sound/slide shows, film and simulation. The apex of the cone represented higher levels of
abstraction such as text which are symbolically more efficient at storing and referring to an
experience than the lower, broader configurations that provide a more realistic experience.
Presumably a designer of media could choose the level of presentation to optimally
replicate the level of fidelity required for the communication of the instructional goal.
Dale is often credited with the maxim that “People learn best when they are actively
involved in the learning process”.  And that that 
People generally remember... 
10% of what they read. 
20% of what they hear. 
30% of what they see. 
50% of what they see and hear. 
70% of what they say or write. 
90% of what they say as they do a thing.  
(Dale, E. (1969). Audiovisual methods in teaching. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston.) 
In considering the level of documentation that might be required to enable the replication
of a learning experience, I drew a parallel between Dale’s model and the ways and means
in which instructional plans might be described. Learning Designs are highly abstract
representations – after all, they are rich text XML representations more designed to let
instructional designers interact with computational “players” than they are “lesson plans”
that could be easily read and interpreted by an instructor looking for innovative lesson
plans. Yet some Learning Design systems use “human-friendly” graphs to enrich the visual
appeal of XML documents, the diagrams presumably help those creating Learning Designs
by providing a more intuitive interface than writing XML directly, and they should also
enable the reader to interpret and understand the designs. As Buzza et al (2004) clearly
state, it is important not to confuse IMS Learning Design , the formal XML expression
with “learning designs” , the more general expression of an instructional design.
This discussion papers simply reviews some of these representations and ask the seminar
participants to discuss the pro and cons of these rich representation systems for augmenting
and interpreting Learning Designs so that they can more richly encode learning designs. I
do not have a goal to promote nor critique any particular system. We need to remember
that they arose to suit particular needs and of developers as they integrated software
engineering techniques into education.
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Representation: Pattern Languages
Probably best typified by Alexander’s (1994) text on architectural patterns, patterns
language are used to control complexity by describing observations (or desired
observations) about a system. A pattern language creates a classification system for such
observations within a particular domain so that for those familiar with the patterns it
becomes easier to recognize, describe and discuss relationships of elements in a system.
Perhaps the most important aspect of pattern languages is recognizing that some one
unfamiliar with the jargon with probably not understand the discussion. For example, the
Versailles activity might be described as a “cooperative learning jigsaw” a pattern readily
recognizable to those familiar with cooperative games, but the uninitiated will require
background study. 
Perhaps a subset of pattern languages are activity patterns – for example, the Eight
Learning Elements Model  (Verpoorten, 2004) provides a schema of eight dominant
activities according to the main activity of the learner: 
Receives passive listening or reading
Imitates modeling of instructor’s actions
Practices repetitive drill and practice (with or without external feedback)
Explores may be cognitive or manipulative 
Creates produces a new product from given materials
Experiments methodological exploration and reflection
Debates takes a position, justifies and defends with evidence and logic
Meta-cognitive reflects on learning and approaches to learning
Table 4. 8LEM learning events model (after Verpoorten, 2004)
Thus for an computer exploration activity we could say the learner
1. receives a visual/textual clue
2. explores a scene by moving the flashlight to likely targets
3. experiments by clicking on the target and seeing the result
4. practices the targets until capable of matching quickly
The advantage of the activity patterns is that they shift the focus from the instructional
program to the learner activity. 
Representation: Shared Mechanics
Shared mechanics is also a cub-category of Pattern Languages, but here the focus is on the
mechanics of the game. For example, an educational game activity might be mounted on a
Doom engine. Those familiar with Doom will instantly know what to expect and what
roles will be played. Those not familiar with Doom will have to read or better yet observe
or experience the game before understanding this type of activity.
Representation:  Flowcharts
Flowcharts are simple process control models that indicate processes and logic at critical
decision points. These can be effective for documenting simple processes, but complex
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diagrams may require several levels of documentation. The main shortcoming of
flowcharts is that they do not distinguish the actors involved, and it is difficult to represent
multiple threads of action.
Representation:  UML Activity Diagrams
Universal Modeling Language (UML) provides a standardized method for visually
representing activities and processes, making it ideally suited for depicting learning
designs. There are a variety of UML diagrams but the collaboration and sequence diagrams
are probably the most relevant to Learning Design.  Tattersall (2004) provides an example
of the sequence or “swimlane” activity diagram, a UML diagram that provides each actor
with a column, and into which the activities are listed sequentially so that the overall
pattern of actions and dependencies are represented. These representations are powerful
because they are visual and they make it easier to see the sequences of a process, the
interactions among actors, and how the various parts fit together to make a whole. 
The other common type is the collaboration diagram that shows the actors and
relationships between them. The sequence of events is normally read from left to right and
along the conjoining arrows. The Versailles activity in the IMS-LD best practices guide is
of this type. The collaboration diagram depicts a holistic view of an activity, but the
sequence can be difficult to follow when there is a large number of actors or
interconnections.
When considering the suitability of UML as a representation, it is also important to
remember that UML is a visual language, primarily intended for use by software
developers, that requires a degree of familiarity with its vocabulary and grammar to
properly interpret the diagram.  Although UML is designed to be highly intuitive, the
potential complexity of activity diagrams can obscure the meaning to a large potential
audience: educational professionals that may not have training in software development
and UML.
How suitable are activity diagrams for describing learning interactions?  In general, they
are very effective in describing many types of interactions.  They are most effective
describing learning activities that have:
• structured interactions between players
• sequential or concurrent sequential activities
• between five and twenty-five elements - enough to fill a page but not enough to
overwhelm the diagram
Both sequence diagrams  and collaboration diagrams can represent the same activity,  the
choice is a pragmatic one depending on whether  one wishes to focus on the sequence of
events, or the relationships among the actors.
Representation:  Meta-Knowledge Model Diagrams 
Paquette (1998) uses a specialized type of diagram that attempts to represent knowledge in
a wide variety of domains, including learning design, as a collection of meta-knowledge
objects linked together by concepts such as instantiation, composition, specialization,
precedence, and regulation. Essentially a rich UML diagram initially developed for  an
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instructional engineering system, Paquett’s(2005) LICEF group has added enhancements to
enable MOT Plus to serve as an LD editor.
The advantage of this type of diagram is that it is potentially very powerful, and can
represent a wide variety of concepts, processes, and domain knowledge.  The disadvantage
is that any reader of this type of diagram would need to also read a primer on meta-
knowledge representation and the conventions of this diagram system to be able to properly
understand the meaning. For example the shapes of the diagram components convey
information about the nature of each element, while the links of the MOTPlus graph has a
semantic marker identifying the type of relation. For example, I = instantiation, C=
composition, P = precedence, R=  regulation, I/P =an input or product.
The MOT Plus editor provides an excellent user interface for creating Meta-Knowledge
Model Diagrams.  The editor has even added modes for different domains.  In the LD
domain, most basic objects from LD, including play and act, have been added to the
toolbar.  This makes it easy to quickly create diagrams of LD, and the learning curve for
using the tool is very short.  However, if one is not familiar with Meta-knowledge
representation, it is doubtful that one would choose the correct link type from the wide
variety of available links.  If the correct link type is not chosen, it would confuse anyone
familiar with the various link types and meanings.
Representation: Multiple Elaboration Model
The last representation category is not a single representation, but rather collects multiple
descriptions of a learning activity to give the most complete view possible. The work that
best typifies this approach is that of Buzza, Bean, Harrigan and Carey (2004) in creating
prototype learning design repositories. Rather than focusing narrowly on the Learning
Design, their proposed repository documents instructional scenarios - essentially case
studies that provide both a contextual i.e. domain-specific example of the learning design,
results of evaluation, technical resources required and the more formal expression as a
Learning Design. The resultant collection could be searched from a variety of perspectives.
Even with these rich representations Buzza et al (2004) still note the need for a controlled
vocabulary to describe the learning intentions. As with Pattern Languages the development
of a discourse that developers and educators and build upon will require agreement on the
words that we use to describe abstractions.
 
Summary
This paper has raised some representational issues for the documentation of learning
activities so that they may be replicated or repurposed with new content. The issues are
many and can go beyond the few raised here, but the intent is that such discussion will help
set community goals about the degree to which Learning Design should be expected to
provide replicability of learning designs, and the need to augment these representations
with other types of documentation.  
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Discussion
 
 Introduction and main points
Griff Richards: Welcome to all, and thank you for taking an interest in the ongoing
problem of representations.
 
Dai Griffiths: I've also invited Dawn Buzza and Patrick McAndrew to join us in this
window
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Dawn Buzza: Hi Everyone, Just to let you know, I have Kevin Harrigan, David Bean
and Les Richards with me - so my comments may be theirs, in fact! [Not
to take all the credit or blame....]
 
Griff Richards: What we have been looking at in our Learning Design efforts has been the
representation of educational games. This probably wasn't the best place
to start, because it compounds age old problems of inherent in the
description of games - quite a body of literature growing here, plus the age
old problems of the description of learning events, and we compound that
with the software development world
.
Griff Richards: I chose to use Edgar Dale's Cone of Experience to intro the paper because
this discussion is not new, it is inherent in any communication - you can
only describe phenomena in language that is common to both side of the
communication. If people have not experienced a situation it is difficult to
transmit that experience. 
 
Griff Richards: In training and education we are constantly trying to expose learners to
new situations, to new content, and to get them to reflect about those
experiences. What appeals to me in learning design is its potential to help
document and transmit good practices for doing this.
 
Griff Richards: Unfortunately, we run up against the same communication barriers - it is
difficult to fully describe and transmit the learning experience.
 
Lisa Corley: Griff, can you please provide a brief summary of the main points in your
paper, for those who have not yet had chance to digest it all?
 
Griff Richards: The paper is a draft of a paper that tries to look at the representations and
ultimately I hope might become lead to a workshop that highlights the role
of LD in documenting learning designs.
Main points - 1. it is important to distinguish PATTERNS (which we recognize in our
environment) from DESIGNS (which are intentional change plans).
Main point 2 - A variety of descriptions/ documentation methods can be sufficient
provided there is a shared understanding of those methods, the vocabulary
and the experiences.
Main point 3. If you make things too complicated ( i.e. too many layers of encoding) they
become very difficult to understand - the amount if learning how to
interpret becomes i a greater investment.
Finally Main point 4 - (which is shared I hope with Dawn) is that multiple representations
will always be required if dealing with a diverse audience, so we need to
expand our thoughts about LD into how we can augment those
descriptions.
 
Griff Richards: That’s the end of the intro - I would like to point out that Dawn Buzza
from Waterloo University (in Ontario) is with us today too. Dawn has
been working with Tom Carey on a similar vein - Maybe I would ask her
for her comments and open the discussion to all.
 
Dawn Buzza: In our multiple elaborations model we created as many varied ways of
representing an LD as we could, partly for our own understanding, but
also to try to arrive at reasonable search criteria, in anticipation of future
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LD repositories. We used MOT + to create visual representations from
"tables" that showed units of learning in terms similar to a lesson plan
 Patterns
Cesar Moura: Since you mentioned patterns, in your paper, you draw a comparison
between LD and patterns languages. Very interesting to me, 'cos in my
PhD research this parallel plays a major role. However you didn't mention
the educational rendition of pattern languages: the Pedagogical Patterns.
Yet, these, like patterns in general, are proven and ingenious ways of
tackling (non-trivial) pedagogical issues. Don't you think that the LD
community could benefit from closing ranks with the PP community to
create "designs for learning" the smart way?
 
Griff Richards: In response to Cesar - YES - a lot of our work and thinking is focussed on
patterns. The patterns we recognize and identify with perhaps from our
own experiences of "school" greatly influence the patterns we expect to
see when we visit a school. Patterns are good for stability but they can
also lead to resistance to change. Pattern Languages essentially allow us to
recognize and give a common label to these patterns so we can discuss
them better. I also see the 8LEM as a set of "activity Patterns" which can
help us interpret, explain and plan instruction.
 
Cesar Moura: I think that an LD is a solution for a pedagogical pattern. As such I really
believe that a pedagogical pattern could be the start up of an LD
"assembly line". It should come even before the LD narrative (since LD
narratives "speaks" IMS-LD, thus curtailing a bit someone's creativity).
Moreover, they present the interesting concept of "language", i.e. a pattern
have "related patterns". This in the LD world would mean the possibility
LD composition (who knows one day we'll have engines aggregating
different LDs 'on the fly')
 
Dawn Buzza: From Kevin: I am a big fan of Pattern Languages and agree that it would
be interesting to "close the gap" between pattern languages and LD.
 
Patrick McAndrew: I also became a fan of patterns last year and now keep coming across
them. I am now looking at them as a way to share the models implicit in
our courses. Possibly as a stepping stone towards use of LD. There is a
philosophical position in the classic works on Patterns in Architecture
(Christopher Alexander's works) - the patterns he describes are in some
sense "good" - e.g. his pattern for a window would not allow the window
in my office (it has a bar in the middle that blocks the view). The
transmitting of best practice implies some way to know what is good. And
that is very difficult. Alexander gets around this by a sort of “it feels good
then it is”. (Sorry to paraphrase). Can we do the same for education?
 
Dai Griffiths: Patrick, I think it's clear that it'll be tough to get everyone to agree on what
"good" is in educational patterns. That's why I think tools for groups of
educationalists is an important matter, and one of the reasons why the
Canadian work on repositories is so important. It gives a way that a
community can make its own decision on what is good.
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Griff Richards: Personal anecdote: Over a series of workshops with Roger Johnson I
trained to be a collaborative educator. I have to admit I learned a lot more
than I expected. It is not enough to read the book on how to set up a
collaborative lesson plan - unless you know how to facilitate the group,
and unless you have "lived" and "learned" how to behave in a
collaborative environment, the collaborative lesson plans have a low
probability of impact. They can lead to chaos because the new patterns
you are trying to establish will interfere with the old patterns present in the
class.
 
Griff Richards: Response to Patrick - Alexander identified "good" patterns for
architecture, a house inspector can provide you with a text on "bad
patterns" BOTH are important. 
 
Karen Fill: Could the panel comment on this please: Again, I think that the use of Pattern
Languages will not engage teachers & learners - if using it , needs to be at
a lower level - top level needs to be more user friendly (e.g. the
Southampton toolkit) and then techies can provide mappings to LD or
other representations 
 
Chris Kew:  Panel - any thoughts on Karen’s last comment?
 
Dawn Buzza: Pattern language, if in the context of pedagogical patterns, should be fairly
"friendly" to teachers, so this kind of representation has potential for them.
 
Karen Fill: I agree with Griff (bottom of p.1 of the paper) that the term Learning
Design is confusing to practitioners - perhaps it should become LDX or
LDR - and this leads to a stronger criticism that the use of UML and other
software engineering vocabulary is a huge barrier to engaging
practitioners.
 
Lisa Corley: Yes, people do confuse IMS Learning Design with 'learning design'...some
have taken to saying 'big L big D' and 'small l and small d - or designing
for learning'
 
Karen Fill: Reply to Dawn: a lot of pedagogical vocabulary is foreign to teachers
although familiar to educational technologists and researchers
 
Dawn Buzza: You're so right, Karen. Especially post-secondary teachers, who are
immersed and expert in their subject matter, not always in pedagogical
language. 
 
John Casey: Reply to Karen - getting to teachers to articulate what they are doing is the
first step and a scary one for many in HE. Dialog PLus looks very useful
as a support but I think we need stuff 'upstream' from that to support the
teachers 
 
Karen Fill: John - explain 'upstream' for me please
 
John Casey: Hi Karen - last discussion we mentioned 'primitives' and 'artefacts' - rough
bits of work to support discussion and reflection and most importantly
sharing
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Karen Fill: To John: we've been using the Mind Map tool for the rough bits of work -
teachers seem to like to do that especially when collaborating on creating
learning activities
 
Griff Richards: Response to Karen - I give a workshop on learning object quality in which
I show objects and ask the participants to evaluate them on 9 criteria. In
doing so I am really giving them a shared experience, an opportunity to
recognize patterns, and a shared vocabulary to describe those dimensions,
finally they internalise a valuing system with regards to LO quality. They
do respond to Patterns, but once again you can not give them a bunch of
XML charts and say "do this in your classes".
 
Daniel Burgos: Could you tell me if you think that a pattern of LD, as a kind of template,
can really meet the goals of a specific lesson plan of a teacher in a certain
environment and group without adapting and, therefore, knowing at least a
little about IMS LD? Although you have nice high level tools, the concept
of LD is underneath and must be understood for an optimal application to
the personal needs, I think
 
Griff Richards: To Daniel - I see LD as a means of encoding designs that will bring about
discourse patterns that promote learning. We should not confuse Learning
Design from learning designs. Just as LD will only properly replicate in
player software, l.d.s will only replicate when the instructor knows how to
execute them
 
Dawn Buzza: Teachers have many different ways of describing what they are doing and
what they want to do, to meet a given teaching/learning objective. This is
why we keep wrestling with what would constitute effective search
criteria.
 
Patrick McAndrew: I see this as a problem with all representations - to some people UML
makes things crystal clear to others it might as well not exist. Patterns are
at the simple end of things in structure but does have a lot of baggage. 
 
Davinia Hernández Leo: Yes Patrick, in education is very difficult to know what could be
better. But Griff has illustrated very well that collaborative lessons should
be very well structured (it doesn't mean necessarily not flexible) because
otherwise the class would be a chaos. However, we could identify
(collaborative) patterns more or less complex (i.e. close or not to old
patterns in the class)
 
Patrick McAndrew: Thanks Davinia - I am definitely all for trying to represent such
things. But also I can see the same task being done by the same tutor and
what should be similar students with different results. 
 
Griff Richards: To Davinia - yes the shoe has got to fit or it will not be worn :-)
Communicating the patterns and documenting the ways of achieving those
patterns are only the start - the instructor’s need a wider view of what that
change will bring in terms of new patterns in their classes, and sometimes
in their workload.
 
Karen Fill: At Southampton the computer scientists involved with the toolkit are now
collaborating with Bill Olivier on mapping (template idea) to LD that
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would then enable instantiation of a learning activity and rendering via
CopperCore or other engines. Any comments?
 
Patrick McAndrew: Karen: I think this is an appropriate thing to try to do. IMS LD is a
good representation for computers but we need higher level
representations to work with - patterns, templates, wizards.
 
Griff Richards: To Patrick - Yes - we need a wide range of tools to document and
introduce the patterns, LD is one of those tools because in a DE
environment it can lead to efficient scaling of resources. Good templates
can be efficient. However, the potential scope for using LD as a more
generic tool for documenting interactions and planning lessons even for
F2F situations also exists.
 
Dawn Buzza: From Les: We've done quite a lot of work and thinking with respect to
LD. Maybe right now [as a next step] we should begin to focus on
pedagogical design. That is, what does the user see when sitting down to
build a course or unit of learning? 
 
Patrick MCAndrew: Could you explain user?
 
Dawn Buzza: By "user" we mean the instructor, course designer, etc. We're currently
working with Oxford U. to extend the WCKER project. This will involve
focusing on pedagogical development processes that can produce LDs.
 
Patrick McAndrew: Thanks Dawn for clarification. It looks like there is some common
work on representing situations in a way that is easy to understand - but
also wanting to be able to carry through to something that runs in the end.
My favourite at the moment is Patterns to LD because both have history
and academic background. BUT both are actually quite difficult to work
with so there might be more practical routes.
 
Karen Fill: To Dawn: that is what we have been doing for 18 months here. Grainne
Conole & Hugh Davis head up the work. I am Grainne's research assistant
on the project and I liase very closely with the teachers 
 
Dawn Buzza: Thanks, Karen, we also have been working about the same length of time
on our projects
 
Daniel Burgos: To Patrick. I agree, but the background has to be there. We cannot create
teachers from scratch just for giving them a tool that creates things
automatically. Things must be easier, but some pedagogical background,
or some practical experience or some didactical approach (something to
stand the final UoL) must be there anyway. So, high level is needed but
linked also to the background
 
Patrick McAndrew: Thanks Daniel: The patterns philosophy asks that the user
understands the background before reapplying. There is then no such thing
as simple reuse. 
 
Sibbitts: To Daniel, you mention pedagogical background as a prerequisite. Does
that mean that the UoL can only be applied in the context of a particular
pedagogical approach? Or can it benefit multiple approaches? 
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Daniel Burgos: To sibbits: I mean that some background is needed. Pedagogical or
experience, or didactic or... IMS LD stands all the pedagogical models but
the user has to choose one to apply. So, multiple approaches are feasible
(and wishable) but just one can be use at the same moment
. 
Carmen Padron: to Daniel: The best idea would be allow teachers to choose and combine
the resources according to their needs in a learning design 
 
Daniel Burgos :To Carmen (clpadron). Sure, and flexible enough to develop personal
outcomes in an easy way to modify or be added to the given
templates/wizards/etc...
 
Karen Fill: To clpadron: agree. That is the heart of the Soton toolkit and it allows
other teachers to take a good approach but swap in their own preferred
resources - e.g. change UK images for US ones
 
Carmen Padron: to Daniel: The best idea would be allow teachers to choose and combine
the resources according to their needs in a learning design 
 
Sibbitts: To Daniel, and... Ideally it would be great to be able map concepts as they
relate to one another, in a pure sense. Then have a model for the various
pedagogical approaches. And finally combine the previous two in the
desired application context.
 
 
Griff Richards: Summarizing - There seems to be a lot of interest in describing
pedagogical patterns and developing a shared vocabulary) or vocabularies)
to describe them. I think Dawn's collection of multiple perspectives is an
important step in the right direction. I think we need to broaden the scope
of the LD, but we must not put blinders on and expect it to do everything.
 
Dawn Buzza: We'll be talking about our LearningMapR model for assisting in
pedagogical design, when we come to Valkenburg next month. We're
looking forward to feedback on this work in progress
 Teachers, learning and LD
Lisa Corley: I’m interested in the maxim that you quote “People learn best when they
are actively involved in the learning process” - how can Learning Design
help us with that?!. 
 
Patrick McAndrew: For Lisa's question I think LD can help in two ways - it encourages
designs that focus on activity. Also it *might* lead to sharable designs.
But there I think some of the other representations may need to be used in
conjunction. Especially if we end up wanting to share things that are more
like patterns. I.e. I also agree on value of different representations.
 
Lisa Corley: Patrick - thanks for your response. Here’s hoping!
Dawn Buzza: In response to Lisa Corley: It seems that LD itself should not be apparent
to teachers; all they should see is an interface that helps them to find and
use the learning designs [small l, small d] that are re-usable. 
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Dai Griffiths: It seems to me that teachers have (at least) two important needs here. One
is how a teacher can understand the structure of a UoL, author and edit a
it. Another is how a teacher to recognise what a UoL is and what it means
for using it in practice, i.e. how they can get a quick understanding of
what it is when they are searching for it. The solutions may be different.
For example, are patterns useful for both contexts?
 
Dawn Buzza: I agree with you, Dai, and the "different solutions" you mention are such a
challenge. We want teachers to be able to find LDs that are useful for their
purposes, but also find LDs that address their needs, even if they aren't
sure what they're looking for.
 
Daniel Burgos: In terms of teachers, if we choose several standard lesson plans and
develop them in IMS LD and provide together the lesson plan, and the
UoL and a good explanation we can create a repository of IMS LD fixed
to reality that can really help the teachers to use UoL inside and to modify
or create some new ones
 
Sibbitts: To Daniel, and... Ideally it would be great to be able map concepts as they
relate to one another, in a pure sense. Then have a model for the various
pedagogical approaches. And finally combine the previous two in the
desired application context.
 Lisa Corley: to Daniel - fair point, but like so many concerns that are thrown at e-
learning etc, it is equally valid in 'traditional' modes....a good teacher can
take a UoL and work wonders with it...the same UoL could be a massive
flop with someone else 
 
 Representation Tools
Dai Griffiths: Have any of you worked with the MOT+ editor? Is it hard to learn? Could
a teacher use it? 
 
Dawn Buzza:  From Dave: Yes, I have worked with the MOT+ editor quite a lot. I'd say
it's more for instructional designers than for teachers. 
 
Griff Richards: We are working with the MOT Plus editor, but have just got our new
version - MOTPlus is very rich, but it is probably not the tool for the
average teacher - we need a variety of tools - like Dale's cone - the LD is
near the apex of abstraction, most of our teachers are down at the base
living in the gritty reality of the real world.
 
 
Southampton Toolkit
 
John Casey: One thing that would be good in the tools and templates and wizards is
links to just in time staff dev materials about pedagogy - the unspoken
problem is that many teachers need this to make the best use of ld and LD
we are looking at using the JCALT notes and guidelines on networked
learning to produce a boiled down support aid with links to online
resources - anyone thinking of incorporating a 'pedagogic' help function in
their tools?
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Lisa Corley:  john, i think that’s what the Southampton toolkit is aiming to do - come
at it from educational perspective
 
Karen Fill: Yes, Lisa that's the angle
 
Lisa Corley:  JISC are keen to get involved in future work re pedagogy and learning
designs, best practice etc...and are looking for feedback and ideas. - there
will be jisc representatives at the meeting in march i mentioned earlier,
 
Karen Fill: OK - we are doing our toolkit as part of a JISC funded project At
Southampton the computer scientists involved with the toolkit are now
collaborating with Bill Olivier on a mapping (template idea) to LD that
would then enable instantiation of a learning activity and rendering via
CopperCore or other engines. Any comments?
 
Dai Griffiths: Karen, I think that's a very exciting development
 
Karen Fill: To, Dai : I got excited too when Chris told me! he will be in Valkenburg
 
Lisa Corley: the Southampton toolkit you mention - i saw Grainne Conole present at
ALT-C (UK, Sept 2004) re a toolkit to describe various pedagogical
approaches and develop learning designs - is that the one?
  
Karen Fill: To Lisa - yes that's the one - I presented in the same session & so did
Chris Bailey who is the computer scientist 
 
Dai Griffiths: Karen, I think that's a very exciting development
 
Lisa Corley: hi...Karen, thanks, i suspected it was but just wanted to check. sounds
great. The work with Bill should be interesting
 
Sibbitts: For those of us that might not be familiar with the Southampton toolkit,
could you please post a link?
 
Karen Fill:  http://dash.ecs.soton.ac.uk/toolkit/
 
Sibbitts: Thank you.
 
CASLO
 
Daniel Burgos: To clpadron. How is your development so far, if it’s possible to say here?
 
Carmen Padron: CASLO is going, but still there are modules no working :-(
 
 
Proposed editor
 
Davinia Hernández Leo: Our aim is to transmit best practices in (collaborative) learning
using patterns that could be tailored in order to achieve (potential
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effective) learning designs... I'm very interested in Dawn's paper about LD
repositories, is it somewhere available?
 
Davinia Hernández Leo: To Carmen: Yes, we propose a editor which use patterns to
guide the authoring of learning designs
 
Karen Fill: To Davinia: sorry if you've already said (keeping eye on 2 windows is
tricky) but where can I get more details on your proposed editor?
 
Sibbitts: To Davinia, so we're talking about supporting activities at multiple levels,
analysis, design and implementation.
 
Carmen Padron: to Davinia: it would be a good idea, but do you have available patterns
for different pedagogical strategies and the tool will have support for
analysis and design of collaborative learning??
 
Davinia Hernández Leo: Well, it is just a proposal
(http://ulises.tel.uva.es/uploaded_files/wbe2005-Davinia_HdezLeo.pdf)
We don't have the tool yet. Sorry Carmen, but we centred our tool in
collaborative learning
Zooming Representation 
 
John Casey: Here Goes! Some rough responses to the paper - useful helped me
progress a few ideas of my own. I like the ideas of multiple elaboration
and is likely to work well with teachers because it is loose and teachers are
used to 'negotiating meaning' on the fly so to speak. What would be nice
would be to combine this with a 'zoom-able' view of the UML activity
diagrams -swim lanes etc. That way people could at least operate in a
simplified view of the LD domain and at least teacher/designer would be
in the same zone - could be good for staff development too.
 
Dai Griffiths: John, that sounds like a major development effort! Do you have a bid in
mind :) But a zooming representation is valuable, in a way its a bit like
what the Southampton crew are doing with the collapsible representations
of the tree of their taxonomy. You can concentrate on one part at a time.
 
Reference
Dawn Buzza: Our paper was recently published in the Canadian Journal of Learning and
Technology [Vol 30, No. 3, Fall 2004]. 
 
Dai Griffiths: Dawn, is that paper available online, or can we can post it to the
UNFOLD site?
 
Dawn Buzza: It will be available online eventually, but they tell me it follows the print
version by about 6 months. We can post the paper on the UNFOLD site in
the meantime. 
 
Chris Kew: Could I ask the panel if they are aware of the following link
http://www.pedagogicalpatterns.org/ and if it's relevant to this discussion
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Patrick McAndrew: For http://www.pedagogicalpatterns.org/ a colleague at the Open
University, Helen Sharp, is very involved in that project. there are also
other efforts on patterns for learning e.g. E-LEN http://www2.tisip.no/E-
LEN/
 
Griff Richards: To Patrick - Thanks Patrick - I will look at that site in depth after the chat.
 
Concluding remarks 
 
Griff Richards: I think we need to set ourselves some time at Valkenburg to continue the
discussion about patterns and representation and designs. This has been a
good chat to find so much commonality. I guess our time has come - thank
you all for joining in. As always we only just get to scratch the surface -
much more reason to get together in Valkenburg.
 
Chris Kew: As Karen has pointed out in the public window - there is a strong desire
for people to collaborate on this
 
Chris Kew: From Daniel : As you know, next month there is a meeting of UNFOLD
in Valkenburg (The Netherlands) and the participants will be able to
modify and create their own UoL with CopperCore and Reload (besides
other tools that were presented). It’s a good moment for somebody (a
group) to work on collaborative learning. We, from the organization, will
keep you informed and post in UNFOLD website
 
Dawn Buzza: Thanks everyone, this was a great session. We'll be talking about our
LearningMapR model for assisting in pedagogical design, when we come
to Valkenburg next month. We're looking forward to feedback on this
work in progress. 
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28th April 2005: Discussion of the book “Learning Design: A Handbook on
Modelling and Delivering Networked Education and Training”
For details of the book, see the Springer website.
Colin Tattersall is co-editor of the book, together with Rob Koper.
Dai Griffiths is co-author of two of the chapters.
This transcript has been edited by Dai Griffiths, and the contributions grouped to make the
sense clearer. Any participant who would like to change or remove their contributions is
welcome to contact him.
Colin
Tattersall
As you may know the Open University of the Netherlands has been carrying
out work in the area of educational modelling languages for a few years now
This work initially focused on the EML language and a group of organisations
interested in applying the language was created, known as the Valkenburg
Group. The Valkenburg Group had a number of meetings and did quite a lot of
work in coming up with an architecture for editing tools for EML. Around the
same time, EML was being proposed as the basis for the IMS Learning Design
spec, and the Valkenburg Group's scope was broadened to include both EML
and IMS Learning Design, and also to extend beyond only the editing side of
things. The work that had been done up to and including 2003 wasn't really
available to those outside of the group and so we decided to host a meeting in
Dagstuhl (a German Schloss) ????????½?AD to write a number of chapters for
a book, with the aim of disseminating the work to a wider group. That is
basically the background to the book. We wrote the chapters in January 2004
and the book came out in February 2005
Dai
Griffiths
Thanks Colin. This is a very open discussion, we just thought it would be
valuable to make Colin available to answer questions and discuss issues arising
from the book. So, do you have any questions or issues? I realise that some of
you may not have been able to get hold of the book yet. We won't check if you
have read it all before you are allowed to ask a question!
  
    
Pieter van
der Hijden
How is the process of dissemination going further? I know about Unfold, but
are there more initiatives on other continents?
Colin
Tattersall
There is plenty going on in Canada (perhaps one of our Canadian friends could
describe this), and also some interest in Australia.
  
Dawn
Buzza
What has been the general reaction to the book so far?
Colin
Tattersall
In general the reactions have been positive; there was a bit of a vacuum in
terms of info about the spec, and we attempted to help fill this.
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Kevin
Harrigan
I have read the book. It has been useful for us here at Waterloo to help us in
our LD work. It helps us place our work in context of all the other LD work
being done.
Davinia
Hernández
Leo
I completely agree with Kevin. The book is being quite helpful for us...
  
    
Claudia
Baruzzi
I'm deeply interested in the subject but I'm a bit worried that it could be too
technical for me.
Daniel
Burgos
The book is not so technical but a general description of related topics in and
around IMS LD, starting from scratch up to an intermediate level . I would like
to remark that there is a course at http://moodle.org/course/view.php?id=44
about the content of the book. Every week a chapter is discussed. Everyone is
welcome. For those who don’t have the book itself maybe it’s a good way to
start
Dawn
Buzza
That's excellent - a great way for folks to go through the book chapter by
chapter. How far behind are we at this point??
Daniel
Burgos
Currently, Chapter 13 (about gaming) is running, but previous chapters are still
open and with discussions
Anders
Berggren
We have covered 4 chapters so far in the Moodle course
Anders
Berggren
There's been some problems with the distribution of the book...
Colin
Tattersall
I was in touch with Springer Verlag this week re: the distribution; I think the
book became available 6-8 weeks later in the US/Canada
Marcelo
Maina
As things move so fast… can we consider the book as a «state of the art » ?
Colin
Tattersall
Things certainly are moving fast. We're planning a special issue of a journal
based around the book and giving new developments in the area 
Pieter van
der Hijden
I'm reading it. First of all, my congratulations to have this all written down and
published. IMHO it is a multi-faceted view on LD, of course at a certain
moment in time, but very valuable for those who want to go into ti thoroughly.
Gabriela
Diaz
I want to thank you for your efforts to publish this book. It would be really nice
to have it in Spanish, but of course a newer version. 
Jean-
Michel
Arbousset
The same for French, is it possible to participate for a translation in French
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Antonio
Fini
The same problem exist in Italy
Daniel
Burgos
You also have available a forum several resources in Spanish, like fora and
links http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=29 and an
introductory website focused on the basics
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/mod/resource/view.php?id=196. As long
as more needs are requested and share, this are is extended. So, I encourage
you to participate and get it larger ;-)
Colin
Tattersall
In terms of translations of the book, I'll take this up with Springer.
Daniel
Burgos
Colin, are you (editors, Rob and you) planning another book on IMS LD or a
revision of this one, perhaps?
Colin
Tattersall
We do not yet have any concrete plans yet (the book has only been out two
months). However things are moving quickly in this area ...
Anders
Berggren
By the way, it is a great book, impressive work behind it, promising concepts!
Colin
Tattersall
Thanks Anders. I'll pass that onto Rob Koper too
Juan Pablo
Amaya
Is there any form to obtain the book in a different format, like a e-book, pdf,
online book for readers?
Jean-
Michel
Arbousset
do you think a short French edition is possible (e.g. in pdf) ?
Colin
Tattersall
Currently there are no other versions available
  
    
Jean-
Michel
Arbousset
In which countries is the book the most sold ?
Colin
Tattersall
I don’t have any figures yet ... 
Dai
Griffiths
It will be interesting when we have them.
Gabriela
Diaz
At least in Venezuela, there is one.
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Gabriela
Diaz
I would really like to have a CD with the book with all the tools we can use
related with this issue, that would be helpful
Wolfgang
Greller
I think a CD is so quickly outdated by the speed of tools appearing and
changing it might be quite useless
Kay
Hoeksema
What about a download/link section within the unfold area
Daniel
Burgos
To Wolfgang Greller. I agree about the CD. It’s better to keep a website
updated and available, like the main UNFOLD site and
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org with resources and fora. It’s easier, cheaper
and faster, I think.
Gabriela
Diaz
Yes, that could be useful, a download section
Gabriela
Diaz
Easier for the English speaking public, what about the rest?
Jean-
Michel
Arbousset
As Gabriela I think also that for the dissemination in France we need a
translation in French
Wolfgang
Greller
Download area in UNFOLD would be superb! The download area could also
include a review section where practitioners could comment on their use of the
tools. A very good example that could be followed is the Edutools site:
http://www.edutools.info/course/index.jsp This way we build up a reference
page to all LD tools and what/who they are good for. Over time I expect a
range of tools to emerge covering different expertises and tasks. To know what
use they can be put to is essential and saves time to experiment.
Gabriela
Diaz
Thanks for the links, I am already participating, but these resources are not the
same as you have in English,. You have more workshops and resources in
English.
Claudia
Baruzzi
That would be great. I sometimes spend so much to get things work properly!
Daniel
Burgos
About the download section. Just to remind that we already have it in
UNFOLD and MOODLE (see posts below). So, everyone is welcome to
participate and upload their experiences, examples and contributions
Wolfgang
Greller
That's right, forgot about this. Good that you mention it.
  
 
Karen Fill
I'm also just reading the book - copy arrived this week - I note the book says
that the LD spec is intended for software developers rather than the designers
of learning activities
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Daniel
Burgos
I don’t agree at all about the further intention of the Spec. The Spec itself is
tough and programmers could be more familiar with the pseudo-code used, as
far as it’s XML adapted. But the concepts are completely focus on learning
designers and teachers. The core is education and not computer science, I think
Karen Fill That's what I was querying - it is in Colin's chapter (p. 22) that it says intended
for software developers - Colin pls comment
Colin
Tattersall
The specification is primarily for developers, rather like the HTML
specification. Of course, many non-developers have benefited from there being
an HTML spec
Dai
Griffiths
I think that the spec, in terms of the XML, is not necessary reading for anyone
other than developers. On the other hand, the concepts which underlie it are
not complex (though not always intuitive). I think what the book is saying is
that no general user should have to see the XML when they are editing or
playing UoLs.
Pieter van
der Hijden
Skip chapter 2-7 and you will feel more comfortable.
Karen Fill My reservations about LD are to do with involving the creators of learning in
my institution - while I am comfortable with the technical aspects they are not
Colin
Tattersall
The current generation of tools, although very useful, still demands quite a
degree of LD knowledge from users
Pieter van
der Hijden
This might change when more higher level tools like mot+ become available.
Karen Fill That is why the next steps towards front-ending LD with something user
friendly is crucial 
Colin
Tattersall
This brings the question of tooling to the fore
Kevin
Harrigan
Gilbert Paquette in Montreal is building IMS-LD compliant tools. His product
is MOT+.
Dai
Griffiths
Yes Gilbert was with us in Barcelona at the meeting last week. We were
fascinated to see MOT+. 
Karen Fill My colleague who was in Barcelona demo'd MOT+ to me yesterday - the
concept map linking to LD was very interesting to us
Marcelo
Maina
We’re working in MOT+ but we are also working on a method to support the
process of instructional design… in this way, we are “updating” the MISA
instructional design method… some first efforts can be read in Chapter 9 of the
book.
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Davinia
Hernández
Leo
Could you give us more information about this special issue, please? When
will it be available? 
Colin
Tattersall
We're in the process of collecting contributions now. I will post an update on
the UNFOLD site when dates are fixed
  
    
Kay
Hoeksema
Regarding the tool situation for creating LD documents… for trials I often go
back to the XML docs .. and have lots of problems when trying to validate
them against the schemas.. Do you have similar problems?
Colin
Tattersall
It is a tricky process, partly due to the multi-spec nature of LD
(CP+MD+LD+QTI+...).
David BeanHave you tried using Reload?
Kay
Hoeksema
Yes. No level B/C support. There is my interest
Colin
Tattersall
I have an approach in terms of schemas which works for me (I typically use
XML Spy, but also RELOAD and CopperAuthor). However, I tend not to use
meta-data
Kay
Hoeksema
If some of you are interested on how to use the schemas: Could we use a forum
within UNFOLD for this?
  
I will try to exclude the md spec. Currently working with XML Spy too.
Daniel
Burgos
To all. I think that Schemas is an interesting topic to read about. Colin, please,
could you provide us some information about it? Perhaps, would it possible to
create a course in Moodle to share opinions and contributions about it? I think
it’s something not completely approached it in the book and very necessary in
the Spec
Colin
Tattersall
To Daniel: Yep, I think it would be a good idea to open up a Moodle course on
the since getting the schemas correct can be tricky
  
    
Antonio
Fini
I read only yesterday the chapter about your experience at UPF found very
interesting
Dai
Griffiths
Thanks!
Antonio
Fini
IMHO case study reports are very important, like Dai & co's chapter in the
book
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Karen Fill Here we have been working from the other end so to speak and now the
computer scientists are looking at output from that tool to Reload and
eventually to LD players - teacher requirements first - then technicians looking
at Reload to LD players
Dawn
Buzza
In fact our interface [LearningMapR] works from the teacher's perspective also
- it is a course design tool that will produce LD compliant templates and
exemplars for tasks. The instructional design theory knowledge required of
teachers is minimal also.
Karen Fill Thanks for that - where can I find more info?
Dawn
Buzza
There is further info on the WCKER web site. Here is the url - if you look
under Current Status, you'll find templates and exemplars [just a few] and also
a paper/proposal of our work-in-progress.
http://waterbuck.conted.ox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/trac.cgi
Wolfgang
Greller
Is LearningMapR downloadable somewhere?
Dawn
Buzza
The LearningMapR is not yet ready for download - we're still developing it as
a software tool.
Colin
Tattersall
Thanks Dawn
Wolfgang
Greller
Thanks for the templates link. Will have a scoop through. Any timescale on the
tool?
Karen Fill Thanks Dawn. ... should we all stop swapping tools and get back to the
book ? :)
Dawn
Buzza
Kevin and Les will comment on the time frame for LearningMapR templates
and exemplars, as well as the code itself.
Kevin
Harrigan
re LearningMapR. We are working on it now and hope to have an early version
for June 30 and something more substantial by the end of 2005. In parallel we
are building more exemplars and templates.
Marcelo
Maina
To Peter and Karim: we’re working in MOT+ but we are also working on a
method to support the process of instructional design… in this way, we are
“updating” the MISA instructional design method… some first efforts can be
read in Chapter 9 of the book. 
Karen Fill Thank you Marcelo - I hope to read more of the book over the next few days!
Pieter van
der Hijden
IMHO many examples have been built up in a bottom-up way, i.e. starting with
LD; it would be great to go the other way round: having a breathtaking concept
for a UoL and demonstrate how it could be built with LD (could also
demonstrate that we need quite different players than the current ones).
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Dai
Griffiths
I'd like to take this approach in the Portugal CoP meeting in Porto on 15th –
17th June. If you can make it I’m sure that we will be able to continue all these
interesting discussions in person! I’ll be posting details on the Web next week.
  
    
David BeanDai, you mentioned in your email about the COSMOS editor for Level B.
Could you provide a link to some information about it?
Dai
Griffiths
Yongwu is with us, I think, and he is the creator of COSMOS. It is working
well, and just getting to a release version. Any comments Yongwu?
Daniel
Burgos
Cosmos is available in UNFOLD website at http://www.unfold-
project.net/UNFOLD/general_resources_folder/cosmos_tool.zip. It’s still a
working version, but good enough to have a look at a promising tool (Level B)
David BeanThanks!
Yongwu
Miao
I have to do more test and make it more stable and then release it
Dai
Griffiths
Does that version of COSMOS have Open File enabled?
Daniel
Burgos
I don’t remember. It’s the one we used in the workshop of Barcelona,
Youngwu, could you confirm this point, please?
Yongwu
Miao
The version of CoSMoS on the Unfold web site is the same as we used in
Barcelona. 
Davinia
Hernández
Leo
I'm now trying to open a file with CoSMoS, but the option isn't enabled in this
BCN version
Yongwu
Miao
Yes, the current version of CoSMoS can not load a xml file. I am working on
it. What is the meaning of BCN version. I think, you have no need to down
load the .zip file
Davinia
Hernández
Leo
To Yongwu: BCN (Barcelona), Yes, the version I installed in Barcelona, I
mean
Antonio
Fini
thanks daniel i'm already downloading :-) In barcelona I was on the MOT+
track...
Davinia
Hernández
Leo
Thank you, Yongwu, your tool will be so helpful for us all!
Dai
Griffiths
Thanks Yongwu, and thanks again for the COSMOS session in Barcelona!
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Dawn
Buzza
One small comment on the book: The Suggested reading paths] at the
beginning is great - one for course developers and one for tool developers
[unfortunately, some of us may have to wear both hats!].
  
    
Colin
Tattersall
There are 3 LD schemas (one for each level) and the way this was set up
stretched XML schema tooling at the time
Pieter van
der Hijden
To Daniel: are you pointing at the XML schema's? 
Gabriela
Diaz
Do the schemas have another name in the book? I cannot find them
Antonio
Fini
Where are references in the book on this topic?
Colin
Tattersall
The specifics of the schemas aren't handled in the book - this should all really
be plumbing that we don't have to know about (and may well soon be just that,
with the tools arriving). However, as Kay is experiencing, if you have to resort
to an XML editor, things can get more difficult
Davinia
Hernández
Leo
The Moodle course on Schemas will be also interesting for me!
Kay
Hoeksema
You can find the IMS LD schemas at
http://www.imsglobal.org/learningdesign/index.html
Daniel
Burgos
To Antonio. You have a few references in pages 24, 49, 56, 100, 121, 138,
139, 288, but no chapter is completely focused on them, I think. I mean LD
Schemas and their relationship with XML Schemas
Pieter van
der Hijden
For me the Barcelona meeting clarified that I did not have to dig into the
schema's so much.
Antonio
Fini
I agree! I don't WANT to do it
Colin
Tattersall
For most people the XML schema issues should be not so relevant ....
Pieter van
der Hijden
To contradict myself: I need to dig into the schema's when I really want to
know the "fine print" of issues I do not understand or do not believe :)
Kay
Hoeksema
In the example documents several other schemas are used (IMS CP, IMS
MD)... No the situation gets tricky..
Colin
Tattersall
The various UNFOLD LD examples show an approach to using XML schemas
but Daniel and I will put something together in Moodle
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Gabriela
Diaz
What about the UML use cases for an LD editor? does an educator need to
know about this?
Pieter van
der Hijden
to Gabriela: IMHO it depends on the software tools you are using, which
preparational actions (like UML figures) are desirable
Gabriela
Diaz
To pieter: I haven't used any tool yet. I just want to know
Dai
Griffiths
To Gabriela: The UML use cases are not necessary for working with LD,
though many people have found them useful. We've discussed some of these
issues in UNFOLD. Have a look at http://www.unfold-
project.net/UNFOLD/providers_folder/papers/teachersrole/
Gabriela
Diaz
Thanks Dai. I'll check it
Pieter van
der Hijden
to gabriela: when you like to start at a more conceptual level, have a look at
tools like mot+; you "draw" your figures and the tool generates the xml file
Gabriela
Diaz
Ok, Pieter, I'll check that too
Daniel
Burgos
ASK LDT is another example of this ´visual approach´
Kay
Hoeksema
As soon as we can change to work with very flexible tools .. a question of
months ..years..?
  
    
Anders
Berggren
How to design 'on-the-fly ' with LD? This has been the main concern for
moodlers so far
Karen Fill Is this covered in Ch 12 - adaptivity? My colleague who went to Barcelona
mentioned adaptive designs to me - I think with reference to a tool/product
called 'ASK'. 
Dai
Griffiths
ASK is being developed by CERTH in Greece as part of the iClass project. I
didn't get to their session, so I can't add anything. But I can put you in contact
with the developers. I think that they are due to make their first release in June,
so I guess all will become clearer then.
Karen Fill I think Chris has the email of Pythagoras at CERTH 
Dai
Griffiths
Yes Pythagoras is the person for ASK
Dai
Griffiths
Antonio, when you say "on the fly" do you mean being able to change the UOL
in the middle of a run?
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Antonio
Fini
Yes, e.g.: attach further material or changing an activity..
Anders
Berggren
Or interfere somehow in the run - for discussions etc
Colin
Tattersall
The on-the-flyness of LD is indeed discussed quite a bit. Some things can be
handled straightforwardly, other things bring all kinds of complexity. It is
relatively straightforward to link to resources which can change between or
within runs. It is also straightforward to have resources uploaded (property of
type file, for example) However, if you start to change conditions on-the-fly
you are playing with fire 
Daniel
Burgos
´On the fly´, meaning in run-time for me, it’s currently possible for several
things inside a UoL. Through properties (local, global, personal...) and global
elements you can define some flexible parts to be defined in run-time. Soon,
we will upload a couple of examples showing this. Anyway, as long as you
have to deal with it in the tough way (notepad or similar) it’s not so easy to
create. Keep an eye on UNFOLD website and we will announce as soon it’s
ready
Dai
Griffiths
In Barcelona we discussed the possibility of having a "Moodle and LD" strand
or session at the Porto event. Maybe we need some intensive discussions to
clarify the issues.
Antonio
Fini
Thanks daniel and colin: I think we need examples, examples, examples :-)
Colin
Tattersall
I agree on the need for examples Antonio. We're working on them ....
Anders
Berggren
Lifelong learning and Self-Directed Learning must allow for a lot of flexibility
and adaptation on-the-fly too
Colin
Tattersall
I agree fully Anders
Daniel
Burgos
(supporting Colin’s previous message) About requesting a file you have an
example at http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/mod/resource/view.php?id=194
and another more complex with two roles at
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/mod/resource/view.php?id=195
Daniel
Burgos
More examples (over 20) Levels A and B available at
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=20
Antonio
Fini
Wow!
Kevin
Harrigan
Our group at Waterloo in Canada is focusing on building IMS-LD compliant
exemplars and templates and some of these are posted on the WCKER Wiki
site.
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Juan Pablo
Amaya
About the repositories of learning design, is any people working on it?
  
    
Daniel
Burgos
A tricky question. What concept/topic do you miss in your book? What would
you add to make it more complete?
Colin
Tattersall
A study which illustrates that it is possible to model various lesson plans (with
different pedagogies) in LD, and a good case study describing an added-value
gained using LD.
Daniel
Burgos
And for you, Dai? What do you miss in the book?
Dai
Griffiths
I think that the book is a very good picture of where things were at the time of
writing. The missing parts are mostly because the work has not been done.
This is still the case for many of the things I'm most interested in, because the
tools are only now appearing for being able to work with teachers and learners.
That's why we've had so much discussion of tools today.
Antonio
Fini
Maybe also because most of us were in bcn last week dealing with tools!!
  
    
Karen Fill I was concerned about the bit on p. 4 in Rob K's introduction that mentioned
the rationale for a common notation - effectiveness is Ok, but cost reduction
via automation is not (from my point of view)
Dai
Griffiths
I share that concern, Karen. I think it is a function of the tasks carried out in the
OUNL, and the context in which the specification was born. But I think that
LD has applications outside that context. As many people have said, a great
tool is one that has applications which were never thought of when it was
designed. I think LD is like that
Karen Fill Yes, I can understand that - perhaps the second edition will say more about
effectiveness and quality (best practice) which I was glad to see given some
importance early in the book
Colin
Tattersall
I think Rob's intention is to say that automation can help putting the focus back
on pedagogical decisions since tools are able to automate laborious course
creation tasks and also administration tasks (setting up chat servers etc)
Karen Fill OK that is a better way to interpret 'automating' aspects of a design
Anders
Berggren
Yes, the benefits and purposes with automation really need to be clarified and
communicated
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Gabriela
Diaz
To Colin: are you planning to make that study very soon?
Colin
Tattersall
Rob Koper has already done some work on modelling a random selection of
lesson plans. I'm not sure whether the work is published yet; we'll post a note
through the UNFOLD site when it's available
Dai
Griffiths Yes, I'm really interested in that research too!
  
    
Antonio
Fini
I think is very important the aim to use standalone services instead of
integrated LMS (page 39). Are there yet any working examples?
Colin
Tattersall
There is plenty of work going on in the UK (via JISC) ..hang on let me find a
URL
Dai
Griffiths
Quoting from the UNFOLD site: "A demo of the SLeD player is now available
at http://piranha.open.ac.uk/SLeD . This was developed through a JISC funded
project at the Open University (UK) and builds on work already done by the
Open University Netherlands. The demo currently uses version 2.0 of
Coppercore, but will soon be updated to run with the latest version."
Colin
Tattersall
There's a description of the eLearning Framework at framework at
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/uploaded_documents/elf-summary7-04.doc
Antonio
Fini
Definitely it is necessary to have the log of this chat! Too many links and
useful information!!
  
    
Dai
Griffiths
Thanks to everyone for participating, see you soon
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22nd March 2005: Discussion of the Valkenburg meeting
Online Valkenburg Resources
Sheila MacNeill: To the project team: Is it possible to get a list of all the projects who
presented on Friday with URLs? Maybe this is on the learning networks
sight and I haven't seen it, but it would be useful.
Daniel Burgos To Sheila: it’s almost everything in the Moodle site
(http://moodle.learningnetworks.org ) and later this afternoon I’ll send you
an email with specific links, after this online meeting
Fred de Vries: I will add url's of projects that were presented Friday and more in other
news items at www.learningnetworks.org
Wolfgang Greller: In addition to the URLs can the download addresses of the software
tools we saw be there too?
Fred de Vries: yes as far as downloadables are available these addresses will be published
Dai Griffiths: I will also update the tools page in the "about learning design" section of
the UNFOLD site, so that we have that information centralised
Viewing UoLs
Dai Griffiths: One thing which complicates viewing of UoLs which I understood at
Valkenburg was made clear by Pythagoras in his presentation of ASK. He
says (and the CopperCore team agreed) that if you use a specialised editor
such as ASK LDT then you need to store information about the learning
design in addition to the XML itself. That means that if you open a UoL
from someone else's specialised editor you won't get the full picture. This
suggests that you can’t use a high level editor as a UoL viewer for a
collection from varied sources. We may need to develop something to do
the job.
Bill Olivier: We hope soon to have a Coppercore ld 'Viewer' available stand alone and
then integrated into the RELOAD editor
Daniel Burgos: To Bill. Do you mean a CopperCore viewer or a Reload viewer?
Bill Olivier: An LD viewer, built around CopperCore - you point it at a OUL and it auto-
creates a tabbed browser panel for each role so you can flip between them
and try it out in each role. This would allow anyone to browser UoLs
without any further set up.                     
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Daniel Burgos: I.e.: just for dragging and dropping in Dreamweaver of in Flash doesn’t
mean a cute website. The same for the wizards and the templates in LD.
The background is full needed and must be required. So, templates and
wizards, yes, but not only
Wolfgang Greller: To Dai: That got stuck in my head too. Has anyone tried this with
LAMS sequences?
Bill Olivier: Dai: it might be possible to store the design/layout info in specially formatted
XML comments, which other tools would ignore.
Wolfgang Greller: I mean what applies to ASK would I believe also apply to LAMS. You
can only view the graphical sequence in the product itself.
David Bean: There is a tool from Bell labs that may be useful to help in visually modelling
LD's. During the investigation phase of creating LD export for MOT+
well looked at graphviz to create a visualization of an XML file,
Dai Griffiths: http://www.graphviz.org/. open source automatic graph drawing software.
Looks interesting. Thanks David. Was it helpful
David Bean: to Dai: I thought it was promising, but we didn't take it far enough. I think it
is worth further investigation, as it allows for a repeatable representation
of an LD without having to store visual-meta data
Colin Tattersall: Graphviz is interesting, although I think that it would provide the first
step. What's really needed is a "simulation" or "animation" of the Learning
design to see how learners and staff would experience the UoL
Dai Griffiths: To Colin: Yes, I think there are two (related) issues for teachers: a) how can
you represent a UoL so you can easily edit parts of it, and b) how can you
represent a UoL so that you can quickly see if it's what you need.
 
Problems with Clicc Installation
Pieter van der Hijden: Maybe this is not the right place and time, but I still have an
installation question. Where could I drop that?
Colin Tattersall: To Pieter: which piece of software does the installation question
concern?
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Pieter van der Hijden: To Colin: Clicc gives a timeout message
Daniel Burgos: To Pieter: perhaps it’s an issue related to Java. If you have the release
SDK 1.4.2 Clicc should run properly. Can you check the release, please?
Pieter van der Hijden: To Daniel: 1.4.2_06
Daniel Burgos: To Pieter: the release is fine. What about to post your problem in the
forum                         
(http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/mod/forum/view.php?id=124) with
some screenshot or remark to focus it?
Pieter van der Hijden: To Daniel: Exception occurred: java.lang.Exception:
rg.coppercore.exceptions.ServiceLocatorException:
javax.naming.CommunicationException [Root exception is
java.rmi.ConnectException: Connection refused to host: 62.194.21.120;
nested exception is: java.net.ConnectException: Connection timed out:
connect]
Pieter van der Hijden: to Daniel: OK, that will be more appropriate; thanks
 
LD Guide
John Casey: I am writing some simple design guides for learning design in general that I
will bias towards LD - would people be interested in giving me some
feedback when they are ready? 
Dawn Buzza: John: We would be interested in giving you some feedback. 
Lisa Corley:  to John - yes!! That’s what we've been waiting for!!
Daniel Burgos: To Dawn. I agree some feedback to John would be nice, what do you
think, John?
John Casey: To all - yes please! When I have some stuff for viewing I will circulate it
via the project?
Dai Griffiths: Yes John, start a forum at www.unfold-project.net
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Learning design (ld) in schools
Russell Francis: I’ve been doing some research on LAMS, observations with pupils and
teachers using it in UK schools. I was interested to know what you
thought about LAMS as a learning design tool.
Lisa Corley:  to Russell: LAMS isn't strictly LD yet, but is LD 'inspired'
Sheila MacNeill: to Russell: I think that most people agree LAMS is a good intro to the
concept, as Lisa says it’s LD inspired. What have you found
teachers/pupils think of it?
Russell Francis: Yes I knew that LAMS wasn't strictly compatible with the specification.
However, it is planned to run LD compliant sequences. From what I've see
it is a very versatile tool
Russell Francis: I've seen it used to teach a range of subjects from history, maths,
geography, English, food tech and media studies
Lisa Corley:  to Russell: yes, people who i have spoken to and seen LAMS demo-ed
loved it - its is v easy to user from the teachers point of view. the ASK-
LDT tool that Pythagoras demo'd on Friday reminded me of it - drag and
drop seems v easy
Sheila MacNeill: To Lisa: I think most agree the interface of LAMS is one of it's strengths,
and we need more simple GUI for LD tools
Russell Francis: Yes the authoring environment has become far more user friendly now
that the preview tool is working. I was wondering if any other learning
design tools had yet reached a stage where they were being widely used in
schools
Dai Griffiths: Yes, the ASK-LDT tool looks promising
Sheila MacNeill: To Russell: I don't know of any other LD system being used in schools
Bill Olivier: to Russell: You need both runtime and authoring tools with friendly user
interfaces to go into schools, but we are not there yet.
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Russell Francis: Sheila - do you know of any plans to pilot other LD in schools. I'm
particularly interested in how they might be used to support collaborative
work in the humanities
Dai Griffiths: To Russell: No, IMS LD compliant tools are only just now appearing. Its
only now that we have the player engine, and that needs to have more
sophisticated interfaces built on top of it. So the tools are not as nice to
use as LAMS yet. But that should be a question of time.
Sheila MacNeill: to Russell: sorry, no. I work for LTS in Scotland and I'm hoping to do
some work 'inss
Russell Francis: Bill / Shelia - agreed the learner interface on LAMS needs to be
improved to allow different fonts and styles. Primary school teachers think
the look and feel of the learner interface is a major issue
Sheila MacNeill: To Russell: oops - work inspired by LD with some schools - maybe we
could chat after this discussion - email s.macneill@strath.ac.uk
Russell Francis: ok Sheila - I'll make a note of your e-mail and drop you a line. Mine’s
russell.francis@green.ox.ac.uk
Sheila MacNeill: Great!
UoL Repositories
Wolfgang Greller: I have set up a new topic in the Moodle discussion space. Anyone seen
it?
Dai Griffiths: If you are using the tools, please post your experiences to the UNFOLD
forums, so that other users and the developers can learn from it.
Chris Kew: Tell us more Wolfgang
Wolfgang Greller: the question I raised was about storing and managing large amounts of
UoLs. What do you all think would be the most effective and cost-
efficient way of doing? I was thinking of the possibility to store the LD
packages as Learning Objects in our repository, but that may not be the
best way of doing things and leads to nested meta-tags?
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Dai Griffiths: Wolfgang's issue is important. There has been quite a lot of discussion
about repositories and controlled vocabularies in Canada I think. Maybe
Dawn has an opinion?
Colin Tattersall: To Wolfgang: There's an abstract at http://www.cjlt.ca/abstracts.html
describing Canadian work in this area (Learning Design Repositories:
Adapting Learning Design Specifications for Shared Instructional
Knowledge)
Bill Olivier: Wolfgang: JISC is about to fund a project to create a 'reference model' \for
LD which I think will focus around the question of repositories. This
should include addressing the storage of large numbers of LDs.
Dawn Buzza: Repositories are definitely the way we imagine UoLs would be stored, but
the controlled vocabularies are going to be the challenge for us all. 
Colin Tattersall: To Wolfgang: the early EML work here at OUNL used Microsoft
SourceSafe as a repository to store Units of Study (the EML name for a
Unit of Learning)
Bill Olivier: Wolfgang: One of the participants is Intrallect who participate in the first
Valkenburg conference and had a partial EML repository.
Wolfgang Greller: I am a bit concerned of establishing yet another separate repository,
where we really should try and merge things together: digital library,
RLOs, LDs, model designs, etc.
Bill Olivier: One of the issues is that such a repository has to understand structure of each
of the types
Dawn Buzza: We would love to know who else is working on the controlled vocabulary
solution....does anyone know?
Lisa Corley: I agree with the concerns raised here - in terms of repositories etc, who
would take ownership of this work?
Bill Olivier: What would be good would be to use a relatively consistent metadata
format for queries (LOM), but we still need taxonomies for learning
activities, which differ from those describing learning objects.
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David Bean: Desire 2 Learn is in the process of making their repository IMS Learning
Design compliant. My understanding is that they will have their SCORM
CPs and LD CPs in the same system.
Dawn Buzza: I don't think we need multiple [or more] repositories either - there are
already many of them. It's finding UoLs that meet the needs of the user,
using the right search terms etc., that will be critical.
Wolfgang Greller: I agree with Dawn.
John Casey: For Bill - when you say structure of types do you mean LO versus LD?
Daniel Burgos: To Bill: we have already discussed this. A taxonomy is a must before
storing and retrieving. But what should be the base, a new extension for
the spec, LOM? I bet for the easiest one if we really want to have it
running as soon as possible. As soon as we have more tools to create UoL
the problem will become really huge and now it’s the moment to attack it
Bill Olivier:  Well it has to understand the structure of a content package to find the
metadata, but LD adds its won structure inside a content package which
embeds further metadata The repository has to be able to dig the metadata
out and index the parts.
Wolfgang Greller: There is a feasibility of a "common" product that stores LDs and LOs
and can distinguish between them, but then again it will probably lead to
monolithic commercial products that have a focus on either one or the
other - it's happened before.
Bill Olivier: The key is to have standardised interfaces to repositories, whether commercial
or open source. Then you can mix and match the two and the searcher
should find what they are looking  for. We hope to enable the next version
of RELOAD LD to save activities and activity structures as 'LD
Components' (with its own icon). Then produce another higher level
editor which loads these 'components' and allows user to drag them into
the workspace and wire them together as in LAMS.
Sheila MacNeill: to Bill: would these 'components' be stored in repositories too? The big
M word looms again :-)
Bill Olivier: Sheila: that would be the ideal but they could also be stored as files like
any other content packages
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Lisa Corley: Sheila - what’s the 'big M' word? ...metadata??!! aarrghh
Sheila MacNeill : that's the one!
Dai Griffiths: It's in part because of the reluctance to engage with the Big M that I think
its important to capture use by peers
Sheila MacNeill: to Bill: that makes sense, you could have some of your favourite
activities stored locally somewhere too
Bill Olivier: Sheila: until there's a standard repository interface and RELOAD has it
installed, then it will be to files.
Sheila MacNeill: to Bill: OK thanks for clarification
Russell Francis: The JISC and STT project is encouraging practitioners to develop and
share. Some great sequences have emerged. Very diverse. But they need
some way to organise and tag them. Further, I'm becoming interested in
the psychology of sharing online resources. If a teachers has invested 5-10
hours in developing a good sequence what's the motivation to share? What
do they get out of it? Unless there is some kind of reciprocation is
guaranteed
Wolfgang Greller: To Russell: We have addressed that issue in our e-learning strategy.
What we say is that it should be treated just like a general research
publication and become part of a publication record they can use in their
CV. That's a motivation to publish and share.
Sheila MacNeill: To Russell: collaboration from teachers is another big issue. It's quite a
culture shift for lots of teachers to share even in a school/ faculty never
mind publish into a repository
Lisa Corley: to Russell - re motivations etc behind using online resources, you may be
interested in book "Reusing Online Resources: A Sustainable Approach to
eLearning" Edited by Allison Littlejohn, Kogan Page, London. ISBN
0749439491 [www.reusing.info] the discussion at http://www-
jime.open.ac.uk/2003/1/ (no, I’m not on commission! its a good book!)
Dawn Buzza: I think recommendations from other teachers is critical too. We have a
small [but growing] repository of learning activities at our university,
within the LMS used here. But it can't be shared outside [at least not yet].
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Dawn Buzza : Lisa - agreed: good book. 
Russell Francis: Shelia / Wolfgang. Yes, I think people are willing to share if they gain
some kind of accreditation for there work. They may take pride in
knowing that others are using their sequence. On the production side I
agree collaboration is a big issue. The school where LAMS really took off
had an ICT development officer whose sole job was to help staff develop
online resources and now lams sequences. He often found useful online
content that staff incorporated into their sequences. I'm not sure if they
could have done it without him. Never-the-less there remains a need to get
teachers together and start critically appraising each others LD's. 
Russell Francis: Shelia / Wolfgang On a related note I feel it is really important to get
teachers thinking about ways to use LD sequences to tackle areas of the
curriculum that can not be easily tackled using traditional pedagogies
Wolfgang Greller: To Russell: Hmm you got a good point there!
Sheila MacNeill: to Russell: again something we could take about later - perhaps with
Wolfgang too
Wolfgang Greller: Russell/Sheila: Happy to take this forward with you - it's a strategic
issue.
Russell Francis: Shelia / Wolfgang always keen to talk more about pedagogy and usability
issues russell.francis@green.ox.ac.uk got to run now enjoyed the chat. 
The GLOBE project
David Bean: Does anyone know if the GLOBE  project is going to be considering LD
UoLs?
Wolfgang Greller: What's the GLOBE project do?
David Bean: GLOBE is a new collaboration between ARIADNE, Education.au,
eduSource Canada, MERLOT and NIME 
Ana Dias: Where can we find specific information about GLOBE David
Bill Olivier: The two Canadians in Valkenburg last week work with Tom Carey who
chairs Merlot, so maybe...
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Dawn Buzza: David's looking for a site right now.
David Bean: http://resource01.nime.ac.jp/globee/
Ana Dias: Thanks David!
Bill Olivier: GLOBE should be interesting - I ARIADNE doesn't seem to like LD
whereas EduSource (Griff Richards - another Canadian at Valkenburg last
week) does.
Interface Design
John Casey: A quick thought on interface design - however easy it looks there are some
difficult conceptual abstractions for teachers (and me!) - Perhaps we also
need to look at 'human engineering' solutions such as training and
exemplars and 'worked examples' and case studies? This kind of stuff can
be very good for gathering requirements for interface development
Sheila MacNeill: to John: Totally agree - maybe that's a next stage for the UoLs created
last week - extend to use cases
Bill Olivier: John: A starting point might be the 'template' that Rob Koper took us
through on day 2 to help map narratives into LD. Was it useful? Should
we develop it further?
Dawn Buzza: John: Can you clarify what kinds of exemplars you have in mind?
John Casey: On the interface front I would suggest the actual production and testing of
training materials would be a good feedback loop to interface
development
Dawn Buzza: Are you talking about LD design tools, as would be used in an authoring
environment?
daniel Burgos: It’s a nice opportunity to encourage all of you to provide more examples.
We already have 9 Level A (thank you, very nice also) but more UoL will
give us a wider scope (all of them at
http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=20). We will try
to extend the Examples, and case studies and also templates, to be
approached in Barcelona’s next meeting (April)
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John Casey: For Dawn - could be this is how I made an lD but also this is how I made
an LD for a certain activity - then we are getting towards patterns perhaps?
Dai Griffiths: I think John is right that interface design is difficult. The simplest approach
seems to be to work towards creating templates for UoLs and for activity
structures, and to providing some way for teachers to find the things they
need. But one of the problems is how a teacher can see quickly what a
UoL or activity is like. So we need to look at representation of UoLs.
John Casey: For Dawn - yes I am talking about the training materials for LD design
tools (such as reload) training materials is not the most attractive activity
but can concentrate the mind on the interface issues
Wizards and templates
Dawn Buzza: We're currently working up some exemplars and templates for our
"LearningMapR" process, which will help instructors, develop UoLs.
daniel Burgos: To Dawn. Can we get more information about ¨LearningMapR¨? Perhaps a
link?
Wolfgang Greller: Dai: A lot of software use wizards/templates for the most common set
of applications and if that is not required one can go and create a custom
output. this may help newcomers and also accommodates advanced
creation of UoLs..
Dawn Buzza: We [David, Les Richards and Kevin Harrigan] were just at Oxford and
Valkenburg, discussing the next steps in developing a prototype tool. we
don't yet have a link for this.
Wolfgang Greller: John is right: engaging in training is a way of learning to think the way
users think.
Daniel Burgos: To Wolfgang: we need it. The real providers are the teachers and they
need to have the way of creation easier. A good pack of templates and
examples can help them to focus on their subjects instead of the technical
difficulty of the creation process or interface that we live right now
Ana Dias: Bill I like your idea of creating a "narrative template" based on Rob day 2
section, Together with John’s approach to the development of
"instructional" materials or training materials to be used by teachers.
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Dawn Buzza: The LearningMapR focuses on developing task-based UoLs, and does not
require extensive knowledge of instructional design on the user's part.
John Casey: A cheeky question from left-field: if the semantics of describing learning
designs are too difficult how could we describe them loosely and let a
searcher 'process' what they are about? The Toshiba software factory did
something a bit like this I think in the past.
Russell Francis: Wolfgang - Regarding wizards. An interesting question is who designs
the templates? A danger is that you drift to a top down prescriptive mode
of learning design rather than allowing teachers to evolve their own
sequences and pedagogies in a bottom up manner
Sheila MacNeill: To Francis: I think the JISC project Bill mentioned is going to look at
bottom up approaches too
Dawn Buzza: I like John's idea - but can you give us an example or two?
Wolfgang Greller: To Russell: True both for wizards and templates. Important is that it is
not compulsory, but it may be the easy way in.
Dawn Buzza: I would like to see a situation where searchers [teachers] could use their
own terms as much as possible.
daniel Burgos: To Russell. Wizards are important in the creation process, but if we don’t
take care it will happen like with the rest of the wizards for other
applications: all the outcomes are 95% the same and look the same.
Wizards have to provide a general architecture but needed to be edited and
personalized
Nested LDs
David Bean: to Dai: I would be interested in exploring the concept of nested LD's and
all the resulting implications
Bill Olivier: David: Given that an LD has everything in it is not at clear - maybe
impossible - to nest a UOL within another
Taxonomies
Dai Griffiths: For Dawn and John: Controlled vocabularies are important, but
recommendations from other teachers are also effective. We need to make
it easy for teachers to see what has been effective for other teachers in
similar contexts, maybe in closed or defined communities of teachers
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Dawn Buzza: While taxonomies may limit the language too much for users, what about
ontology engines, which will translate from the terms users enter? Will
this get us where we want to go?
Bill Olivier: Dai, Dawn, John: You can combine metadata type vocabs with
'recommender' systems - you could say that recommendations are another
type of metadata.
Dai Griffiths: To Dawn: Ontologies look interesting, but to me (in my ignorance) hard to
implement. How difficult do you think it would be to set up a system like
that?
Dawn Buzza: Not being very technical, myself, I have no idea, Dai! Can anyone else
help out on this one?
Daniel Burgos: To Dai. Having the right and flexible taxonomy and ontologies system is
not hard to do. The challenge is the taxonomy and the common acceptance
of it
Forthcoming Barcelona Event
Dai Griffiths:   Are there any key issues or activities emerging from Valkenburg which
people would like to see addressed in the next CoP meeting, or online.
Dawn Buzza: We're looking forward to meetings that focus on pedagogy - Portugal?
Dai Griffiths:   To Dawn (meetings that focus on pedagogy): Yes, Portugal will focus
more on the patterns and templates issue, but we will be working towards
that at the Barcelona meeting too. 
Dawn Buzza: Can we get some details on both the Barcelona and Portugal meetings?
Dai Griffiths:   Date of the Barcelona meeting is 21st to 23rd April. Portugal will be last
week in June or first in July. More details to be posted in early March.
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6th June 2005, online discussion of the CoP meeting in Braga
The discussion was based on the report on the meeting, available at: 
http://www.unfold-project.net/about_folder/events/cops/portugal/
There were four main issues in this online discussion
• Patterns and templates  
• Enabling teachers to work with templates  
• Interoperability issues  
• Making changes in runtime  
Dai Griffiths Is there anything from the Braga meeting that you'd like to ask
about? I was thinking of this chat as being in part an opportunity
for people who didn't come to pick up on the discussions.
Davinia
Hernández
Dai, thanks a lot for facilitating reports and presentations
regarding the CoPs meeting Braga via the UNFOLD website!!! 
Vu Hung Yes, it's a very detailed report.
 
Patterns and templates
Davinia
Hernández
Yes! I'm here to catch up what I missed... did you discuss
something related to patterns?
Dai Griffiths In Braga we were mainly talking about templates, and we didn't
talk about patterns a lot. Maybe because some of the people who
are working on patterns were not there. But we did have a
discussion about it on the Thursday evening. It became clear to me
that there's still confusion in he terminology. So some people
mean templates when they say patterns. Some people don’t. Then
there are all the nuggets and primitives as well. So I'm just writing
a discussion document to try to sort that out.
Davinia
Hernández
OK Dai, that may be useful... patterns can be also understood in
different ways... I've seen Daniel's presentation on templates ;), I
like it very much (and agree) the time line he presented  
Vu Hung Do we have an exact definition of patterns?
Dai Griffiths Dawn and Les, are the UoLs you provide through LearningMapR
"templates" or "patterns", or both or something else?
Dawn Buzza We still haven't [collectively] defined exactly what we mean by
patterns, but we do see our templates as expressions of a
pedagogical pattern for a learning activity - it's generic in that it is
stripped of subject matter content.
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Davinia
Hernández
Well, Alexander's definition, a pattern is a (common) solution to a
recurrent problem 
Dai Griffiths Patrick McAndrew said something very interesting which has
stayed with me. In his view patterns should not resolve all of
teachers problems, they should leave them with things to think
about and decide.
Dawn Buzza I agree with Alexander's definition and also Patrick's point -
teachers should be able to use patterns as a starting place and
should be able to adapt and build on them depending on their
teaching context, subject matter, specific objectives, etc.
Ana Dias I managed to register in Collage and had a first glance. Is the
Collage website already available from Unfold?
Davinia
Hernández
Yes, I think Dai added the Collage website to the list of LD tools.
What's your vision of Collage in this sense (using patterns as a
kind of template)?
Dai Griffiths That seems to me to be the key. Is a pattern something you use to
think and design with to make something bigger, or is it an
exemplar of a solution which you adopt (or not)
Davinia
Hernández
The first thing (something you use and particularize to your
particular learning situation)
Dawn Buzza We see both exemplars and templates as helpful -- teachers are
very unlikely to find an exemplar [which always has content
embedded in it] that is a great fit for their purposes, but the
template that describes the same learning activity without content
is more easily adapted. The exemplars allow teachers to see how
others have used the learning activity.
Davinia
Hernández
I agree, Dawn. Examples are very useful (often the most useful) to
catch up design ideas (and understand them better)
Daniel Burgos About patterns. Sure, templates are not the ultimate answer to all
the teachers' problems. They are just a tool, a support
Davinia
Hernández
The issue may be that patterns can be somehow a kind of template
(I'm not consider that every template is a pattern) 
Dai Griffiths Yes, Daniel and Rob were very clear that a "template" is a semi-
complete UoL, which can be completed by the user. 
Patrick McAndrewHello - nice to find I have made a point - even before I logged in
 . We had a research meeting here in OUUK yesterday where we
ended up talking about patterns and affordances. In a way these
shadow LD and tool interoperability but for research at least and
probably practitioner as well you seem to need more flexibility.
Daniel Burgos In fact, nobody is inventing the concept of template from scratch.
We can just take the examples of any Office-suite or any
Multimedia-set and we get the same approach
Dai Griffiths Yes, you are right. It is just that the term tends to get expanded out
from that straight forward original meaning.
Ana Dias The frontier between a Template and a Pattern is not so easy is it?
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Patrick McAndrewI think though that the more complex terms of learning design and
patterns are capturing people's imagination more than templates or
lesson plans because they do imply something different. The
implication is that they work in some sense. It doesn't directly
follow but I think expectations lead that way. Alexander talks
about the quality without a name in connection with the goodness
of architecture.
Dai Griffiths I agree. I think that often when people say "pattern" they mean
"really good template that represents excellent practice that you
can use". There's often the implication that this is as part of a set
of UoLs which provides you with a set of solutions for all
contingencies. This is some distance from Alexander, I think
Dai Griffiths In LearningMapR, when the teacher has got the recommendation
from the system, do you have any way for them to work with that
and build on it? Or are you planning that?
Dawn Buzza The "built-in" ability to work with and build on templates and
exemplars within the LearningMapR will depend on the software
we are able to develop [hopefully in partnership]. In the short
term, we are hoping to incorporate or at least point to an LD editor
for this purpose. As LMS systems become LD compliant, they will
be able to modify the templates and exemplars they have selected
for integration into their course.
Davinia
Hernández
Dawn, you can have a look our Collage editor (it is quite modest
but LDs can be created by starting from a kind of templates that
reflects patterns) 
Patrick McAndrewDawn, for varying LDs wee built a very simple wizard to take a
design and transform it (essentially XSLT on XML) not
sophisticated but had a lot of appeal.
 
Enabling teachers to work with templates
Dai Griffiths Dawn, did you get the chance to see Ecaterina's work on
netUniversité? In some ways it's parallel to your own work, in that
it takes teachers through a set of questionnaires, and then
generates a UoL. I haven't looked at it in detail, but I know that
she's made a Java based editor which teachers can use to edit the
recommended UoL. We didn't get to see it in action, unfortunately,
because the server was down. Has anyone had a look at it? Daniel?
Daniel Burgos Yes, I ran netUniversité
Dai Griffiths How was the Java editor?
Daniel Burgos It's promising and you can change features on the run and all the
main content can be changed through forms. In fact, the interface
is easy to use and the functionality gives a lot of flexibility and
power to the end-user. Anyway, it's still under development
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Dawn Buzza We're looking at the editor from netUniversite now, but ourconcern is to focus our attention on helping teachers design UoLs,
with their specific needs, contexts, and objectives in mind, but
without having to school them in instructional design theory. Up
until now the focus of templates seems to have been how to help
teachers use LD by providing an interface template that contains
all the "boxes" for ID theory-based activities to be described -but
they assume that the teacher knows what to fill in the boxes.. This
works for some, and the functionality is coming along really well.
What we feel the direction should now be to build tools based on
our [international, collective] knowledge of instructional design
theory, which will allow teachers to find strategies to fit their
needs, as they define those needs, but without their having to be
conversant in ID theory. 
Daniel Burgos I completely agree. This approach you point out is the way it
should be. A teacher doesn't need to know LD in depth
Dai Griffiths If I really like an activity structure in one of the templates that
reflects a pattern, can I in Collage just grab that and use it my own
UoL. Or do I have to work on the whole thing?
Davinia
Hernández
Not at the moment (that's part of our future work), you have now
to work on the whole thing (but in reality the pattern is in the
whole thing because the patterns implemented in Collage reflect
learning flows)
 
Interoperability issues
Vu Hung Perhaps Moodle will completely support IMS LD next year. What
about LMS BlackBoard, everybody?
Dai Griffiths We don't have a good line of communication with Blackboard, It
is being kept under wraps as far as I can tell. 
Vu Hung As I know, BlackBoard will make use of some parts of EduBox. Is
that right?
Daniel Burgos About Blackboard. Yes, they use some of Edubox and have a deal
with OUNL, but don't use LD, so far
Dai Griffiths I understand that Blackboard are planning to use stylesheets to
transform LD into EML, and so that they could run UoLs on
EduBox. But that's just my understanding...
Vu Hung Will IMS LD be refined to deal with group problem and add more
tools specifications in a recent time?
Dai Griffiths Daniel may be better positioned to answer your point on groups
and services. My understanding is a) groups as such are not a
feature of LD, rather they emerge from the characteristics of the
roles which are defined. So Moodle can talk about Groups, but
these will be expressed as role parts when they are exported to LD.
b) yes there is work going on to creating a generic method for
using tools with LD. Alex is your man for this conversation (if he
is still here).
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Daniel Burgos Yes, we are working to add a layer of services to LD. But LD is
not a LMS to carry out all the facilities that a LMS can do, don't
forget it. A spec and an LMS are different things. 
Davinia
Hernández This layer of services is a kind of new mini-spec?
Daniel Burgos In principle, It's just a kind of understanding between LD, Moodle
and LAMS. A small working group. Depending on the results we
could extend it and think of a mini-spec
Davinia
Hernández
OK, that's something Dai, Ernie and I discussed before Braga
meeting by e-mail... I'm also interested in participating, if possible
Daniel Burgos Participating in? services or runtime tracking?
Davinia
Hernández The working group around services ;)
Daniel Burgos What is exactly the "group problem" in LD?
Vu Hung Will Moodle groups be able to model by using roles of IMS LD? 
Daniel Burgos Currently, you can group users in LD, but with a different
behaviour and setting-up. The feature is there but the way to use it
is different. i.e., in LD you build groups of five (or five by five, in
cascade)
Vu Hung How many tools can be modelled using IMS LD services, e.g.
forums, chat, journal?
Daniel Burgos Simple: 0.  IMS LD has no portal service: forum, chat, calendar,
journal, wi-ki... In LD you have other services, like monitoring,
search, email.. but the drive is different, I think
Dai Griffiths The issue has been if it makes sense to have an interoperability
spec for things which you can't rely on finding in all LMS systems.
The answer has been "No". But my understanding is that there is
an approach being suggested that would give you a generic
mechanism to set up the tool of your choice. Of course you might
not find the tool on the system your working on, in which case it
obviously won't work. But that seems to be a good way to go. 
Vu Hung When Moodle exports courses/topics to UoLs or something like
that, how will we deal with tools of Moodle? Can other systems
understand and reuse tools of Moodle?
Daniel Burgos Tools will be taken separately. Depending on the tool it will be
modelled inside LD or taken as an external module. But, please,
don't go too much ahead. We are still thinking of it. Don't take it
as a promise, just as a wish
Vu Hung OK! We'll wait to see the actual result. Thanks, Daniel and Dai.
Ana Dias Maybe Moodle integrating LD next year + LAMS tool will help
the take up?
Daniel Burgos Sure. Interoperability is the key of success. No doubt. If an open
spec is not interoperable, what is it for?  
Dai Griffiths I think it will give Blackboard and WebCT food for thought too
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Ana Dias YES Dai, if moodle continues to lead the way then Blackboard
and WebCt will follow by sure
 
Making changes in runtime
Davinia
Hernández
Maybe Vu refers to the problem of interaction between designtime
and runtime grouping that Rob pointed out in his presentation in
Braga...
Mark
BarrettBaxendale
Talking of run time, Rob also mentioned run time editing. In my
mind this is going to be something a practising teacher will want,
to change the design during a run, I don't see how we can currently
support this
Daniel Burgos You know that runtime for groups in LD is not the main strength.
It's something to talk about but certainly not solved. Several things
can be changed and adapted in run-time, but not all. Today a new
UoL was uploaded to
[http://moodle.learningnetworks.org/course/view.php?id=20]
(number 34) and I am working right now on a full example of
personalization, for content and interface. You will have it ready
soon
Mark
BarrettBaxendale
Yes I just looked at the e.g., and this is a powerful feature of LD,
no doubt, but I have to design in all possibilities. In reality I can't
do that, I will have to adapt what I do as I'm doing it
Mark
BarrettBaxendale
Thanks Daniel, but I mean the actual design, things that we hadn't
foreseen
Daniel Burgos Learning process, you mean?
Daniel Burgos Changes on the learning process, modifications or qualifications
are not allowed, I am afraid. Everything has to be planned before.
But you can let specific things open to be filled on the run. It's not
the best stage but it's a step, I think
Dai Griffiths There are two things here: a) the things you can do with
CopperCore, Reload, etc, which is LD from the ground up, so to
speak. b) if you use IMS LD as an interoperability spec there is
nothing to stop you importing your learning design into
"application x" and then introducing as many run time changes as
you want. Or am I over simplifying?
Mark
BarrettBaxendale
That's fair enough but I think it would be good in the future if we
could spawn new LDs in the light of actual practice, as we do it.
Maybe Dai is right it's simply a matter of tooling
Dai Griffiths When you say "spawn UoLs in the light of actual practice", do you
mean that you would have a system with a range of possible
learning activities, the teacher would choose them, and then the
decisions would be documented and generate a UoL?
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Mark
BarrettBaxendale
I'm thinking of the unforeseen, the learner that I need to take a
different approach with. Say I want to simply add in an activity.
My understanding is I have to republish and then I lose the state of
the run. Actually your description fits the scenario, yes we could
select existing activities, but if we hadn’t preplanned for every
eventuality we'd be stuck
Dai Griffiths I know that there is wriggle room here, because I've heard people
who understand such things talking about the limits of changing
things on the fly with CopperCore. But I don't know what they are.
I'd just repeat that if you want to do something that CopperCore
can't do, you can just build your own system, with import and
export of UoLs, and whatever you want happening inbetween. But
it'll be a lot more work than using CopperCore if you are doing it
from scratch!
Daniel Burgos I agree. I am convinced that we are in a very early stage of LD
tooling and that sooner than later real user-centred tools will come
up to fulfil user-needs, on editing, course management and so on
(for instance, an LMS based on IMS LD or a really graphical
editor)
Mark
BarrettBaxendale
I think that's when things will really get exciting and is what we
need for this to really get taken up
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6.4 Publications
Printed copies of UNFOLD publications will be appended to the hard copy version of this
deliverable. Readers of the electronic document are referred to the links provided in the
table on page 10
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